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THE

The Quickest Mail Order Music Supply House

THEO. PRESSER CO.
FOR EVERYTHING IN MUSIC
PROMPTNESS.

ECONOMY means not
only the giving of the
largest discounts pos¬
sible and the most fav¬
orable terms, but, mark
you, fair retail prices
as well. Our best en¬
deavors are devoted to
the teacher’s interests,
saving time, thought,
labor, giving the great¬
est value for the least
outlay.

A

stock, second to none,
drawn

From

every

quarter of the world,
linked with a corps of
efficient and trained
workers,
correct

means
filling

the

of an

order on the day of
its receipt, whether
for one piece of music
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or the stocking of a

SATISFACTION. No
doubt the greatest fac¬
tor in the success of any
NEW
PUBLICA¬
business is the personal
TIONS have been
_
confidence en¬
issued contin¬
.
PUBLICATIONS
gendered by
ually—ever
practical—Helpful—Comprehensive'
fair and help¬
abreast of the
ful dealings.
times-adapted
| PROMPTNESS and ECONOMYj
No less than
to all modern
25,000 accounts
educational
re on our
demands, carebooks, denoting satisfaction in our
fully edited and annotated by the
publications and satisfaction in our
foremost teachers of the day, and
service.
all of the most helpful character.

Attractive and Seasonable Premiums
Readers of THE ETUDE may safely order
these premiums. Every article is of the best
make and guaranteed satisfactory by us

Hardy Rose Plants
This collection of five rose plants has been carefully selected from the stock of
one of the largest growers in the United States. The plants are all strong and healthy,
___„__the
and will live, grow and bloom if properly treated.
Gruss an Tephtz (a dark rich crimson rose).
IIhiie Hermosa (pale lemon yellow passing to creamy white).
Duchess de Brabant (a clear pink).
Lucullus (rich crimson).
Madame C. P. Strasheim (fine sulphur yellow changing to orange and buff).
Entire five plants given for sending us 2 yearly subscriptions to THE
ETUDE at $1.50 each. Or witH one yearly subscription at $1.75

Fresh Flower Seeds and Bulbs
The Etude has again completed arrangements whereby it is possible to make the

.....
COLLECTION I.

FLOWER SEEDS

music store.

I

j

SATISFACTION

TWENTY-FIVE YEARS AGO, as a sequel to the
foundation of THE ETUDE (then only a journal for
piano teachers), the publishing house of Theo.
Presser was founded to furnish practical teaching
material in conformity with the suggestions and
f advice of the journal.

Flowering Cosmos, Fine Mixed Phlox, and a large packet of Mixed Large Flow■

COLLECTION II.

A GLADIOLI BED
bulbs are

^Dt'no^ SWEATSM SS 5

n S $T1H75

COLLECTION III. SUMMER FLOWERING BULBS
Three Tuberous Rooted Begonias, Assorted Colors, Orange, Pink and
White ; 3 Dwarf French Cannes, Assorted Colors; 4 Mammoth Pearl Tuberoses ;
2 Summer Flowering Oxalis.
BfcSFSM

one yearly S

Tall6 the fl

Parasols in Advanced Styles

THIS BUSINESS founded on the above principles has grown to be the
largest mail order music supply house in the world and is now established
in a permanent home, six stories in height, 44 x 150, with an annex—all
carefully planned and thoroughly equipped to attend to the wants of

Every Teacher, School and Conservatory
in the United States and Canada
INFORMATION AND CATALOGUES on any subject in music free;
the On Sale plan (one of our many original and helpful ideas to aid the
teacher) is very liberal; our New Music Idea pleases every teacher.
Send us a postal card order as a trial. Write to-day for first catalogues
and general information as to our method of dealing.

! You a Present of a Good Umbrella

1712 Chestnut St,, Philadelphia, Penna.
^erte^^^iubscriptioa.

Standard History of Music

Fashion Magazines

A FIRST HISTORY FOR STUDENTS AT ALL AGES

By JAMES FRANCIS COOKE

::

Price, $1.25

A Complete, Concise Series of 40 Story-Lessons in Music Lore

Practical—The 40 st<
Ready—Demands nI previous ex¬
perience in teaching musical history.
Concise — Each chapter just long

Uses—May be used in private, cl
cor club^work.^ f ^
^
pronounced.
iw""*

ril technical terms

-omposers of lighter
such as Chaminade,
Godard, Schutt, Sinding, Bo
Wachs, Engelman included.
Illustrated—I.
Self-Study — Just

is
Special Offer for Renewing Subscriptions Promptly

icalclub.

Study Students.

and Self!

Let Us Help You Form a Musical History Class
Absolutely no cost to the teacher.

A postal request will bring you full particulars

THEO. PRESSER CO., 1712 Chestnut St., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

THE ETUDE, Theo. Presser Co., Publishers, 1712 Chestnut St., Phila.
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THE

NEW Three=Slep

Bwinard’s Eleven Songs

Children’s Piano Pieces

ANGER-HARMONY
An epoch-making contribution to

THE MOST POPULAR
CHILDREN'S

GORDON’S GRADED PIANO COURSE
8 GRADES (First 6 now ready)

CHROMATIC HARMONY
° fr ^pene*rat*on *^at ^as enabled him to demonstrate the “points of the compass,” and the distinct
this hitherto misty territory of Chromaticism. His theory is new, yet firmly grounded upon the
fees o

master-composition.

It illuminates and frees, while giving sane direction and balance to

constructive effort. This masterly treatise covers the whole ground of Harmony in its three volumes.

Part I —Carries the student fhrn„ni,
n_:_. c.
..
Pm
'hrOUgh 'he D°mi”ant Se''eMh Ch"d
i* inversions

Arranged by Paolo Gallico. Price, 75 cts.
COMPLETE CONTENTS
Andante from First Symphony.Haydn
Apprentice, The (Rondo).Dussek
Au Moulin (In the Mill).Gillet
Bagpipe, The.Reinhold
Berceuse from "Jocelyn”.Godard
Blue Danube, The (Waltz).Sira,
Bolero (Spanish D;
Dance).Gut
Bon-Bon (Polka)..
..JSehi
Charge of the Uhla..Cinquantaine, La (The t

(Separate Key to'pan ’ll'trrbeVubh'shed1)111

. S. GORDON, - 114 W. 30th Street, - NEW YORK

tones and

extraneous

8-parttharmony; thevtrfous cSSs'lireming towLemi?Jomatic Dissonance; special problems of 3-, ,8-, 6-, 7 . and
the scent, fic standpoint and that of „i-„ses,
THE ROSTniw mi jo i/-

(£par,te fay !o PaTtllj to gbliKl

_

811

' ’mm'Is’M

_______

0
’*
Donna e Mobile, La (Rlgoletto)...
Faust Waltz...!.........
Grandfather’s Dance..
Grandmama’s Waltz.Koehler
Grandmother Tells a Ghost Story.Kullak
Hansel and Gretel.Humperdink
Hunting Song..Gurlitt
In Rank and File.Lange
Last Rose of Summer (Martha).Flotou
icer, The.Streabbog
Mandolinata, La .
e, La (Fret
May Bells.
Mazurka..
Melody....
Menuetto .

Four Spring Songs
Little Green Lady
Young April
Miss Daffodil
Spring’s First Kiss
EACH FIFTY CENTS
Regular Teachers’ and Professional discount
allowed.
JEROME H. REMICK & CO.
131 West 41st Street
New York City
Write for our new thematic catalogue of other
songs by Mr. DeKoven

MONEY-SAVING MAGAZINE COMBINATIONS 1

Price, $1.25
..

derivat'vcS suspensions, non-harmonic

50 CENTS EACH

Send for circulars and special prices

1.25
modulation.

-

The studies and recreations have been so
deftly chosen that while the pleasing quality
always demanded by the growing pianist is
fully in evidence, it is constantly kept subser¬
vient to the demands of good music writing,
and thus charm and worth are made to go
hand in hand in a most unusual way.

T5° u ,UniqUe GXper*ence as a specialist in Music-theory and a trainer of composers, Dr. Anger adds a

JUST PUBLISHED

REGINALD DeKOVEN

Music-Theory!

charting the great area of

y

"Near anti Dear,"by Chas. E. fir.
Roat, composer of''Sorority,”
Or. for 20c we will Include “ Dance
of the Fairy Flakes” and “Grand
March of the Marines,” two 1912
copyrights of sterling value. All 3
' - 20c. Order today, giving us

By CARRIE JACOBS-BOND
.
The best songs by this composer. Brainard’s
exclusively. List price Ji.oo. Usual discounts
THE S. BRAINARD’S SON’S CO.
New York
Chicago

COMPREHENSIVE

’
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$0.50 THE ETUDE - . . .
j Pictorial Review (2 yrs.) j

is
u
!8

Send all orders for magazines to THE ETUDE Clubbing
Department. Like our premium department, it is conducted solely to furnish our readers with the magazines
they desire, thus eliminating the worry and annoyance
of ordering a list of magazines from individual pub¬
liahers. This department offers an effective means of
purchasing magazines at particularly low prices. Whether
or not THE ETUDE is included in the magazines selected,
send the order direct to THE ETUDE. It will be executed

.Silcher
....PaladiL
Song) .de V fsle

nent Musical.Schubert
ming-Glory.Lichner
:ningof theChildren'sParty(Polonaise)AT<//af:
torale.Burgmueller
Restless Galop. The ..

PUBLICATIONS OF G. SCHIRMER; new YORK
Just Published

Concentration and Keyboard
Facility
Con.,™„,„

Technic for mental and

By LOUIS STILLMAN

Just Published

Advanced Exercises for the
Violin
By FRANZ

Price, $1.50 net

KNEISEL

Other Most Popular Music Books

Price, $1.50 net

Instead^of>n eliminates waste,

These exercises, the fruit of many years of •
cal experience, have been designed hv C f ?P£ Practi'

practice expended in mastering ttchnicd nroM d CndleSS
manner perfunctory, and purely mechSiVaI «P b emS m a
is fostered and developed because tit!’ concentration”

furnish a logical technical preparation7f^\KaeWel to
the Rode “Caprices,” as well as to sunn/ ^ Study of
arranged material to be employed in coLl Pr°gressively

mentally and emotionally interesting aklsg th?^'
clinging to a thought sequence.
g
d th mmd

Vieuxtemps studies, Dont’s “Qradus ad P
Wieniawski’s “Ecole moderne.” The

branSefLVC
either of time or method.

» *H «»

eTceYn? XfKdom

ln

study of these advanced technical figuratio^ beg'n the

ST^TindepS

Kreutzer has been thoroughly mastered
"d ^ S°°n 38
work is sure to bring about the result they J^ lntelligent

unreliable Membersof^piS.S^
May be ordered for examination

tW° °ften

?e Songs (Words and Plant
lege Songs ( Words and Pic
v College Songs (Words an,

°nWlth 'the
and

^ uW^ker

fingers in

1Haydn
Spring Song (Song Without Words) Mendelsso,
Staccato Polka.BoK
Star Spangled Banner, The.Smi
Styrie
eiuver. The.j-osi
icart (Landler)).Be
Tempo di Minuetto.Beethov
Toreador Song (Carmen).
Bu
Trumpeter’s Serenade, The.Sptnd,
Turkish March.Mozi
Tyrolese Melody.Koeht
Venetian Boat Song (Song Without Words)
Mendelsso,
on the Rhine. The (German Patrijtic Song).IVilkeln
When Roses Bloom (Waltz).Bek,

securer correct position of the left hid
?ritten to
facility m the manipulation of the bow.
’ ^ grace and
May be ordered for examination
s (with Piano Accompaniment)...
%o Accompaniment).'.
Solos^withPi
bone Solos (with Piano Accompaniment). . . ..
{Wllh
Pian° ^■ccomPaniment).75
ue lo Solos (with Piano
Accompaniment).
75
^uoIoSDlotionaryt4K<& Piano Accompaniment).
.75
Special Discounts to Teachers
Clarinet Solos <

E ETUDE when addressing our advertisers.

HINDS, NOBLE & ELDREDGE, Publishers
3j^33 W. 1 5th St., New York City

j. ETUDE SUBSCRIPTION CATALOG of .
Send all orders, address all correspondence and make all remittances payable to

lThe Etude,

Theo. Presser Co., Publishers

1712 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia
ie mention THE ETUDE when addressing our adve
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Boosey & Co.’s NEW ISSUES for February

CARL FLESCH

Nine Favorite Soprano Songs

“Urstudien” for Violin

1J *the knight
y
OF TOGGENBERG
ly

FRITZ KREISLER writes: “the Crown
of the modern Violin pedagogy.”

nrpiOST violinists who are able to devote only a
1 1Y* | short time to daily practise—orchestra players,
teachers, advanced amateurs and traveling
virtuosi, for example—soon discover that they
gradually lose perfect command of their instru¬
ment. The reason for this is, that, though we possess
many excellent pedagogical works and studies, we have
none in a condensed form which truly meets the needs
of all such players.

By RICHARD WAGNER
"j Arranged by Percy E. Fletcher
4
The text by Florence Hoare
For Mixed Voices
Price, 40c postpaid
Represents the best choral numbers of
Wagner’s beautiful opdra. For soprano,
I and if available, a tenor soloist, with chorus
"1 of mixed voices. Available for high school
choruses and glee clubs.

J

GERMANY

EDITION WOOD

VOLUME THREE

Over 650 Volumes

Music !£ Child World

T has been the endeavor of the pub¬
lishers to make “EDITION WOOD”
the finest and most correct edition
of Standard Studies, Recreations and
Classics yet issued.

MARI RUEF HOFER

I

The Editors have tried to be very
conservative in their work, and have
followed as closely as possible the original
editions of the classics, making only the
changes which seemed necessary in order
that the phrasing and fingering should
agree with modern ideas.

binding are the best obtainable; in fact,
nothing has been spared to place the
Edition upon as high a plane of excellence
mechanically as it is musically.
All of the volumes are bound in such
a manner that they will remain open and
flat upon the piano rack when in use,
and many of the volumes are to be had
in handsome, durable, full cloth bindings.
&
Fully one-half of the volumes con¬
tained in “ EDITION WOOD ” are the
copyright property of the publishers and
can be obtained in no other edition.
The phenomenal success of “EDITION
WOOD” is the best testimony of its merit.
Complete Catalogues s<

THE B. F. WOOD MUSIC CO.
Proprietors of “EDITION WOOD”
246 Summer Street
23 East 20th Street
BOSTON
NEW YORK
Also at LONDON and LEIPZIG

A DAY IN ROSELAND
A Cantata or Operetta for Girls’ Voices

1
•ji

Words by F.E. WEATHERLY

“MOON BOAT”
Keys: F (Bi to F), G and A

Words by HAROLD SIMPSON

“ SINCE LOVE IS MINE
Keys: Kb (C to E5), Bb and C

Price, 75c postpaid

Publishers
225 So. Wabash Ave., Chicago, Ill.

--nr — ■>-

Words by HAROLD SIMPSON

“NECTARINE”
Keys: F (C to F). G and Ai

„ . u w „ enrIRF
Music by W. H. SQL IRE

Words by J.P. O’REILLY

Ml^D^ciTo

Musicby HAYDN WOOD

f THEMATICS from local Dealers or direct from the Publishers

BOOSEY & CO. -

9 East 17th Street, New York

THE H. W. GRAY CO., 21 East 17th Street, NEW YORK

Sole Agents for NOVELLO & CO., Ltd.

THE

GRADED RECREATIONS

SEEBOECK PIANO ALBUM

A collection of pleasing and desirable pieces
by the Best Authors

With preliminary studies in interpretation and a teacher’s analysis of
instruction prepared

By CHARLES E. WATT
Here may be found real gems in piano literature for children of both smaller and
larger growth. The compositions are all extraordinary good, and every teacher can
use this Album with resultant good to every one concerned. The pieces are easy
and tuneful and yet never approach the commonplace. The work as planned is both
synthetical and analytical, has preparatory studies for each composition for a readier
execution and proper interpretation of each, and contains a supplement for the
teacher on “Seeboeck Pieces and how to teach them.” This supplement is a sepa¬
rate pamphlet and may be detached from the book proper. Price, ... 60 cts.

1
|

Edited

by

&

EMIL LIEBLING

These melodies have been admirably selected, the gradation is most consistent,
each piece carefully and fully fingered, with the embellishments written out in
foot-notes. This series will render many services—as delightful themes for melodyplaving, abundant and varied material for recreation, as a means of promoting
acquaintance with the best composers of many schools, and, their supreme service,
of kindling an interest in good music and awakening the artistic sense. An ex¬
amination of the “Graded Recreation” means its endorsement and adoption. Two

CIRCUS DAY

Simplified transcriptions of the favorite compositions of THE
GREAT MASTERS carefully fingered and phrased

Melody Pictures in the First Grade, for Four Hands

By BRYN HUME

By PAUL FELIX
IN TWO VOLUMES: ONE FOR PIANO SOLO-ONE FOR FOUR HANDS
;

W. S. B. MATHEWS

For the First, Second, Third and Fourth Grades

CLASSICS FOR THE YOUNG

This collection has been made for the purpose of helping the young student
to approach the works of the great masters in a practical way. Compositions have
been selected—the favorite Beethoven and Mozart Sonatas, the Chopin Dance
Forms, the choice Mendelssohn numbers; in fact, the best things from Bach to
Schumann—that are frequently heard in concert or in recital. These have been
carefully simplified in such a manner that the essential features of the original have
been retained, but arranged within the possibilities of small hands and early music

The progressive difficulty of the rhythms may be more easily overcome by
first singing or reciting with the pupil the words accompanying each one; ob¬
serving carefully the correct accent.

In pupils’ recitals the set of twelve pieces

will be found useful as a diverting entertainment by reciting the verses before
each number, and if deemed advisable, having different performers for each one.
The contents are : Breakfast, Circus Day, The Fence Posts, The Sea Lion, The
Kangaroo, Tickets, The Prairie Dog, The Monkey and the Elephant, The Crowd,

The books present in a concise and practical way the beauties of the classic
school. Price, each..50 cts.

The Rain, Playing Circus, Good Night.

Price,.50 cts.

The John Church Company
CINCINNATI

£ ETUDE when ad J. essing our advertiser;.

Price complete, $1.00
Also arranged for pianoforte duet, pianoforte and violin, pianoforte and
string quartette and full orchestra

The favorite compositions of W. C. E. SEEBOECK

Compiled by

CLAYTON F. SUMMY CO.

li

Music by ERIC COATES
Musc 5
CHARLES DEACON
Muslc by C ‘

tiw—nn. Rossinri"° B°Y JOHNNY”

loooa BOSTONcSelllsikiN EW YORK &

Sections I to X each contain from 5 to
12 numbers; section XI contains 27 num¬
bers. IS pages are devoted to descrip¬
tive and instructive matter, and there are
132 pages of music alone.
The engraving and printing are of the
highest type of excellence and the book
is strongly bound in cloth, uniform with
the other two volumes. Price, $1.50.
A fine collection for piano teachers
wanting pieces in the 2d and 3rd grades
of difficulty.

3. Torch Dance

DANCE

'SIHt

Time of performance: one-half hour

Easy, melodious, bright and attractive, and the stage action situ
twenty mmu.es to, ng ,t.
- Orchestra parts may be rented

is now published and on sale. A long
promised book, delayed for various rea¬
sons, but in contents it would not have
been so attractively complete had it been
issued earlier, so there is some gain in the
waiting. It will be found a fitting climax
to so excellent a series, while in grade of
difficulty it is throughout the simplest of
the three books.
We give the section headings to denote
the variety of subject-matter covered:
I. The Children’s Hour; II. Familiar
Friends; III. Doll Suite; IV. A Long
Time Ago; V. Harvest Festival; VI.
Christmas; VII. Easter; VIII. Music
of the Springtime; IX. Serious
Music; X. Fairy Themes; XI. Fairy

2. Shepherd’s Dance

MORRIS

MY LAGAN LOVE
amti ton harty
y SEOSAMH MacCATHMHAOIL ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ £
Mus,c by HAMILTON HARTY
r. C (Bb t
‘ A LAST YEAR’S ROSE ” Music by ROGER QUILTER
Words by W. E. HENLEY

The text by Florence G. Attenborough
Solo voices: Soprano. Alto

Price, 50c postpaid

,J

Konigl. Sachs. Hofmusikalienhandler.

1. Morris Dance

LEHMANN

Latest English Ballad Successes by
the Leading Composers

An Operetta for Children
By CARRIE BULLARD and ABBIE G. LEWIS

RIES & ERLER

LIZA

IN ONE VOLUME (Medium or High Voice),
PRICE, $1.50
«1 Thematics of this Volume obtainable from any Music Dealer

THE FAIRY GODMOTHER’S LESSON

Price, 3 Marks net., and obtainable from
every music dealer or from the firm of

Berlin W. 15
Kurfurstendamm 22.

By WILLIAM REED

Of moderate difficulty and within the

HENRY VIII

By EDWARD GERMAN

Comprising such well-known examples as: “Titania_s Cradle,” “Y ou
and I,” “Beautiful Land of Nod,
Come Dance the
Romaika,” “The Snake Charmer, etc.

Churchly in spirit, and of medium diffi-

Flesch Urstudien
meet the requirements of all violinists with limited
time for daily practise, inasmuch as they demand only
half an hour’s work each day, and enable the player
to keep up his technic to the highest standard.

Mme.

A Lenten Cantata

Tc“:
Kernes a^d John Keb:
For mixed voices with organ, solo \ou.Soprano and Baritone
Time ol performance: about twentymo
minutes.
^ postpaid

[j * CHORAL FANTASIA
^
FROM “LOHENGRIN”

THREE DANCES

By

*THE
BURDEN OF THE CROSS

Ballad for Alto Soloed Chorus pf

Wide and deservedly Popular Success

NEW
Please

YORK

tion THE ETUDE when addressing our ad .-ertisers.

CHICAGO

I
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GEORGE P. BENT GRAND

ART PIANOS FOR ARTISTS

THE POOLE
/ I VHE music student, the
amateur and the fin¬
ished musician go about the
selection of a piano with a
somewhat different view¬
point from the average lay¬
man. They have a more
definite idea of what con¬
stitutes real artistic tone
quality; they have different
standards, perhaps more
exacting, from which to
judge tonal effects, and the
fact, therefore, that hun¬
dreds of POOLE PIANOS
. .
.
have been purchased hy mu¬
sicians is of special significance. It presents the verdict of a
competent jury; one which the intending purchaser of a
piano can well afford to take into careful consideration.
It is the beautiful singing quality of the POOLE TONE
as well as the attractive appearance of these pianos which
appeals to the artistic sense of the trained musician and
music lover.
SPHERE are Poole representations it
gladly give you information about
loatonntS'Libe?a*luowan« for old^

If you are going to study at all, study right. Don’t fritter away
any time with the idea that since you never intend to become a
professional musician you will be excused if you do your work in
an inferior manner. You will never know when you may be called

At this period of the world’s worK, there is made in Chicago a line of |
artistic pianos of unusual merit. The George P. Bent Grand and the 1
Crown Uprights stand for the highest development in the art of pia; >
building. To play a George P. Bent Grand is lo be fascinated with
its tone and touch which the strongest superlatives could not overprai
i
Should you like to know.more about the George P. Bent Grand
and the Crown Upright Pianos, it will be a pleasure to us to send j
full information, with prices of the instruments delivered in your home, 1
and on easy terms of payment if desired.

mWRITE°FOR 'CATALOGUE* c!

POOLE PIANO CO.

Write to-day, if you are interested, to

GEO. P. BENT COMPANY, Manufacturers

boston, mass.

214-216 So. Wabash Ave.

Chicago, Ills.

Publications of ARTHUR P. SCHMIDT
BOSTON, 120 Boylston Street
NEW

SONGS
BY

MARY TURNER SALTER
The Sweet o’ the Year
ft*
0m ^

-

LEIPZIG

MEW YORK,

The Pupil's Library

NEW PIANOFORTE COLLECTIONS

A Progressive Collection of Pianoforte Pieces

FOR TEACHING PURPOSES

Rn. t t>
FI?ST SERIES, 35 Easiest Pieces
Book I, Book II, each . .
{Schmidt', Educational Se'riis No. fj a-b].*
Boot,,E<„l,i,ffiONDSER,ES-s’E“Fp‘*“*
{Schmidt's Educational Series No. 44 a-b).

-

CS

1 West 36th Street

CARL BOHM

P»l00d

Book I, ™kRi? faEchIES’ 24 PieC68 !n the medium ^ades
(Schmidt's Educational Se’riis jvl as a h\.
th reegradeij qCC iano f i!,structive
melodious compositions provide material for the
the most s“ asriutTmericfn
_fr?m '¥*4

deli8'"'
Hunting Scene
°y?SthCn

_
ilfr——_

tl

The Pupil’s First Etude Album

of

CARL HEINS
“S^SSS^Grade).

.75

R- KRENT7T iivj

..

52 Pianoforte Etudes

The Pupil’s Second Etude Album
r. L-

1

My Dear. Kb (eA-g), F (c-e)
The Sweet o’ the Year. F (f-a), D (d-f#)
Song of Agamede. DA (eA-gA), BA (c-eA)
l he Young Musician. G (d-g), E (b-e)
There is a Blessed Home. (Sacred).
G (d-g), D (a-d)
PRICE, SO CENTS EACH
Mail

$0'75

34 Pianoforte Etudes
Selected and arranged in progressive order
By FERDINAND MEYER
Price, 75 Cents Each

V,Hage Scenes fin
~
Pieces. Op 19 ’ re Sharacter>stic
(*hmid$
radf .1-2) . .
^ceinthefedow

LUDWIG_SCHYTTE

The Pupil’s Duet Album (,sy

Rondo (nhDWisp

16 Pianoforte Duets in the easier grades
theqdqrf
Morceau1Tpoetiques
s"toio’ ™J
(Schmidt's Educational Series No. 46 a-b).$0.60
Send for list of contents of the above collections

Ravane^3 Room
M^,n/nf^ge
lack^
1.00

upon to support yourself by means of what you now may regard
as a mere avocation.
The world is coming to have a proper disgust for the useless
woman—the woman who can do nothing really well

as it has long

had a horror for the man who has never worked hard enough to
master the problems of his business successfully. Publishers receive
dffily contributions from men and women cast down by fortune who
vainly hope to rise by selling some manuscript reflecting hopeless
ignorance and past indolence.
These same persons might have
produced very profitable manuscripts if they had ever learned to

m

“do it right.”
The “Woman Exchange” idea is magnificent. It should offer
encouragement to all art workers and art teachers in introducing
the practice of the fine arts in the homes of gentlewomen.
All
teachers should preach the necessity for securing a good, artistic
training in some salable art, be it music, embroidery, lace-making,
painting, china decoration, etc. These things all have an essential
part in making this fine old world of ours more beautiful. Above
all things, let us emphasize the fact that to try to sell an inferior
article through eliciting sympathy is only a pitiful kind of charity,
while the world is always ready and glad to buy the brains and
handicraft of refined gentlewomen when they know how to “do
it right.”

MUSIC AND MATRIMONY.

u

Ask your friend who “knows it all" and he will tell you at
once that professional couples, particularly musical couples, are
our children.
forever sailing upon a storm-swept sea in a bark of egg shells with
cobweb rigging, steering straight for Charybdis. As with the actor
and the minister, the matrimonial wrecks of the musician make fine
DO IT RIGHT.
copy for the newspapers.
The musician is advertised—talked
about, and what good is a divorce scandal, pray, unless it is about
someone who is w idely known ? A thousand butchers, bakers and
A few days before last Christmas we chanced to look in a
candlestick makers and their respective spouses may make trips to
shop window in a distant city and saw a collection of about as
Reno and the world never knows of it. but let your musical couple
many indifferently executed articles as one could imagine. It was
part and the w'orld puts on his spectacles, sits back and calmly
the window of a “Woman’s Exchange.” The “Women’s Exchange”
generalizes, “All musical couples are unhappy."
stores throughout the country have done a great good through
Those who really do know are aware of the fact that many
making a market place for the services of hundreds of women
of the happiest of all marriages have been those of musical couples.
who, through the sorcery of circumstance, have been changed
We know7 of dozens of such couples that might be taken as models
from grand dames to needlewomen. Looking in that window one
for the whole country.
Musical history reveals many more.
could not help noting that practically all of the articles were so
Robert and Clara Schumann, Edvard and Nina Grieg, Felix and
expressive of the lives of those who had made them that the great
Cccile Mendelssohn. Robert and Marie Franz, to say nothing of C = Q
pane of glass seemed to take on the form of a character mirror.
Mr. and Mrs. Bach of Eisenach.
Among recent examples of
'
There they were, written in their own handicraft.
musical connubial happiness arc Sumner Salter and his wife. Man7
No woman can put more into her work than there is in
Turner Salter, Sidney and lionise Homer, Theodore Thomas and
herself. If she has been accustomed to feel a higher regard for
Rose Fay Thomas, Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Bedford (Liza Lehmann).
the luxuries and dispensable contraptions that surround her she
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Hinton (Katharine Goodson), Sir Frederic
will show this in her work. If she has been idle for years every¬
and Lady Cow'en, Mr. and Mrs. Granville Bantock.
thing, every trait, will be preserved in what she does. Here and
there in that window there were articles which showed efficiency.
Musical couples are, in fact, very happy couples when they
They showed that the maker at some time had worked hard enough
have in them the traits of character which under any other condi¬
to learn how to do that particular thing right. An investigation
tions would result in a happy marriage. The music has very little
revealed that these articles were the ones which the patrons of such
to do with the question, except that it gives the “marriagees” a
exchanges invariably bought.
common intellectual and artistic bond which may bring a kind of
Can you who practice music read this without seeing the point ?
delight unknown to the couples wdio have no such mutual interest.
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Musical Echoeg. i0 I„structive and
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Whenever the slogan of well-meaning but shallow civic econ¬
omists, ‘'away with musical nonsense,” is heard applied to our
public school work, every music lover should arise in his particular
might and don his armor for a royal battle. The need for music
in our modern life requires no more demonstration than the im¬
mense public demand for it. Just how music benefits us would be
difficult to tell, but it does help us, and man cries out for more
music, more beauty, more hope, more joy, more brotherly love.
Instead of limiting the music in our schools, let us have moremore of the stuff that mitigates the reformatory-like discipline
which so many teachers with good intentions mistake for education.
We know one particular boy who prayed every morning that he
might go out and find that the school building was reduced to
ashes and school postponed for months. He wasn’t a bad boy, and
he wasn’t afraid of work. The school that he attended was satu¬
rated with the idea that education was a kind of punishment.
The school orchestra is now coming in for its share of atten¬
tion.
One in the English High School of Boston has been in
existence since 1§87. The membership of the orchestra is now
forty-seven. It is said that the only instrument lacking is an oboe.
Five hundred students have been connected with it since its start.
There are over two hundred selections in the library and the
orchestra is capable of performing difficult concert numbers'. Last
year they played the overture to Tannhauser, which, it will be
remembered, was regarded the “terror of professional players at
the Boston Peace Jubilee in 1869. Attendance at orchestra re¬
hearsals counts on the diplomas of the members. There are similar
orchestras in many American high schools, and in others the intro¬
duction of the sound-reproducing machine has done much to bring
the orchestral masterpieces of the great musical thinkers nearer to
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fisherman who will never return, form Jour effective'

BRUCKNER’S INCREASING POPULARITY.
A notice of one of Bruckner’s symphonies sug¬
gests the subject of modern musical tendencies, as
well as the individual greatness of that composer.
Bruckner’s reputation has been steadily increasing,
and now he has fairly become one of the immortals,
of whom music numbers less than a score. Yet in
his lifetime he met much persecution. Friends of
Brahms looked askance at him, and critics attacked.
IIanslick was especially violent and unfair. Once
the Austrian Emperor, receiving Bruckner as a
guest, asked what favor he could do. “If you would
prevent Mr. Hanslick from maltreating me,” sug¬
gested the composer with great earnestness, “I
should be very thankful.” Time has done what the
Emperor could not, and Bruckner has gained fame
while Hanslick has lost it. Indeed, it seems strange
now that Hanslick was so long regarded as a great
critic.
Bruckner led the way to a school that is growing,
although he is still its greatest exponent. This may
be! called the modern school of pure music. The
modern program school has been fully developed;
Berlioz, Liszt and Wagner have led to Strauss and
many others. But the path indicated by Bruckner
has been followed successfully by very few. Cesar
Franck, working independently, produced one great
symphony, but only one. Elgar has written effec¬
tive movements, but does not succeed on the whole.
Paderewski grows tedious, and Dohnanyi, though
knbwn here by few works, seems to do the same
thing. The great Tchaikowsky is a transition from
old to new. D’lndy is earnest, but his “Mountain
Air” symphony verges a little toward the program
idea. Bruckner is still the pioneer, and the hourlollg symphonies of his later years are titanic in con¬
ception and execution.
Brahms looked backward while Bruckner looked
forward. The former, with Beethoven as a noble
model, sought (and found) the earnestness and in¬
tensity and beauty that can be obtained by the
expressive use of simple means. He used the thir¬
teen parts of the classical orchestra, and employed
the pure colors. The modern orchestra, with only
a few more instruments, has a greatly increased
range of combinations. As an example, there are
495 different combinations of eight instruments in
twelve, but in sixteen there would be 5,148 such combiflations. Thus it is no wonder that the modern
orchestra affords such variety of color. No one
mint can grasp it all, and there is room for many
styles, all the way from The Isle of the Dead to
Till Eulenspiegel or the 1812 overture.
This
must influence the modern symphonist. For the
time being it has led to a revel in program effects,
though the pure school is again coming into its own.
But a symphony is more than a revel in .tonecolor. It is even more than a certain plastic form.
It!is a work in which the themes, besides occurring
improper sequence, should be lofty, well-balanced,
and dignified. A symphony is a work of well-planned
logic, as well as true sentiment, while a symphonic
poem is a romance of passion, a novel in tones.
With Bruckner, as with Beethoven, intellectual bal¬
ance is joined to emotional power. The excess of
the latter in Mahler’s symphonies is what makes
them seem like program works with an unwritten
program.
AN APPRECIATION OF DEBUSSY.
Modern music brings one to Debussy. In the
Revue dn Temps Present, M. Raphael Cor has been
getting a symposium of opinions about hint, so the
present writer feels justified in giving one.
Debussy is wholly a member of the program
school with an advanced and individual style of har¬
mony. In his piano works this style is discreetly
used, and his excellent tone-pictures form a genre
of their own. Here, as in all his works, he shows
a fastidious delicacy rather than emotional breath.
The latter, as exemplified in Schumann, is a sealed
book to the Dehussvites.
In his orchestral works Debussy has carried his

bizarre harmonies to excessive lengths. Here, too,
the effects are all delicacy rather than strength.
One of his later works, Iberia, shows a sligm
recession in radicalism and a definite and easltyfollowed program. Hugo Wolf always asked o a
composer, “Can he exult?” In the Festival Morn¬
ing of Iberia. Debussy has shown that he can
exult, in his delicate way.
In opera his Pblleas and MHisande is a strict
music-drama. The orchestra no longer wanders at
will, but echoes the text skilfully. Where Wagnei
shows strength and makes the music important,
Debussy shows refinement and makes the music
subservient—as Wagner’s theories demanded. The
non-melodic style of Debussy may be independent,
or come from Franck, but here it could be an
outcome of Tristan. Being subservient, the music
loses much when heard by itself. Debussy had
once decided to set Tristan himself, but gave up
the idea. This was wise, as his bizarre delicacy
could hardly be compared to Wagners direct power.
Much is said of a Debussy school, and that com¬
poser’s influence is shown in many modern works.
Undoubtedly harmony is growing more complex
with each generation.
But the greatest works
always have some measure of direct simplicity in
them, and Debussy stands for complex impression¬
ism—musical stippling, as it has been aptly called.
There may well be an important Debussy school
with harmonies of a new style that grow upon one
with repetition. But in spite of wild claims, this
will not be the only school of the future. There
will still be the broader program school of Strauss,
and one may hope that Bruckner will find worthy
successors. And if Debussy does not monopolize
the present, still less does he abolish the past. He
and his disciples have made many ridiculous attacks on
others, especially Schumann. Composers, however,
are usually poor critics, as each one, if sincere, must
give most admiration to the style that he chooses
for his own work. The world then keeps what it
judges best. The haunting sweetness of Couperin
and the elders, the subtle beauty and infinite skill of
Bach, the glory of the Messiah, the deep expressive¬
ness of Beethoven, the romance of Schumann, the
richness of Wagner—must we give up these to ap¬
preciate the elfin delicacy of Debussy? Decidedly
not. Debussy does not abolish the others, any more
than Swinburne abolishes Shakespeare, or the bitter¬
sweet of grape-fruit abolishes roast beef.

tone-pictures.
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AngehtfSKe Rustique.' The Dance-Rhat.-ody
of Delius is more emphatic, and scared one
"'ll! Serf Puccini’s setting of the Spanish comedy,
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with the same fate. Weingartner has remade Obe on
into a Singspiel with spoken dialogue, but it is 100 ,
late for him to remake it into an up-to-date success,^

SOME FACTS ABOUT MUSICAL IRELAND.
The ancient Irish drew a sharp distinction between
bards and minstrels. The bards were the poets, the
story-tellers the satirists, learned in the mysteries oi
the Gallic tongue. The minstrels were singers, harpists, and performers on the bag-pipe. Both classes ui
artists were highly esteemed.
The old Irish musicians were so well versed in then
art that it was not necessary to write their music out
in any kind of notation. They were, however, very
scholarly and could easily have notated their melodies
had they considered it necessary. Who knows what
entrancing melodies have been lost through this
neglect!
The Irish, like all of the Celtic race—Bretons,
Scotch, Welsh and West of England folk—have al¬
ways been believers in Fairy-lore. The most familiar
Irish example is the banshee, a fairy woman who is
deeply attached to old families. When the time comes
for one of their members to die, the banshee appears
to them wailing aloud. Quite modern instances can
be cited of the appearance of the banshee, and Will¬
iam Butler Yeats, the Irish poet, is acquainted with an
Irish scientist who has been visited no less than three
times by the banshee, each time with fatal conse¬
quences. The cry of the banshee has been given as
follows. (The last note is very prolonged) : H

OLD WORLD NOVELTIES.
To most people the bag-pipe is a Scottish institu¬
tion, but it is really common to all Celts. The Irish
Speaking of Schumann brings to mind that <7
bag-pipe in early days was blown by the mouth, like
new work of his was recently heard in Paris. It
the Scottish, but later it was blown by a bellows. The
comprised two movements of an unfinished violin
scale of the Irish bag-pipe is from C below the treble
sonata, the manuscript having belonged to Charles
staff to C above it, with all semitones. While thenMalherbes, opera librarian. The first movement is
are usually only two drones to a Scotch bag-pipe
built on large lines, and very effective, but the in¬
tuned to A and its octave, there are three to the Irish '
spiration did not extend to the second movement.
instrument, tuned to three octaves of C. The Irish
The most important of classical novelties, however,
instrument is also furnished with a series of chords
is still the Jena symphony. In the quarterly mag¬
in the tenor, which act as accompaniment.
azine Prof. Stein, the finder, gives resemblances to
The Irish minstrels played a prominent part in the I
other Beethoven works, to prove the Beethoven sig¬
Crusade led by Godfrey of Boulogne. Tn speaking <.f
nature (on two of the string parts) authentic. The
this the early historian Fuller says, “Yea, we might j
symphony as a whole is too quiet for the composer
well think the concert of all Christendom in this war
whose student style was so independent that Haydn
would have made no music, if the Irish Harp had
called him “The Great Mogul.” But the orchestra¬
been wanting.”
tion is clearer than Haydn’s or Mozart’s (no blurred
The Irish harpers plucked the strings of their in- '
violin scales), and Beethoven may have adopted a
struments with their nails, and not with the flesh;
smooth style to show that he could succeed in it
part of the fingers.
if he chose. It was for this reason that Berlioz
wrote his Enfance du Christ.
The critics had
been calling him too advanced and involved, as they
UNDERSTANDING CLASSICAL MUSIC.
did Beethoven also; and he turned the tables on
them by putting an assumed name on the work.
M!'VwSr?d™rabIe work’ ft"*™ in Modern Music
Mr. W. H Hadow, one of the foremost and best of
They at once praised it, and asked why the radical
Berlioz never wrote like that; whereupon he dis¬
ing fon2j WnterS °" mUSiCal ;°picS’ haS lhe foll°"'closed the real authorship. Strauss is a modern
examples of change in style; his F minor symphony
being in the classical vein of Brahms'.
a the great composers indiscriminately, then there is
Among living composers Hausegger gives the best
novelty, a symphony for orchestra, chorus and or¬
gan. Erich Korngold’s overture, Op. 4, shows won¬
derful inspiration and originality, being really a
man’s music written by a boy. Other orchestral
to understand it; they have given it
!
?,,lnR
works include a symphony by Camillo Horn, a piano
and perfunctory hearing; and they have " mUtem
concerto by Braunfels, and a bright suite, LiindIiches Fest, by Gohler. Mahler’s example has led
Julius Major to include voices in his new symphony.
accurate atientioJ
dmand> d°« md
Pierre Maurice uses excellent instrumentation and
good material in his suite, Pecheur d’lslande. The
monotonous ocean, 'the wedding procession, the
lovers’ conversation, and the endless wait for the
F“r -*kes .*•?b,omm *
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An interview secured expressly for The Etude with the
distinguished Virtuoso Pianist

Sili

HAROLD
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[Editor’s Note.—Mr. Harold Bauer, who Is now making
his sixth tour of America, is one of the most ‘ ‘ ,il
personalities of the musical world. In the ordinaty under
standing of the word, his training has been singularly para¬
doxical, since It has differed radically from the paths in
Srboi*1n0!^

28? 1873
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become very intimately acquainted with the most beautiful
chamber music literature. As a boy Mr. Bauer studied
privately with the celebrated violin teacher Pollitzer At
the age of ten he became so proficient that he made his
delutL a violinist in London. Thereafter he made many
tours of England as a violinist, meeting everywhere with
flattering success. In the artistic circles of London he had
the good fortune to meet a musician named Graham Moore
who gave him some ideas of the details of the technic of
pianoforte playing, which Mr. Bauer had studied, or gather
Sigf hlS? "cab?eerimaSse a’ vioUnist. “VSBSS was'lxpected
to release some orchestral accompaniments on a second
piano with Paderewski, who was then preparing s”™“C°ili
.*-•- er public performance,
performance. Mr. Moore jvas taken _m
„„„
talented musical friend, Mr, Bauer, u
_
interest’ in Mr.
place. Paderewski^ immediatejy^
___ learned of" his ambition to shine as a
virtuoso, advised him to go to Paris to study violin
iorski After that Bauer met Paderewski frequently
ceived advice and hints, hut no regular instruction
ordinary sense of the term. In Paris Bauer hjd no
_____
„„ ,___._e first year and a
a period of privation' which he is not likely to forget.
Then a chance came to play in Russia as accompanist for a
sinsrer making a tour in that country. the tour was
long one and in some of the smaller towns Bauer played
an occasional piano solo
Returning to Paris with his
meagre savings he found that his position was little, if any,
better than it had been before his trip. Still no opportuni¬
ties to plav the violin were forthcoming. Then the pianist
who was to take part in a certain concert was taken ill
(the pianist was Stojowski) and Bauer was asked to substitute 11 is success was not great, but it was at least a
start As other requests for his service as a pianist fol¬
lowed, he gradually gave more and more attention^
ut and through great concentration and the me
mental analysis of the playing of other virtuos.
as a deep consideration of the musical sesthetii
ue k",
„„
pianoforte
underlying.
isen to a unique position in the tone
world"'Mr'Bauer is a wholesome, vigorous, sincere thinker
a..,who likes to delve deep into the truths „f musical
E the most individual
we feel that this interview
and instructive’ The Etude
presenting. J
THE IMMEDIATE RELATION OF TECHNIC TO MUSIC.
“While it gives me great pleasure to talk to the great
number of students reached by The Etude, I can assure
you that it is with no little diffidence that I venture to
approach these very subjects about which they are
probably most anxious to learn. In the first place,
words tell very little, and. in the second place, my
whole career has been so different from the orthodox
methods tflat I have been constantly compelled to con¬
trive means of my own to meet the myriads of artistic
contingencies as they have arisen in my work. It is
largely for this reason that I felt compelled recently
to refuse a very flattering offer to write a book on
piano playing. My whole life experience makes me in¬
capable of perceiving what the normal methods of
pianistic study should be. As a result of this I am
obliged with my own pupils to invent continually new
means and new plans for work with each student.
“Without the conventional technical basis to work
upon, this has necessarily resulted in several aspects
of pianoforte study which are naturally somewhat dif¬
ferent from the commonly accepted ideas of the tech¬
nicians. In the first place, the only technical study of
any kind I have ever done has been that technique
which has had an immediate relation to the musical
message of the piece I have been studying. In other
words, I have never studied technique independently
of music. I do not condemn the ordinary technical
methods for those who desire to use them and see
good in them. I fear, however, that I am unable to
discuss them adequately, as they are outside of my
personal experience.

BAUER

THE AIM OF TECHNIQUE.
“When, as a result of circumstances entirely beyond
my control, I abandoned the study of the violin in
order to become a pianist, I was forced to realize, in
view of my very imperfect technical equipment, that in
order to take advantage of the opportunities that offered
for public performance it would be necessary for me
to find some means of making my playing acceptable
without spending months and probably years in acquir¬

Harold Bauer
ing mechanical proficiency. The only way of over¬
coming the difficulty seemed to be to devote myself
entirely to the musical essentials of the composition I
was interpreting in the hope that the purely technical
deficiencies which I had neither time nor knowledge
to enable me to correct would pass comparatively un¬
noticed, provided I was able to give sufficient interest
and compel sufficient attention to the emotional' values
of the work. This kind of study, forced upon me in
the first instance through reasons of expediency, be¬
came a habit, and gradually grew into a conviction
that it was a mistake to practice technique at all unless
such practice should conduce to some'definite, specific
and immediate musical result.
“I do not wish to be misundertood in making this
statement, containing, as it does, an expression of opin¬
ion that was formed in early years of study, but which
nevertheless, I have never since felt any reason to
change. It is not my intention to imply that technical
study is unnecessary, or that purely muscular training
is to be neglected. I mean simply to say that in every

’.1

detail of technical work the germ of musical expression
must be discovered and cultivated, and that in muscular
training for force and independence the simplest pos¬
sible forms of physical exercises are all that is neces¬
sary. The singer and the violinist are always studying
music, even when they practice a succession of single
notes. Not so with the pianist, however, for an isolated
note on the piano, whether played by the most accom¬
plished artist or the man in the street, means nothing,
absolutely nothing.
SEEKING INDIVIDUAL EXPRESSION.
“At the time of which I speak, my greatest difficulty
was naturally to give a constant and definite direction
to my work and in my efforts to obtain a suitable
muscular training which should enable me to produce
expressive sounds, while I neglected no opportunity of
closely observing the work of pianoforte teachers and
students around me. I found that most of the technical
work which was being done with infinite pains and a
vast expenditure of time was not only non-productive
of expressive sounds, but actually harmful and mis¬
leading as regards the development of the musical
sense. I could see no object in practicing evenness in
scales, considering that a perfectly even scale is essen¬
tially devoid of emotional (musical) significance. I
could see no reason for limiting tone production to a
certain kind of sound that was called "a good tone,”
since the expression of feeling necessarily demands in
many cases the use of relatively harsh sounds. More¬
over, I could see no reason for trying to overcome
what are generally called natural defects, such as the
comparative weakness of the fourth finger for example,
as it seemed to me rather a good thing than otherwise
that each finger should naturally and normally possess
a characteristic motion of its own. It is differences
that count in art, not similarities. Every individual
expression is a form of art; why not. then, make an
artist of each finger by cultivating its special aptitudes
instead of adapting a system of training deliberately
calculated to destroy these individual characteristics in
bringing all the fingers to a common level of lifeless
machines ?
“These and similar reflections, I discovered, were
carrying me continually farther away from the ideals
of most of the pianists, students and teachers with
whom I was in contact, and it was not long before I
definitely abandoned all hope of obtaining, by any of
the means I found in use, the results for which I was
striving. Consequently, from that time to the present
my work has necessarily been more or less independent
and empirical in its nature, and, while I trust I am
neither prejudiced nor intolerant in my attitude towards
pianoforte education in its general aspect, I cannot help
feeling that a great,deal of natural taste is stifled and
a great deal of mediocrity created by the persistent and
unintelligent study of such things as an ‘even scale’ or
a ‘good tone.’
“Lastly, it is quite incomprehensible to me why any
one method of technic should be superior to any other,
considering that as far as I was able to judge, no
teacher or pupil ever claimed more for any technical
system than that it gave more technical ability tliai^
some other technical system. I have never been able
to convince myself, as a matter of fact, that one system
does give more ability than another; but even if there
were one infinitely superior to all the rest, it would
still fail to satisfy me unless its whole aim and object
were to facilitate musical expression.
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"Naturally, studying in this way required my powers
of concentration to be trained to the very highest point.
This matter of concentration is far more important
than most teachers imagine, and the perusal of some
standard work on psycology will reveal things which
should help the student greatly. Many pupils make the
mistake of thinking that only a certain kind of music
demands concentration, whereas it is quite as necessary
to concentrate the mind upon the playing of a simple
scale as for the study of a Beethoven sonata.
THE RESISTANCE OF THE MEDIUM.
“In every form of art the medium that is employed
offers a certain resistance to perfect freedom of ex¬
pression, and the nature of this resistance must be
fully understood before it can be overcome. The poet,
the painter, the sculptor and the musician each has his
own problem to solve, and the pianist in particular is
frequently brought to the verge of despair through the
fact that the instrument, in requiring the expenditure
of physical and nervous energy, absorbs, so to speak,
a large proportion of the intensity which the music
demands.
“With many students the piano is only a barrier—a
wall between them and music. Their thoughts never
seem to penetrate farther than the keys. They plod
along for years apparently striving to make piano¬
playing machines of themselves, and in the end result
in becoming something rather inferior.
“Conditions are doubtless better now than in former
years. Teachers give studies with some musical value,
and the months, even years, of keyboard grind without
the least suggestion of anything musical or gratifying
to the natural sense of the beautiful are very probably
a thing of the past. But here again I fear the teachers
in many cases make a perverted use of studies and
pieces for technical purposes. If we practice a piece of
real music with no other idea than that of developing
some technical point it often ceases to become a piece
of music and results in being a kind of technical
machinery. Once a piece is mechanical it is difficult
to make it otherwise. All the cogs, wheels, bolts and
screws which an over-zealous ambition to become per¬
fect technically has built up are made so evident that
only the most patient and enduring kind of an audience
can tolerate them.
THE PERVERSION OF STUDIES.
“People talk about ‘using the music of Bach’ to ac¬
complish some technical purpose in a perfectly heart¬
breaking manner. They never seem to think of inter¬
preting Bach, but, rather, make of him a kind of tech¬
nical elevator by means of which they hope to reach
some marvelous musical heights. We even hear of the
studies of Chopin being perverted in a similarly vicious
manner, but Bach, the master of masters, is the greatest
sufferer.
“It has become a truism to say that technic is only
a means to an end, but I very much doubt if this
assertion should be accepted without question, suggest¬
ing as it does the advisability of studying something
that is not music and which is believed at some future
time to be capable of being marvelously transformed
into an artistic expression. Properly understood,
lechntc is art, and must be studied as such. There
should be no technic in music which is not music in
itself.
THE UNIT OF MUSICAL EXPRESSION.
“The piano is, of all instruments, the least expressive
naturally, and it is of the greatest importance that the
student should realize the nature of its resistance
The action of a piano is purely a piece of machinery
where the individual note has no meaning. When the
key is once struck and the note sounded there is a
completed action and the note cannot then be modified
nor changed in the least. The only thing over which
the pianist has any control is the length of the tone
and this again may not last any longer than the natural'
vibrations of the strings, although it may be shortened
by relinquishing the keys. It makes no difference
whether the individual note is struck by a child or by
Paderewski it has in itself no expressive value. In
the case of the violin, the voice and all other instru¬
ments except the organ, the individual note may be
modified after it is emitted or struck, and in this modi¬
fication is contained the possibility of a .whole world
of emotional expression.
(A second part to Mr. Harold Bauer’s interview
entitled “The Road to Expression,” will be published
ir The Etude for April.)
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CHOPIN AND THE TEMPO RUBATO.
BY J. CUTHBERT HADDEN.
Definition: "Tempo Rubato.” Taking the
time from one note of a melody and gtunn it to anotn ,
lor the sake of expression. It is much employed in tne
playing of Chopin’s music—Db. Rauph Dunstan.
In Mr. Henry T. Finck’s volume on Success in Music
and How It Is Won, there is a chapter on “Tempo
Rubato,” written by Paderewski. The eminent pianist
quotes the well-known advice Chopin is said to have
given his pupils, namely, to play freely with the right
hand, but to keep time with the left. Paderewski
labors to show that in many of Chopin’s pieces the
left hand did not play the part of a conductor, but
“mostly that of a prima donna;" and, as supplementing
this, he repeats the old story that in the opinion of
some of his contemporaries, Chopin really could not
play in time.
THE FOE OF THE METRONOME.

CHOPIN ALWAYS KEPT STRICT TIME.
g
ru nin either
either ignored
the ^value
of IS "-t
tune
That: Chopm
gn
p]ayinj,
,„„rely
or could not himself _k ^ ^ ^ sou, of ni..-,c" Was

SOMETHING EXTREMELY DIFFICULT TO TEACH.
Of course, the vagaries of orchestral conductors as
regards fluctuations of tempo are not, correctly speak¬
ing, to be classed with tempo rubato effects. Tempo
rubato, .in the strictest sense, is the more or less emo¬
tional prompting of the individual performer, unpre¬
meditated, as a rule, and varying in degree according
to mood and circumstances. And, as regards Chopin
especially, it must be insisted that tempo rubato is
an essential element in the rendering of a large maimpositions. The zephyr-like and ex¬
quisite delicacy of his style, and his tenderness of sen?ften rersmg on the extreme of sweetness,
call for impassioned and unrestrained treatment in the
matter of tempo, as well as for the “imploring and
pleading touch” which Dr. Mason desiderated. It is
superfluous to say that Chopin himself recognized this
Liszt indeed, declares that he tried to impart his idea
on the subject to h.s pupils; but he adds, very signifi!

®L«SL,.Ws

Helpful Devices for Our Pupils

°Ut of his sayings, and what he preached h.- practiced.
that in the matter

with him ,£

The point is worth looking into. Of course, to begin
with, one must differentiate between tempo rubato and
an inherent inability to “keep time.” Tempo rubato,
“this irreconcilable foe of the metronome,” as Pader¬
ewski calls it, is one of music’s oldest friends. It is
older than the romantic school; older than Mozart;
CHOPIN’S EXAGGERATED P! A SING
I
nay, older than Bach. Girolamo Frescobaldi, in the
Contemporary critics who did no;
md his
beginning of the seventeenth century, made ample use
Dr,
of it. And yet there were those among the classics style, spoke of Chopin s “exaggerau
who did not believe in any deviations from strict time Hanslick, the German critic, who w
inca¬
not expressly indicated by the composer. Mozart pable of appreciating a delicate genii
opin as
prided himself on the fact that he always kept strict he was of appreciating the revolutiona
ries of
time, even in passages of marked expression and pas¬ Wagner, denounced his “morbid
.
css Tup
sion, which is just where free treatment as to tempo ' tempo.” But it is perfectly clear th.i
1 hopin
is most allowable, not to say called for. Time, Mo¬ ; looked to tempo rubato as a mean-.1 ex¬
zart added, is “the most indispensable, hardest and pression, he never intended that it sic
nre the
principal thing in music.”
rhythm—never, certainly, in his own pr i
II into
Beethoven, as his pupil Ferdinand Ries relates, “kept that error. One hand might be unfetti i
oust be
time like a metronome.” Hummel, once absurdly re¬ the function of the other to mark the I lie iw
garded as Beethoven’s rival, wrote: “The player must with Mozart at least in the maxim: "l.c
mr left
strictly observe the time throughout the entire piece;
hand be your conductor, and always keep
His
the accompanists should not for a moment lie. led own form of the maxim was: “The h •
should
astray by the player about the prevailing tempo, but be like a capellmeister; not for one incniei
ught it
he must execute his piece so correctly and according to be uncertain and hesitating.” Tin a- :
mat he
to rule that they can accompany him without fear, and could not himself keep time L t
,|, ■
not be obliged to listen attentively at almost every
mand serious notice. To be sure ii wa
Be
bar for a deviation from the time.”
Berlioz, but Berlioz had a weakness
derated
statement, and was, besides, not synip.iiliewards
SCHUMANN A STRICT TIMIST.
either Chopm or Chopin’s style. \Y. have he au¬
Schumann was also all for playing in strict time.
thority of Hemy Charles, the eminent Loiuh,, critic,
He protested against the practice of certain virtuosi for saying that Chopin could lx- “as ,
„clro.
of his day, whose “time,” he said, was “more like the nome ,n compositions not his own, and tl-r.
,mple
gait of a drunken man than anything else.” From
testimony to corroborate this.
Schumann to Karl Reinecke is a descent, and yet it
may be worth while to listen to Reinecke on the sub¬
ject. “So long,” he says, “as I have any breath left
2TfJ0N” composers of operas.
Bight composers have written over
, i ,,.hm
I shall not tire of denouncing the nuisance, which is
evermore gaining ground, of fluctuations of tempo in
clasical works, even if I 'were to be stoned for it!
Offenbach’s Tales ™ HoZann^
T'yJ
Nowadays, one no longer listens to a classical sym¬ at
this date n#r T N..
is frequent! give
phony in order to enjoy the work, but in order to obin Europe. and^terk^A* tUnefu* °Pera resurrecte
serve in it what licenses this or that conductor admits;
mersteinj may be an Li p"'” by Mr °scar
and if it is now quite different from how one has
which is to be found in th'
" °f
hidde" 'vcalt
always heard it, then one hails it with joy and cries,
^ whidl ^
com
He understands it; one does nob recognize the work ' paratively unknown
again at all.’ The object is attained, for the conduc¬
tor has produced an effect; it does not. indeed, depend
any more upon the work. And even the better class
of critics seem nowadays to have become indifferent to
such inartistic runnings after effect, or shrink from
censuring them.”

his stocking on Christmas mornjng which just lil¬
ted the piano keys, and this was at once put into
commission as a record keeper. Another pupil has
a toy automobile the size of the width of the piano
key and she uses that, calling the last key the
garage. So the babies amuse themselves and arthappy while working harder than they would with¬
out'this play.

u
»xtremely difficult for those who never
cantly, that it >s
catch the true secret oj
heard Chopin himself play
his tempo rubato.

‘•It will surP"S" “X off the piano." Mikuli adds,
metronome
streicher, another pupil, u-l ■ us that
tfeSuSe to-’the strictest rh d , hated
all lingering and lagging and m. splat- , a.os, *
well as exaggerated ritardandos.
Georg A Os¬
borne, who resided near him in Pans, and heard h.m
play many of his compositions while - d- "« manu.
script, has left it on record that “the gre „
- ad,ness
of his accompaniment, whether with tlu n,
or left
hand was truly remarkable.” Mr. On
- hm.dt,
the husband of Jenny Lind, supports this by saymj^H
Chopin’s rubato playing was really u
P'a.vtng
at all- “his left hand kept a very d;
ihythm
and perfect time, whilst the righ: h
- i .rmed
independently, just as a finished v
hi sing,
properly supported by a sympatheti.
1 “ list.’
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By ELLEN HOLLY
First and most important of all is the teacher s
attitude toward the pupil. Have you not noticed
how susceptible the young are to personal atmos¬
phere? A pupil from six to twelve years of age will
take on the tempermental condition of the teacher
at the time of the lesson as surely as the daylight
takes its color-from the sun or the gray sky. We
music teachers should have a real understanding of
this point, for being alone and undisturbed for^ a
half hour or more, the two minds and individualities
have great play upon each other.
The teacher-mind will, of course, lead, but the
amount of pleasure and profit arising from this lead
depends upon something other than mental influence.
Supposing a teacher meets her pupil on the street
one of those Spring days when out-of-doors calls so
enticingly to old and young, teacher and taught.
The- pupil is ;racing and romping and having a
boisterous good time after having been in school
all day. How does the employment she is about to
offer him compare in interest with what he must
leave? Is it surprising that he often comes re¬
luctantly? The teacher must be sympathetic and not
find fault with the boy even if he asks her reproach¬
fully ( as a seven-year-old pupil of mine once did)
why she did not come the day before when if rained.
FOLLOW PUPIL'S LEAD.
It is delightful the way the pupil will play into the
teacher’s hands when she least expects it. Once I
was intending to give some work in finger training
and this is how it suddenly turned into a lesson in
original composition.
My pupil had his pudgy little hand on the key¬
board, his thumb on C, and the other fingers trying
to take their position on the adjacent keys. The
fingers accidentally struck C—F, C—F. He at once
noticed the tunefulness of the interval and he
shouted excitedly:
“Listen, listen. Isn’t that a song?” I said it cer¬
tainly sounded like the beginning of a song and that
he made it. I suggested that he make a whole song,
words and all. Nothing doubting, he said he would.
He decided <to sing about the wind.
“Say something about the wind,” said I. Gazing
off into space he repeated:
"The wind doth blow” (great relish over the doth).
Then came. “The kite doth fly,” and with some
hesitation, “Up in the sky the blue clouds are float¬
ing.” The last was changed to “The clouds are
floating in the sky,” and we were ready for the
music. I told him to sing, “The wind doth blow”
instead of saying it. He sang: and with a little help
the song was completed.

Sttlsr:

1<»
149
145
I*5
H4
109
103
102
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site.
“Do less and" do'itbetten”031"6 thenu The moral i
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After the song was sung a few times I was able
to return,,to my plan of finger training because the
youthful composer’s fingers were so unsteady and
uncertain lie was glad to have them trained so that
he could'play his new song.
NO PRACTICE BETWEEN LESSONS.
Not infrequently a lesson would take the follow¬
ing form:
“What.can yen do for me this time? Does Num¬
ber 14 go any better?”
“Well, no, it doesn’t—’cos I forgot to practice.”
“Not both days?”

“Oil, no; yesterday mother took me down town to
buy a new pair of shoes. See—russet shoes—aren’t
they nice?”
“Yes, they are nice—but the day before yesterday
you practiced, didn’t you?”
“No,^mother was not home, so I forgot to come
“Couldn’t you practice a little while after dinner,
before bedtime?”
“Yes, I could, but father doesn’t like to hear it.”
O, these fathers! In what a dreadful state their
nerves must be that a few minutes of that gentle
little tinkling should so shatter them.
TACTFUL INSTRUCTION.
Sometimes a pupil will take his seat at the piano
with pouting lips and an ominous frown, and after
five or ten minutes of judiciously guided work, the
pout is transformed to a smile and the' frown to a
placid brow. This miracle can scarcely be per¬
formed by plunging at once into something that is
particularly troublesome at that stage of, his progThe teacher should avoid introducing a point that
has by experience proved hard to make attractive or
hard to understand, at an unpropitious moment; that
is, at a lesson when the pupil is feeling dissatisfied
or is for any other reason in an unreceptive mood.
Also consider your own condition, for even teachers
and grown-ups in general have a few rights left
after the all-demanding juvenile has been given all
his. So don't take up anything especially strenuous
at a time when you had a hard day and your nerves
feel as though they had been stretched to their limit.
This may play havoc with that beautiful schedule
you have made out, but schedules are something like
advice in that both are more frequently thrown
aside than followed when the time to act arrives.
Thought, expended on a plan of procedure is not
wasted; it will all work out in the long run even
if not “in schedule time.”
DRILL-WORK MADE PLAYFUL.
As soon as the pupil is in an acquiescent state it
is time to get some real work out of him. We
must, perforce, become a “drillmaster.” The peda¬
gogic artist cannot neglect or omit this part of the
Let us proceed with the mythical “Number 14”
we inquired about at the beginning of the lesson.
Looking back in Jhe lesson blankbook it is seen that
it- was first given some time ago, but it is still in a
very crude state of performance. It must be played
several times in succession before any improvement
is discernible, and the following device has proved
helpful in holding the pupil to this continuous work.
If entered into with that real game-enthusiasm upon
which so much depends in dealing with children,
some thorns of tediousness will be removed, and a
rose or two of fun will strew his path. Place a
pencil on the keyboard five keys from1 the last one.
Tell the child he is to play the game and you will
keep the score. Each time he plays the part that
is being practiced you move the pencil to the next
key and when it reaches the last key the goal is
touched. Of course you. will grow more particular
as the end is nearing, and you will not move the
pencil unless the playing is well done. Soon the
pupil adopts this scheme and of hrs own volition
says the move cannot be made.
One day a little girl left on my piano a tiny wood¬
en horse about an inch long.
The next child who
came conceived the idea of playing the horse was
five miles from home, and each time the practice
bit was well done the horse moved one key and
was one mile nearer home. At the fifth time play¬
ing he was placed way back on the last key and said
to be at home in the stall.
One boy found an image of “Foxy Grandpa” in

UNASSISTED PRACTICE.
There is an ethical value in individual work on the
part of a child that too much assistance and com¬
pany might destroy. Speaking from the teacher s
standpoint I find that the mother sometimes does
actual harm by superintending the pupil’s practicing.
The mother does not know the trend of develop¬
ment the teacher is aim'ng to take, and frequently
she gives a bit of information which, though ac¬
curate, is psychologically out of place. This completely upsets a plan the teacher has carefully
worked out to fit a certain condition. It is an em¬
barrassing situation, for the teacher hesitates to ask
the mother not to interfere with her own offspring.
Some children so dislike being alone and require
so much sympathy and encouragement in all they
do that it is hard for them to go by themselves to
practice and the mother is obliged to sit near them.
If this must be, let the mother try to understand
what is being done but let her not add anything to
the lesson. Most mothers underrtand and are really
helpful in doing and not doing just what the teacher
desires, but occasionally a little awkwardness arises in
this way.
THE OLDER CHILD.
Pupils of twelve years and over constitute a very
different problem.
In some particulars they artmore difficult to teach than the little ones, while in
other ways they are easier. At this age they can be
taught technic as technic, and they begin to acquire
facility and speed. The teacher can explain more
freely, not having to adapt her words and ideas to
the young understanding.
But that watchfulness
as to the right attitude of the teacher towards the
pupil cannot be abated and, indeed, the older child
is often harder to keep in touch with than the
younger.
Physical nervousness is likely to appear and the
child usually has no knowledge how to control it
and little inclination to do so. A great stock of
patience and fortitude is here required of the teacher
who is probably fighting obstreperous nerves of her
own. For that very reason she has acquired some
skill in the management of nerves in general. She
must be careful not to insist too long on one point,
understanding that there conies a time when all
further repetition is worse than useless.
The
metronome must often be used sparingly with nerv¬
ous pupils.
If the rhythm is troublesome the
teacher can count and “speak the rhythm” in a
quiet tone of voice that will support the player
rather than drag him along. The metronome is so
aggressive and relentless it exasperates a tired child
beyond endurance.
A THERAPEUTIC MUSIC LESSON.
A pleasant incident of how the music lesson may
avert rather than cause nervousness came under my
supervision not long ago. A growing boy, develop¬
ing far too rapidly, came for his lesson looking tired
and worn out and he complained of a headache. 1
wavered as to the advisability of keeping him at
work for an hour when in that condition, and then
I thought I would see about the efficacy of music
as a therapeutic agent Sympathizing with the boy
and assuring him that the lesson would be made
as easy as possible comforted him at the start. I gave
him to play a quiet piece with a gently flowing rhythm,
and he, having a genuine feeling for music,
was soothed as I hoped he would be. All through
the lesson I selected work that was not trying to
the nerves and spent part of the time in telling him
facts about music he ought to know. When he bade
me "Good-bye” he said his head had stopped aching
entirely and he really looked rested. It was the
quiet tone that prevailed and the rhythmical work
lie did himself that straightened out his nerves after
an exciting day at school.
Has it ever occurred to you that if a pupil fails
to notice what is on the printed page he will not
pay much more attention to what you put there in
addition? A pupil came to me who had been study
ing before.
She brought the last piece she had
played and I marveled at its appearance.
Hardly
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a measure that hail not a pencil mark on it—a great
cross over a note, a ring inclosing a note, a dash
above one, a line through another, and at several
places a reminder of some kind in black, red and
blue pencils! The page was a sight only equaled in
its hodge-podge condition by the sounds which came
forth when the piece was played. I discovered what
each mark meant for at every place a mistake'was
made. When I asked the pupil what the marks were
for she studied them some minutes and finally said
she guessed she had played something wrong at
those places, not in the least knowing or caring just
When a pupil reads a passage incorrectly it is very
much better to insist upon his discovering the
mistake himself. This will make more impression
upon him than pencil marks of every color in the
rainbow. It will conduce to make him more ob¬
servant of the music page as it is printed with no
danger signals obtruding themselves.
1 consider the time well spent that was used by
a High School girl in discovering that she neglected
to phrase correctly a certain passage. After being
told there was something at fault and being an¬
swered in turn that it was not the notes, not the
rhythm, not the touch, not altogether the accenting,
she at last saw the phrasing indication. If I had
dashed in with an ugly mark of some kind, simply tell¬
ing her to notice that phrase, I doubt if she would
have given it another thought.
When our pupils reach the High School our real
troubles begin. The girl or boy is so fascinated with
the new regime at school, so impressed with the deeper
studies and so delighted with the games and the school
spirit that music lessons and practicing are very tame
in comparison.
Their time is so occupied with the school work
there is little left for practice. This is one reason
why it is wise for children to begin the study of
music at an early age before there are so many in¬
terests to engage their attention. The more musi¬
cal ability they have acquired when they have
reached the High School, the easier it is to make
the music work congenial to the state of mind at
that age. It ought to be possible to coordinate the
music with the school studies to a certain extent.
The selection of the compositions to be studied is
now especially important on account of the pupil’s
strong likes and dislikes. What to the teacher seems
exactly in keeping with all conditions is sometimes actu¬
ally distasteful to the pupil, and it is foolish to insist
in such a case.

CAN YOU ANSWER THESE QUESTIONS?
BY WILBUR FOLLETT UNGER.
The following questions have been prepared as a
specimen examination in pianoforte and musical know
edge for piano pupils who have passed the elementary
grades. It is a fine thing for the teacher to test his
pupils now and then and find out how much they
really do know. Some educators have a way of making
fun of examinations and declaring them worthless. As
a matter of fact, all through life we are called upon
to use our store of information: without any previous
warning. It must be ready—on our lips, as it were.
We must give the answer at once when the application
comes. Otherwise, of what service are the hours spent
in learning? The writer believes in a good test now
and then. The answers to these questions will »tot
he presented in The Etude. They are given here as
questions, pure and simple and nothing else. Many
teachers will find them useful in conducting examina¬
tions of their own and in making up similar examina¬
tions. In fact, the teacher may examine his own teach¬
ing work by finding out what percentage of the ad¬
vanced pupils are able to answer questions of .this
kind. Student readers of The Etude who cannot
answer questions of this kind will find an incentive for
new study in these. Again, the questions will not be
answered in any subsequent issue of The Etude. .,
NOTATION. TIME, RHYTHM, ETC.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Whatsis the effect of a dot after a note?
What is a tie?
Explain a “triplet.”
How many different clefs are there? Write and

5. What is “rhythm”?
6. Where is the accent in 4-4 time?
7
7. What is the difference between a measure df six
eighth notes in 3-4 time and a measure of six eighths
9. Explain “syncopation.”
10. Write the following example in another way,
changing to 4-4 time, retaining the syncopation with¬
out using tied notes:
Ex. I.

It is interesting to note that the use of the word
role, in the sense of the role of Carmen or the role
of Tristan, comes from the time when each singer’s
separate part was written upon a long roll of paper,
ft is a French word, as are many of the words con¬
nected with opera—debut, foyer, parquet, etc.

SCALES, KEYS, ETC.
• 1. Write the "model” or plan of construction1 for
every major scale.
2. State difference in meaning between “diatonic,”
“chromatic,” and “enharmonic.”
3. How many minor scales are there in modern use?
Name them, and give the construction of each.
4. Explain “Relative-Minor,” and state difference
between that and the “Tonic-Minor.”
5. What is the signature of C minor, G minor, C%
minor, BA minor?
6. Give the technical names of< each step of the

musician has had so fascinating a child.
, TsAffiat S fell to the lot of Mendels*,*
hood as
t ^ jn Hamburg read more like fair,
Stories of
nevertheless, all writers are agreed
ta'eS the"fects and’there can be little doubt .ha, Men0 the iacib, d* _
c;r
RhinIUl.
delssohn’s childhood wa ideal. Sir Julius Benedict has
twilh Mendelssohn. This took place in Her,*, at ,
time when Benedict and Weber were wa king along ^
treet When Mendelssohn saw them he ran lowards
hem, giving them a most hearty and friend y grec,lng.
“I shall never forget the tmpress.on of that day on
beholding that beautiful youth, says Benedict, with
his auburn hair clustering in ringlets round his sho«|.
ders, the look of his brilliant, clear eyes an.l the smile
of innocence and candor on his lips
Weber left the two boys together, and they made
their way to Mendelssohn’s home, where he was intro¬
duced to the mother of Felix as "a pupil i Weber’s
who knows a great deal of his music to the new opera.”
Benedict was forced to play until his mem ry of thc
score of Freyschuts was exhausted, and M ndelssohn
played from memory whatever Bach fugues >r Framer
exercises Benedict could suggest. Bene, lie concludes
his account in the following way:
“At last we parted—not without a pr in
to meet
again. On my very next visit, I found him ated on a
footstool, before a small table, writing with great ear¬
nestness. some music. On my asking wl.a lie was
about, he replied gravely, 'I am finishing my ew Quar¬
tet for piano and stringed instrument
“I could not resist my own boyish curio ity td^H
amine his composition, and, looking
- r h shoulder,
saw as beautiful a score as if it ha Been written by
the most skilful copyist. It was hi
Unmet in
C minor, published afterwards as Op. 1
m whilst
I was lost in admiration and astonishm. m
in-holding
the work of a master, written by thc hand
at once he sprang up from his seat, ami i
is playful
manner, ran to the pianoforte, performing
for note
all the music from Freyschuts, which, tin . a
days previously, he had heard me play, and a
ng, ’How
do you like this chorus?’ 'What d<> \..u iHuk of jgjis
air?’ ‘Do you not admire this overture
and so on.
Then, forgetting quartets and Weber.
he went
into the garden, he clearing high hedgeh a leap,
running, singing nr climbing up tin- in , squirrel
—the very image of health and happiness "
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or not.
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That such a gross error in executing the long ap¬
poggiatura as indicated above is wide-spread is due
largely to the unusual manner of writing, and to the
fact that it is one to which the ordinary student is

[This article is tile second in a series upon “borne
Embellishments which Perplex Pupils." The Hist article
was published in February, and the concluding article will
be published in April.—Editor’s Note.]
The real sign for the inverted mordent
pralltriller or schneller, as it is sometimes called in Ger¬
man, seems to be going out of use, though it is still
quite frequent in Chopin’s works. In former times,
the inverted mordent was played with repeated al¬
ternations of the principal note and its upper auxil¬
iary note, and was therefore really a trill, but at
the present time it calls for only a single alterna¬
tion, even when it appears as an embellishment of a
note of longer value. As the inverted mordent re¬
quires very rapid execution, it absorbs only an in¬
considerable amount of time from the beginning of
the ornamented note, as may be seen from the fol¬
lowing illustrations:
Written.

i.»V)

Ex. 2.

r—*—"»"-**"—

Ex. 3.
Dim. 7th.

Minor 3rd.

Per. 5th.

Ang. 6th.

#im
Minor 7th.

*=m
(Tn a succeeding issue there will be additional ques¬
tions upon Terms, Signs, History, etc.)

is
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Two small notes written in a corresponding posi¬
tion would be executed in the same manner.

The tendency to play an inverted mordent so that
the third note is the strongest must be condemned
absolutely and without qualifications, as the effect
would be as though two small notes were played in
advance. It would be better to play all the notes
with equal force and with the strength that would
be naturally given if the note were unornamented,
but even stronger rather than weaker. The very
common and pernicious practice of playing these
small notes as though they were unimportant, arid
therefore to be played in the incorrect way we have
indicated, is largely due to this manner of notation
Accidentals ( #, (y. etc.) are used in connection
with the inverted mordent and modify the upper
auxiliary note:
b

'composers to
contest between Gluck and p-' ?ga,n‘ The lamous
both setting the same librettoTut!' C°-nsis,ed in them
and resulted in a crushing
h"9e"'c. c" TaurUtwas one of the first tn • g.de*eat °f Piccinni. Gluck
his Alceste contains an I’S'tUt®,reforms in opera, ami
the subject. Among other th'!'°n
his ideas upon
“When I undertook t0 ’ , "KS be
I resolved to avoid all th ae °Per» Alceste to music
into the Italian
»Wch had
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Posers, and which had rentW'?nce of *0 om"diculous, instead of being as u
11 wearisome and
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ored to reduce music to itsTr
”
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bee" very care1 ro uce a tedious ritornelle.” 6 heat
a dialogue

tween a principal note and its under auxiliary note.
This auxiliary note must always be a semitone below
the principal note, that is to say, the interval of a
minor second.
Accidentals must be written if a
different tone is desired, namely:

In playing the mordent, the accent is placed on
the first of the three notes.
Often instead of the sign being written, the mor¬
dent is expressed by small notes after the following
manner:

Played.

1

7. What is an interval? Name all kinds you'know.
Name the following intervals:

9. Above each of the following notes write the in¬
tervals indicated:

ETUDE

MENDELSSOHN’S PHENOMENAL MEMORY

GLUCK’S OPERATIC IDEALS.

SOME CAUSES OF FAILURE.

Many pupils, as soon as their fingers have acquired
some little facility, are led astray by the charms of
novelty, and run into the error of attacking the most
difficult compositions. Not a few who can hardly
play the scales in a decent manner, an,d who ought to
practice for years on easy studies and easy and ap¬
propriate pieces, have the presumption to attempt the
concertos of the great composers and the most brilliant
fantasias.
The natural result of this overhaste is that such
-players, by omitting the requisite preparatory studies,
always continue imperfect, lose much time, and are at
last unable to execute either difficult or easy pieces
in a creditable manner.
This is the cause why, although so many talented
young persons devote themselves to the piano, we are
still not so over-and-above rich in good players, and
why so many with superior abilities and often with
enormous industry still remain but mediocre and in¬
different performers.
Many other pupils run into the error of attempting
to decide on the merits of a composition before they
are able to play it properly. From this it happens
that many excellent pieces appear contemptible to
them, while the fault lies in their playing them in a
stumbling, incorrect and unconnected manner, often
coming to a standstill on false and discordant har¬
monies, missing the time and' making mistakes too
many to mention.
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It is quite immaterial whether the accidental is
written above, below, or next to the inverted mor¬
dent sign, as in all cases the upper auxiliary note is
the only one affected. The less advanced player
would do well in performing the inverted mor¬
dent to confine himself to a moderately strong toneproduction, intentionally playing the first note with
somewhat more emphasis than the others, never before,
but always directly on the beat.
The sign of the mordent Vv is becoming obsolete
even more rapidly than the sign of the inverted
mordent.
It is distinguished from the inverted
mordent by the cross-stroke through the sign. The
mordent calls for a single quick alternation be-

The inverted mordent and mordent belong to the
so-called appoggiaturas, a category to which belong
other embellishments that, having no distinctive
signs of abbreviation, are written in small notes.
But for all appoggiaturas, whether consisting of one
or several notes, there is but one rule, namely: that
they must be played directly upon the beat of the
principal note. It is an error, which is very com¬
mon, to suppose that appoggiaturas are to be played
before the beat and with a weaker degree of force;
this fault must be deprecated because it destroys
the diamond-like brilliancy peculiar to this class of
embellishment.
The long appoggiatura is very nearly obsolete. It
appears in notation as a dissonant note preceding a
principal note, the note of suspension or anticipation
being written as a small note and prefixed to the
principal note. The object of - this ornament is to
make clearer the harmonic progression, for example:
( a)

(b)

(

_

J.
GZ*

(o)jSj

N

—a(6-*-

(b)

tr

On account of the brisk tempo of the composition
it is wholly sufficient to play the trill as a simple
mordent, therefore, as a single alternation of C and
its upper auxiliary D. And then upon the beat of
the eighth note written large (C) there comes the
added force of the short appoggiatura D, which re¬
ceives the accent. The turn should be played in the
time value of the written notes. The following is the
recommended manner of execution :

|

r
J— f - F—

Modern editions usually discard this manner of
writing.
The long appoggiaturas in their original
mode of notation are still common not only in Bach
but also even in Mozart. It is impossible in a few
words to do justice to this embellishment.
The prefixed half note, or quarter note, is a note
of suspension and invariably must be played on the
beat rhythmically. Furthermore, the long appoggia¬
tura must receive the full written value of the pre¬
fixed small note, and the following note receives what
is left. The small notes affect only the one voice.
The above examples would be played in the following
manner:

*(Wl

unaccustomed.
*
.
The short appoggiatura (also called the acciaccatura)
is very easily recognized by the cross-stroke through
the hook of an eighth note ( £ ), a manner of nota
tion that has been general since about the year 1800.
The older manner of writing the same with a sixteenth
note, or a thirty-second "ote, is readily understood
and does not occasion the rhythmical confusion that
s attached to the long appoggiatura, as it will never
be mistaken for the latter form of appoggiatura.
There will still remain the error of playing the short
appoggiatura before instead of upon the heat of tinprincipal note. Also it must not be played too light,
nor too weak.
In order to understand the intention of the com¬
poser. three things respecting the short appoggiaturas
must be kept in mind, namely :
(1) That a short appoggiatura has hut thi briefest
time value.
(2) That it must be played directly at thc begin¬
ning of the beat of the principal note, and
(3) That it must be played with a force equal to
that of the principal note.
The following combination of short appoggiatura
(acciaccatura), trill and turn is found in Beethovens
C major Sonata, Op. 2, III:

(O/^ A,

f
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Some further examples of simple short appoggia¬
turas are found in the slow movement of Beethoven’s
Sonata, Op. 31, I:
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In all five cases false methods of execution are
very prevalent, much of the rhythmic value is lost;
the only correct manner is that in accord with the
explanations we have just given:

(The translation of this article was made by Mr.
Harrison Lovewell.)
THE INDUSTRY OF THE COMPOSERS.
Being a musical genius entails a vast amount of
hard work. The classified list of Beethoven’s com¬
positions given in Grove’s Dictionary includes over
two hundred and sixty works. Many of these
works are groups of pieces—six quartets, three son¬
atas, twenty-six Welsh songs, and so on. Many
of these works are also for the orchestra, or for
various combinations of instruments.' Any one who
has not tried it can have no idea of the immense
amount of labor involved in writing an orchestral
score, apart from the inspiration and constructive
work involved. Beethoven was not naturally pro¬
lific. He wrote and re-wrote his works many times
before being satisfied with them. His note-book
in which he jotted down his ideas has been preserved,
and shows that many of his more important works
took years to make. Often his melodies were quite
commonplace at the beginning, but gradually took
shape, form and beauty, just as an ugly block of
marble will become a superb work of art under the
chisel of a master.
Mendelssohn and Mozart were by nature much
more prolific. They worked more rapidly than .Bee¬
thoven, and both produced many works which are
deservedly forgotten. Mozart was often in dire pov¬
erty, and was obliged to produce "pat-boilers” to
keep the wolf from the door. His great works,
however, have stood the test of time well, and
will never fail to appeal to at least two classes—
• those whose taste naturally inclines towards sim¬
plicity, and those who have drunk intoxicating
draughts of the nectar of Strauss, Wagner, Reger,
Debussy and Puccini, only to find at last that they
crave for the pure crystal spring of melody which
is the source from which the great river of music
(lows.
Rossini accomplished a vast amount of work.
When- he was about forty-five years old, however,
he decided to do no more composing, and retired
after writing his greatest opera, William Tell. The
Stabat Mater is the only work which appeared from
his pen after that. Schubert wrote freely, but
rather by fits and starts. The last year of his life
—1828—included his greatest and longest mass,! his
first oratorio, his finest piece of chamber music,
three pianoforte sonatas, some splendid songs, and
his greatest symphony—the one in C.
Probably the most remarkable composer of all, both
from the point of originality and from consistent
excellence is John Sebastian, Bach. It is almost
impossible to give a complete list of his works.
They include his great Mass in B minor, the Pas¬
sions according to St. Matthew, St. John and St:
Luke (the last of doubtful authenticity), the
Christmas Oratorio, about 200 church cantatas;
many secular cantatas, orchestral pieces, chamber
music, organ music (including many of the most
renfarkable fugues), the Well-Tempered Clivichori
and manyr other works, and all are stamped with
the hall-mark of genius.
Great, and in some cases also inferior, genius is
marked bv a certain heroic, not to say imperious, ego¬
tism.—Hiller.
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THE CRITICAL PERIOD IN MUSIC STUDY.
BY DOROTHY M. LATCHEM.
There are doubtless very few of the teachers
throughout the country who do not have to hght con
tinually against trashy music. The teacher has t e
conviction that a certain kind of music is right an
realizes that the first three years of the pupil’s musica
education forms the critical period. If the taste is
not established then it will be difficult to make changes
thereafter. Unfortunately, the teacher s battle is y
no means always with the child. Imagine a world m
which there was no musical trash. The child would
then take to good music, through its ignorance of the
had. However, the parent is often the most difficult
obstacle in the teacher’s way. The teacher is obliged
to placate the parent and her own musical conscience
at the same time.
One good way to do this is to find pieces that bridge
over the great gap between trashy music and the com¬
plicated works of the masters. There are thousands
of such pieces. They please the parent and do not
injure the pupil’s musical taste materially. With plenty
of music of this sort the teacher can introduce Bach
in small quantities without challenging the pupil’s
whole family to a lengthy argument upon the inde¬
terminable subject of the merits of different styles of
Bach’s Inventions are invaluable when studied intel¬
ligently. In his preface the great composer said:
"Herein one .will find a plain method to learn how to
play clean.” That is just what Bach seems to do. He
induces musical cleanliness. His works are so exacting
that if played at all they must be played right. Bach
practice is a kind of insurance against bad fingering,
bad phrasing, slovenly touch and careless technic. In
a conversation with a friend, Brahms once said: “I
would go iforty miles on foot to hear something by
Bach well rendered.”
If the teacher can, by a compromise, introduce the
works of some great master such as Bach and at the
same time keep the family appeased during the critical
period, she need not worry over the musical future
of the pupil.
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As the lessons progress the note-book
- an
interesting individual expression of the child's persofl
ality. This is especially so when the children nr eB?
couraged to put other things than dry te
in their books. Technical matter can be
i on
ane side of the page, while the opposite page n ay W
-eserved for a picture and interesting material rcjardtng the composer of the piece being studied. The
note-books will, of course, vary with the pupil, but
the following outline may prove useful:
Page 2

SCHUMANN

CRADLE SONG
by

Born, Zwickau, June
8, 1810.
Died, Endemich (near
Bonn, where Beethoven
was born), July 29,
1856.

K. SCHUMANN.

SCHUMANN

bey. One sharp—G major.
Tempo: Moderate—2/4.
Analysis: In three sections.
(a) Sixteen bars
key, G.
oiAicen Dars.

(repeated),

SPECIAL EDITORIAL NOTICE.
This article is the continuation of a series of important
studies of the History of Operatic Art which commenced
in the Opera Issue of the Etude (January) and continued
through the supplementary issue (February), and which
•” - ’ ’ in
* J’-- April issue. No similar senes of articles
_conclude
recommend the permanent
is in existence, «uu' —
w c- strongly
oU*.w
r reference purposes.
nreservation of these issuei
THE BEGINNINGS OF OPERA,
$Y HENRY T. FINCK.
This article appeared in the first of our two opera issues,
published January. It discussed the development of the
opera down to Lully and Gluck.
THE CONFLICT OF SPEECH AND $ONG,
BY FREDERICK CORDER,
the foremost English authority upon the subject of opera and
the Professor of Composition at the Royal Academy. Mr.
of the
(’order is one of the ablest and at the same
most brilliant writers upon musical subjects, He presented
the second phase of the subject. (Gluck
1Wagner) in the
February issue.
MODERN FRENCH AND GERMAN OPERA,
BY ARTHUR BUS ON,
author of “A Critical History of Opera,” and other works,
■will furnish the fourth article of the series which will appear
in April and complete the historical and critical discussion

In this essay it is not my intention to give the biog¬
raphies of the modern Italian composers, hut rather
to speak of their aims and school in the present epoch.
Opera has undergone many transitions since its begin¬
ning in 1594. The ‘“Camerati” who founded opera
followed the lines of the Greek tragedy as they under¬
stood them, and j combined music and poetry in a me¬
lodic recitative. At first only amateurs were concerned
in the new school.
Soon eminent contrapuntists
joined them and even Scarlatti aided the new music.
The new* school spread like wildfire, and Germany
and England soon came under its spell, although
France held aloof because of Louis XIV, Moliere, and
the ballets in which Lully shone. The old' composers
soon came to believe that the music was almost every¬
thing and the words almost nothing, a decided change
from the first vein of opera. Gluck reformed this
error with the earliest dramatic operas. Beethoven
and Weber followed the Gluck lead and went beyond
their predecessor, but' the melodic Rossini set back
the hands of progress by his mellifluous powers and
singable measures. But with Rossini the absolute reign
of Italian opera came to an end. It had ruled Europe
for over two centuries.
SENSELESS LIBRETTOS.

March i, igj2

(6)
Here add any matter of interest concerning
Schumann and his career. His accident to his
hand, his romantic marriage, his pathetic end,
his compositions, his generosity as a critic, his
contemporaries, and any other matters which ap¬
peal to the child’s imagination.
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By MAUDE BURBANK

ROBERT

picturing all deeds of violence. Just as the older opera
had its insane heroine, the modern Italian °Pera
murderer hero. No conservative insurance company
would accept any risks upon the life of hero or heroine
in the “verismo” school. They must die to very loud

1
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The Fascination of the Note-Book
On'i: of the most valuable aids to the teaching of
children is to be found in the lesson note-book. Chil¬
dren often derive the greatest satisfaction from copy¬
ing definitions and examples of musical notation, sig¬
natures, tempo signs, expression marks and phrases,
and similar details.
The note-book can become even more valuable if a
little of the spirit of competition is engendered, and it
becomes a matter of importance that Mary’s note-book
is more interesting than Jennie’s this week, and that
Johnnie’s is still neatest.
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Prevailing

prevailing key, D.

°J*'~There is no ebang-e of kev
signature to section B, but we know
trom the frequent occurrence of C.ff
that D is the prevailing key.)
First part repeated over
again (without
repetition), ending at
double bar.

Following the lead of Rossini', who had caused
poetry to be' the slave of music,- there came Bellini,
Donizetti and the young Verdi. In the works of these
four composers the most startling violations of dra¬
matic unity may at times be found.
Crazy heroines whose insanity went hand in hand
with vocal technique, as in Lucia, Linda, etc; moments
of grief which found their expression jin the most
brilliant display of trills and runs; concerted pieces in
which the most diverse sentiments, ranging from re¬
morse to revenge, as in the sextette of Lucia, in which
one style of most attractive melody was made to do
service for all; these were some of the blemishes of
the musical art-form in which the opera was now cast.
The librettos were thought of merely as pegs where¬
on to hang pretty and singable music. In one of
Verdi’s operas the Governor of Boston, Mass., was
assassinated at a masked ball, presumably given by
John Endicott, Cotton Mather, or a few other Puritan

worthies. In Verdi’s 'Macbeth a chorus of murderers
was introduced and Macduff was allowed to sing a
liberty song to appeal to the Venetians under Austrian
tyranny. Such were the chief epochs of Italian opera
preceding the change which I am now to describe.
THE DAWN OF A NEW ERA.
Two men seemed to point to a more dramatic school,
but one of them was very indecisive and feeble in his
advance and the other .shot a single bolt and then
ceased firing.
I refer to Ponchielli and Boito, La
Gioconda and Mefistofele. It was .not to these that
the advance was due, but rather to one of the com¬
posers mentioned as working in the meretricious
school described above. Verdi, who began in the vein
of Donizetti and Bellini, overlapped the transition
period and practically brought the best of the modern
operatic school info existence. In his early days he had
maltreated Shakespeare, in his old age he glorified him.
In his first operas he had made a slave of his libret¬
tist, in his latest ones he had made him a companion,
a co-worker. His Aida is the best opera of the modern
Italian school.
■That there was an influence outside of Italy which
aided such an advance, may be suspected by the reader.
Wagner was the thunder-storm that cleared the atmos¬
phere. No one would dare to set a libretto such as
Ballo in Maschero, or Linda di Chamouni.v, after Tris¬
tan and Isolde and The Maptersingers of Nuremberg
had appeared. Yet Verdi was always furious if anyone
suggested that there had been even the least Wagnerian
influence exerted in his case. He studiously avoided the
Leitmotiz1 simply because it might be taken as a Wag¬
nerian trade-mark. But the relegation of mere tune to
the background, the continuity of the music, the care in
choosing and arranging the libretto, the union of
Poetry and Music, these are also Wagnerian ideals, and
these Verdi, nolens volens, was obliged'to follow.
Two other foreign composers also exerted a marked
influence upon the modern Italian opera. Bizet, with
Carmen, and Gounod, with Faust. In fact, the first
success that Faust attained was in Italy, and the reflec¬
tion of the Italian furore caused the Parisians to be¬
gin to appreciate the opera. In the Paris rehearsals
preceding the first performance, of Faust, there was
great managerial doubt as to whether the opera would
win success, and it was suggested that the entire Garden
scene should be cut out as retarding the action.
But, while Faust did not lead Italy very far on a new
path, Carmen was a decided impetus towards that most
modern Italian school of realism which is graphically
called “verismo” the school of realism in operatic
music.
The strength of the French and German librettos were
appreciated in Italy, but Italy had no JSHbehuigenlicd and
no Master- or Minnesingers to draw from. Dante was
impossible to use as operatic material as Goethe had
been used. There were no musical legends to build
grand opera upon. Goldoni, to be sure, might lead to
a charming school of light opera, with his comedies,
but in the field of light opera Italy was always unpar¬
alleled, as witness Don Pasquale, the Barber of Seville,
and many other operas.
I have intimated that Verdi sought vainly to escape
the Wagner influence. The later composers were in
the same boat.
They would not acknowledge the
Wagnerian leadership, yet could not quite escape it.
Had Verdi gone a trifle further in the Otello vein he
would have found himself clearly in the Wagnerian
domain. The influence of the great German is to be
found more clearly marked in the works of Puccini,
Wolf-Ferrari, Bossi, and others.
“VERISMO.”
What is “Verismo?” Practically, it is blood-andthunder in opera. It is murder, misery and melody,
with but little of the last. It is modern orchestration

and brassy music.
In spite of the outside influences sketched above
was an Italian who thoroughly launched this Scbo°_
In Italy the influence of the music publisher »
greater than in America. The great firm of R-co
can often make or crush out a composer and hiswork.
Satirists say that two-thirds of the merit oi Facet™
is Ricordi!
The far-reaching character of thes
methods is being too much debated on both sides
the Atlantic to need description here. In the cas
the “verismo” school the pioneer work was create
through the beneficence of another large publishing
house, the Sonzognos.
In 1890 they offered a large prize for an opera in
one act The result was—Cavallcria Rusticana. An un¬
known composer, Mascagni, was at once transferred
from obscurity to fame, from poverty to comfort, b>
the overwhelming success of this one-act opera. The
libretto, as is well known, was a tale of seduction,
jealousy, betrayal and murder, and the work was an
unvarnished picture of peasant life, taken from a noiei
by Giovanni Verga, who afterwards received 100.0 K)
lire for his share in the new departure, after institute
ing legal proceedings.
Having made such a success in picturing the me oi
the lowly, Mascagni tested the simple life further in
librettos by Erckmann-Chatrian, and in other works,
but his bolt was shot, he won no further triumph. In
1755 there was an Irish chancellor of the exchequer
who burst upon the world with a most brilliant ora¬
tion. All Great Britain awaited with expectancy his

THE TURNING TIDE.
But even if the originator of the “verismo” could
not duplicate his success, the school was now in being
and imitators were sure to spring up. A flood of oneact operas, all more or less sanguinary, followed. Even
in France Massenet tried his hand at it with La Navcr raise. Franchetti, having failed in an attempt to rc
store the tragic five-act opera a la Meyerbeer, plunged
into the stream with his Signor di Pourceaugnac, which
failed. Smareglia tried the school with II Vassallo di
Ssigeth but, although the libretto had horrors enough
for the “verismo” school, the composer could not
catch the bold strokes which should characterize the
music of this vein. Catalani, among the modems, di !
not attempt it, for his La Wally leans rather towards
the German school.
Leoncavallo, however, achieved success in this crim¬
inal line, and in his Pagliacci introduces a realism which
is more poetic than that of any other Italian composer
He has mingled his comic and tragic touches in a
manner which no other Italian has approached in this
school, and with all its realism, 7 Pagliacci has a vein
of romantic effect that causes it to be a monolith in
the Italian modern repertoire. Again, however, we find
a man of a single success, for none of Leoncavallo’s
other operas have won a triumph, and his other at¬
tempt to write the life of the people, in tones. La
Boheme. has been justly overshadowed by Puccini’s
setting of the same subject.
PUCCINI’S IMMENSE SUCCESS.
And this introduces the chief figure of Italian opera
of the present. If there is a successor to Verdi in the
present generation, it is certainly Puccini. And here
we do not find a man of a single triumph, but a com¬
poser who has won success after success, lfis very
first opera, Le Villi, was successful. A single failure,
Edgar, must be acknowledged, but all his other operas
have made their way. Manon Lescaut is a worthy rival
of Massenet’s Manon, and it must be somewhat morti¬
fying to Massenet to see what a graphic success Puc¬
cini has made with the scene of the deportation of the
heroine, a scene which the Frenchman omitted alto¬
gether. Manon Lescaut is in the “verismo” school, be¬
cause of its graphic touches of realism in portraying
criminal life, and its constant excursions into the life
of the. people. The lamplighter and his song, the curi¬
ous crowd who watch' the unfortunates put on hoard
the vessel, the scenes in the courtyard at the arrival
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of the stage, all these are touches which illustrate the
new school.
After this came the greatest triumph, La Boheme,
in which Murger's novel is well sketched in music.
Again the realistic touches abound, and Paris life, the
life of the students and of the people, is very suc¬
cessfully drawn. La Tosco pushes “verismo” even to
the torture-chamber, and revels in blood as the school
has done from its beginning, but Puccini has had the
skill to make good contrasts, and the work contains
some good light touches.
There was a recession from the blood-and-thunder
school in Madam Butterfly, and the change was so un¬
expected by the public that the work was hissed in
Milan at its first performance, but it has conquered
almost everywhere since then. In The Girl of the
Golden West Puccini brings the realism across the
Atlantic Ocean (he had already crossed the Pacific
with the preceding opera), and attempts to give the
effects of “verismo” in California. Giacomo Puccini
is a master of orchestration, and is of most dramatic
instinct in choosing his librettos, but he has not yet
arrived at the position of Verdi, and we may still con¬
sider that Aida over-tops each and all of the operas
just described.
There are a few critics who hold that Puccini
is not to be classed with the school which com¬
prises Cavalleria Rusticana or / Pagliacci, but I have
given the reasons which cause me to believe that he
has built upon the same foundation, but has somewhat
refined the style. On the other hand, there are many
lesser ones who have taken up the criminal, brassy,
blood-and-thunder vein with avidity, and have been
content to win a little temporary applause thereby.
Giordano, Tasca, Spinelli, Cilea, have all entered into
the field. A Santa Lucia, A Basso Porto, or Mala
Vita are specimens of a school which seeks to get
lower and lower, and which considers pictures of the
gutter to be fitting art-works. The Sonzogno prize of
1890 was a more far-reaching event in musical history
than anyone could have dreamed of. Whether it has
been an unmixed benefaction to Art may well be
doubted. It has sent Italy through a transition which
is not ended yet.
But the finer touches which exist in the works of
Mascagni, of Leoncavallo, of Wolf-Ferrari, and of Puc¬
cini, lead me to think that Italy will come into her
own again after a little while. When she has quite
passed through the epoch of vulgarity, murder, torture
and low life in opera, she will assimilate what is best
in Wagner and Richard Strauss, and add to this her
own glorious gift of melody, with a result that will
restore her vocal sceptre again.
AVOID EXCUSES.
BY ARTHUR SCHUCKAI.
“Wf.ll done, Mary; very good, indeed! Only one
place needs a little more attention. If you would
notice the fingering more carefully I am sure—”
“Yes’m, I know, but I’ve ha^ such an awfully busy
week I really couldn’t, you know. Brother Johnny
took sick and with all the excitement I simply
couldn’t practice all I wanted. And besides—”
Excuses in and out of season!—pertinent and im¬
pertinent. What teacher would not give anything
to be rid of them! What good are they? To what
purpose are they made? Does it make the teacher
any happier to know that this or that happened
during the week?
Why excuse yourself? Is it manly? Is it cour¬
ageous? Excuses are a waste of time and energy.
They avail nothing—especially in music. A note
sung falsely or wrongly struck can never be re¬
placed. It is over; it has been heard. What artist
after a fiasco is permitted to return and make his
excuses and apologies to the audience?
“The whole habit of making excuses,” says Presi¬
dent Hadley of Yale, “is the relic of a time of
moral slavery when the first object of any man
who had done wrong was to try to prove to some¬
body else that he had not done wrong. If a man
is his own master the thing for him to do is to
find out exactly what he has done in order to avoid
making the same mistake «gain ”
Be your own master. You owe excuses to no
one—your teacher nor anyone else. Do your work.
Have a good conscience; but get it honestly. Don’t
deceive yourself. Face the facts.
Excuses, like the common house fly, are irritat¬
ing, pesky things, of no use whatsoever. Let us do
away with them. Swat that excuse!
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OFFENBACH’S REMARKABLE AMERICAN
EXPERIENCES.

From nearly every great European city comes the
news of a sensational furore created by the revival
(after nearly three decades) of the Offenbach craze
due to the acclaim with which La Belle Helene has
been received. An amazing illustration of the ad¬
vancement in musical taste in our own country is the
fact that now popular Contes d’Hoffmann was a com¬
plete fiasco when presented in New York City at the
Fifth Avenue Theatre in the fall of 1882.
At that time Offenbach was famed for his Barbe
Bleu, Grande Duchesse and his La Jolie Parfumeuse.
Even La Belle Helene, when ’ produced in America,
was not exceptionally successful. But taken as a
whole, no musical furore ever excelled the wonderful
Offenbach craze in this country. His La Grande
Duchesse, when produced by my uncle, Jacob Grau,
ran two hundred and fifty nights, playing to packed
houses.
In 1876 my brother, Maurice Grau, succeeded in
enticing the famous composer himself to these shores.
His idea was that the public would pay fabulous prices
to gaze on the back of the man who had set people
literally crazy with his entrancing melodies. Offen¬
bach was accordingly engaged for thirty nights to
conduct an orchestra of sixty musicians in programs
of his own compositions at Madison Square Garden,
New York. He was to receive a fee of $1,000.00 a
night—regarded at that time as an unprecedented
amount.
In June, 1876, the . father of opera bouffe arrived in
New York City aijhidst an excitement such as has
never been equalled to this day. The people seemed
to think that Offenbach woulil begin to dance as soon
as lie set his foot' on our shores, and crowds were
at the steamship wharf to greet him. On the night of
the arrival he was serenaded at the Fifth Avenue
Hotel by the Musicians’: Union of New York. A
crowd said to number fifty thousand people filled
Madison Square and shouted welcome to the com¬
poser until he appeared on the balcony of the hotel.
Offenbach weighed jlist ninety pounds. He was
perhaps the least imposing man in appearance one
could possibly imagine. He spoke excellent English,
thanking the people for his reception. He retired in
less than a minute and the crowd went home thor¬
oughly disappointed because the man who wrote
Orphde aux Enfers did, not dance on the balcony.
At length the opening of the concert was given to
an audience of six thousand persons. The garden was
crowded, but the audience was not a distinctly musical
one. The majority of the people had come to see just
how Offenbach would behave when he came to con¬
duct the airs over which they had raved.
At last Offenbach came into the orchestra pit. The
orchestra gave him a fanfare. The audience rose at
him as if, he; were a conqueror. The applause lasted
two minutes: and then silence prevailed.
The absence of the voices of the opera bouffees, the
lack of the mise en scene, seemed to cast a gloom
over the night.
After the first part was over one-third of the
audience went home.
When all seemed to be lost, my brother, with
that ingenious foresight which characterized his
business career, began to plead with Offenbach to
meet the public clamor for a sensational conductor.
What can I do? What will you have me do?
I want to help you, but you can't get me to make
a clown of myself,” said Offenbach.
The only thing remaining was to induce Offen¬
bach to conduct some performances of his operas
with the hope of retrieving the great loss which
the concerts had brought about.
By producing La Jolie Parfumeuse, with Aimee in
the cast, my brother succeeded in recovering his
losses. Offenbach, of course, was the conductor
and the first seven performances brought $20,000.
Despite the favorable financial outcome of this
venture, Offenbach was disgusted with America and
m lus book about us what he did not say would
expkressionPleaSanter read!ng than that which found
Offenbach was a prince of good fellows, and his
witticisms are remembered by old New York club
men to this day. When Offenbach was conducting
at the Madison Square Garden Theo. Thomas was
conducting some concerts uptown. A friend asked

.
never put any of Offenbach’s comThomas ^h\f/pr0£rams as a mark of respect
positions upo
«What,” shouted Thomas, angrily,
t.° the fOIieT!n Offenbach composition—never will
‘•Me conduct a 0 degrading.' Offenbach heard of
I do anythinghi
heartily, replied: “Please tell
mIS’ Thomas that81 will not be so particular. 1
Mr„ Th
happy to conduct any composition of
Theodore Thomas when he reaches the dignity of
becoming a composer.

THE PROPHET IN HIS OWN COUNTRY.
-A prophet is not without honor, save in his own country
and in his own house.
-.t- -

A man recently (raveled five hundred miles to
undergo a particularly difficult operation. The sur¬
geon asked him where he came from, and on being
informed, asked him why he came -■> tar. The
patient stated in reply that he wished to give him¬
self every advantage and to avail himself of what
he thought was the best service. “Do \ u know Dr.
X of your town?” was the next questi. m the surgeon
put. On being answered affirmatiwly. the doctor
said, “Well, Dr. X comes here and h
taught us
most of what we know of cases such as yours. You
would have been in perfectly safe hand if you had
stayed at home.”
This perfectly true incident reminded me of a
similar misconception among pupil- -a misconcep¬
tion so general and entertained so openly that it
does not cause the surprise that it
add. The
majority of music pupils feel that they could go to
Berlin, Leipsic, Paris, London, Bos n. ,,r New
York, or Chicago, or anywhere away off and accom¬
plish so much more than at home. I b .id a young
man say recently. “1 wish I cuM
am!
take a lesson from Mr. Z. every ,: .
t, >r three
months.” Note that this city was two hundred ami
fifty miles away! This boy's mistake
> twofold.
First, he imagined that merely taking h --,,ns was
all there is to music study, when it i- : ally a very
small part of it. Very little good could .one of a
lesson every day except to a beginne
The other
mistake was in thinking that a teacher
city two
hundred and fifty miles away would m e < warily do
more for him than the teachers in hi
: me town
He might accomplish more, but only if he carried
th(j dlstant city the necessary inward
unptings.
he ability to work patiently and the d. termination
to succeed; and with this equipment h,
old do as
well with one teacher as with another
The teachers of Beethoven, Schnb, ■
Chopin
Schumann and others were in
humble musicians. The success o, •
e" great
players and composers was not due to thcii tcnchers
aS
t^1^mse^ves5 or else why were not
Zlif
°f the San,c teachers ,
l|v emiin
, the best of musical success o.ines from

Similarly, unless we

a.“ong the A,',ine lak«-

at tlle Pla« she least Expected him
of us may find success there too

fr01" an<1
h°"1e' Ma"y

learn to help yourself
. Another instance. I
of a young lady w] fnr'Ce,,,tly'° tlle playapologized for her mJn
• , slle finished she
had not taken
kSn^'31'68’
that she
had that to do withit? ?Lthre.e yearS' N°w what
in the mind of this -drl
' .,misconc<M>tion existing
pupils They look too much t !°o prevalent among
enough to themselves
? the te:,cher and not
Playing depends upon oms?^’" Vhat correctness in
upon themselves, forgett indVnfluenccs ratlu'r than
can do for themselvef can ,hat,notl"ng that they
others. Self-reliance
! be,.done for them by
should cultivate to the
that 3,1 pupils
work is misunderstood and
?ften a teacher’s
Pupils do nit realize that V U"der-rated because
rected to the most valuable ‘f 'v?*8 are bei”S d>‘•«ch,»g them
helpS'^Li’"”'
°'
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HOW TO PRESERVE THESE PORTRAIT-BIOGRAPHIES ^ ^
Cut out the pictures, following outline on the reverse of this page. Paste them on margin in a s^1"‘lij)ect;;on could only be obtained by purmusic by the composer represented, or use on bulletin board for class, club, or school work. A simi
^ Etude for February, 1909, and has
chasing several expensive books of reference and separate portraits. This feature commenced in tneiss
ographies have already been published.
been continued every month since then. Thus, two hundred and twenty-eight of these instructive por r
__

OSSIP GABRILOWITSCH.
(Gah-bre-lo'-vitsch)

1

Gabrilowitsch was born in St. Peters¬
burg February 8, 1878. His father was
a lawyer in the city, but his brothers
were very musical, and one of them was
his first teacher. Anton Rubinstein was
much impressed with his playing, and he
was entered, in the St. Petersburg Con- ;
servatory, which was then directed by
Rubinstein. He was a pupil of Victor
Tolstoff, but had many personal confer¬
ences with Rubinstein. From St. Peters¬
burg he went to Vienna, where he was
a pupil of Leschetizky for two years. He
has been very successful as a concert
pianist, ^specially in America. He has
visited this country in 1900, 1901, 1902,
1903 and every year since 1906. In 1909
he married Clara Clemens, the daughter
of Samuel Clemens—“Mark Twain”—
whom he met while a student in Vienna.
As a composer Gabrilowitsch has not
produced many works, in the larger
forms; he has, however, written several
pieces for the piano. His playing is re¬
markable for. its beautiful tonal effects.
He possesses an excellent sense of rhyth¬
mic values,, and. this makes his phrasing
delightful'to'listen to. He is one of the
distinguished coterie of Leschetizky pu¬
pils whose acknowledged leader is Paderewski. This group of pianists includes
Bloomfield-Zeisler, Essipoff, Goodson,
1-Iambourg and Slivinski. (The »«*• oauery.)

GIOVANNI SGAMBATI
• >;! (Sgahm-bah'-te)
Sgambati. was born-in Rome, May 28,
1848. His father was an Italian lawyer,
and his mother the daughter of an Eng¬
lish sculptor.. He was intended for the
legal profession, but rejected it in favor
of music. Barberi was his first teacher,
and after the death of his father, in 1849,
he removed to Trevi,: where he became
a pupil of Natalucci, a graduate of the
Naples conservatory. Sgambati removed
to Rome in 1860, and soon established
himself as a pianist and -conductor and
composer of marked ability. He intro¬
duced many .famous works of Beethoven,
Schumann,; Chopin and-other noted com¬
posers Which were unknown to Roman
audiences. ‘ I-iszt was impressed with his
ability, and: in 1876 Wagner was present
at a concert where some of Sgambati’s
compositions..were given. Wagner was
much interested in them, and was instru¬
mental in having two quintets and other
works publish*#!' in,Germany. Sgambati
has played and conducted in London,
Paris and.others important music centers,
where he is mfjch appreciated. His com¬
positions incli^fe .some excellent cham¬
ber music, akoncerto’ for piano and or¬
chestra, a symphony and other orchestral
music. He has also written songs and
.shorter piano pieces, including the popu¬
lar Gavotte in A flat minor and the
Vecchio Minuette. Sgambati has won
many distinctions at home and abroad,
and has exerted marked influence on
Italian music.
(The Etude Gallery.)
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JOHN FIELD.
Field was born at Dublin July 26)
1782, and died at Moscow January 11,
1837. He came of a musical family, and
was made to practice hard in childhood.
His father apprenticed him to Clementi
for one hundred guineas, and Field made
himself useful as a piano salesman in
Clementi’s shop besides being a pupil of
the great master. He made his London
debut in 1794. When Clementi went to
Russia by way of Paris and Germany
he took Field with him, and Field at¬
tracted considerable attention, Spohr,
especially, being much impressed with
his ability. Clementi returned to Eng¬
land in 1804, but Field remained in St.
Petersburg and achieved remarkable suc¬
cess as a pianist and teacher. He also
had great success in Moscow in 1823,
and' after further traveling in Russia
returned to London in 1832. A year later
he went through Paris, Belgium and
Switzerland to Italy. He failed to
please and became sick and destitute in
Naples. A Russian family took him
back to Moscow, but it was too late, and
his own intemperance was largely re¬
sponsible for his early death. His piano
concertos and other pieces created much
interest in his day, but Field is chiefly
remembered by his nocturnes. He wrote
twenty of them, and many of them are
very charming. The best; perhaps, is the
one in E flat. It was left to Chopin,
however, to realize the full possibilities
of the nocturne. Field was a remarkable
pianist, possessing a “smooth and equable
touch” and a perfect legato.
(The Etude Gallery.)

IGNAZ MOSCHELES.
(Mos'-shel-lez)
Moscheles was born in Prague, May
30, 1794, and died at Leipzig March 10,
1870. He studied piano with Dionys
Weber, and at fourteen played a con¬
certo of his own in public. On the death
of his father he went to Vienna, where
he studied counterpoint with Albrechtsberger and composition with Salieri. He
also enjoyed the friendship of Beethoven.
In 1815 he commenced the tour of Eu¬
rope, and for a decade was known as a
virtuoso pianist.. It was during this
period that he commenced his intimate
friendship with Mendelssohn, who studied
piano with him. Moscheles was a great
favorite in England, and shortly after his
marriage, in 1826, he went to live in Lon¬
don,' where for ten years he was busy
as a teacher, conductor and composer.
When Mendelssohn started the Leipzig
Conservatory, in 1848, Moscheles became
leading piano instructor. He remained
until his death, doing work of incalcu¬
lable value as teacher and adviser of in¬
numerable students. Much of the solid
reputation that Leipzig possessed was
due to the splendid work of Moscheles.
He composed much in the classical style,
and his concertos and studies have a per¬
manent place in the musical world. As
a pianist he was-renowned for his ‘’crisp
and incisive touch, clear and precise
phrasing and a pronounced preference
for minute accentuation.” His diary and
the testimony of his pupils show him to
have been a kindly, genial man. much
beloved by all who knew him.
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FRITZ spindler.
Spindler was born at Wurzbaeh. I.obenstein, November 24, 1817, and died at
Niederlossnitz, near Dresden, December
26, 1905. He was originally intended tor
the ministry, and studied theology with
that in mind, but eventually gave it up in
favor of music. He studied piano-playhw with F. Schneider, of Dessau, and
devoted himself to a life of teaching and
composing. He settled in Dresden in
1841, and seems to have found hia
roundings congenial, as he remained tin re
for the rest of his life. As a
he was very prolific, and published
n
sidefably over three hundred coin; -1
tions, most of which are in the '
of teaching pieces. Many of these
•
proved exceedingly popular, and a the most widely known may be mem
. Babbling Spring, The Butterfly. (
of the Hussars, Convent Bells, So:
Advancing,' Rippling Waves. Spir.
Wheel and Woodland Rivulet. He
made some very excellent transcript 1.
oi operas, and other works, which a-,
of medium grade and very pop)
Spindler did not confine himself
to writing music of the simpler
however, but produced trios, sonatasymphonies,' a concerto for planoi
and orchestra and other works In larg- 1
forms. While not, perhaps, a mu-i
of transcendant ability, Spindler u.
,
musician of a type which has done nn
to establish the German reputation
thoroughness in musical art. His o
positions are for the most part tun.
in character, well constructed, and v.
adapted to the purpose for which •
are intended.
(The Etude o«

ALESSANDRO SCARLATTI.
(Scar-lah'-te.)
Scarlatti was born in Sicily, 1659
possibly 1658, and died in Naples, Oct.
24, 1725. Little is known of his early
jrainmg, but his first opera, produced in
Rome, 1679, won him the favor of Chris
ima, Queen of Sweden. In 1684 he w ,,
appointed Maestro di Capella to the Vic
r°y.m Naples, and, produced many operas
and much chamber music. He was marduri’n
m

t

^ -S°n Domenieo was born
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*“• “ Pew.™
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I* wem to

waned aboi,t l719 and h ^ .P°PU,arity
After three or four,
™ed R°™’
t0 Naples, and remained V*™ **
tlve obscurity until his death
chr:;;:yarented
to Recitative
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new harvariety

form of the ^peradc
^ ^
first of the operatic
He W3S the
such takes his n1
mnovators, and as
Wagner Id m Ce ^ G,Uck' Weber.
’ and m°re m°dern composers.
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nervous. Dudley Buck had a great contempt fa
those superior beings who boasted of their freed
from nervousness. “You may depend upon it
*
said, “they can’t deliver the goods.
N <m t
g
nervousness cannot be prevented it can be c
trolled by almost any one who will make the at
tempt early enough in life.
It is essential that

AUTO-SUGGESTION.
The factors that enter into the control of nervous¬
ness on the psychological side are suggestion and
auto-suggestion.
If you know that your pupd
is thoroughly prepared, have the firm conviction
that she will play successfully at the rectal and
tell her so at every lesson for weeks before. Never
intimate in any way that you expect any other
to play thus it is useless to expect a successlul
result.
If she is convinced that you are honest in
[Editor’s Note.—Mr Jervis* 1
experience in successful teaching, his exceptional nu i
your belief she will consciously or unconsciously
recital.
for making musical pedagogical subjects e*tie“*'l thi
Second,
always
let
the
piece
to
be
played
be
one
come to believe it herself. You cannot do your
and his high professional standing as a teaehei makes tni
article of particular Interest to both teachers ai^
that is much easier than the pupil’s normal grade.
pupil a greater injury than to let her feel that you
dints. His suggestions upon the subject of Stage l<rignt
More pupils come to grief through attempting a
are not perfectly sure of her. The writer has more
are unusually valuable.l
piece that is too difficult than from any other cause.
than once seen a case of nervous fright followed by
A successful pupils’ recital in the teacher’s best
A piece that is difficult under normal conditions
a fiasco, which was caused by the foolishness of
advertisement. Aside from its value as an advertisbecomes doubly so when the player is nervous.
the teacher in expressing to the pupil a fear of the
ing medium, however, there are advantages that
If .the pupil feels that she has plenty of reserve
result. The power of suggestion is wonderful when
accrue from a successful recital that outweigh, to
power, the very consciousness of the fact gives her
properly used.
the writer's mind, its commercial value. In the first
confidence and helps to ward off nervousness.
The application of auto-suggestion may be made
place, it stimulates interest and induces a better
as follows: Every night after retiring and just be¬
PIECES MUST BE CAREFULLY SELECTED.
quality of study. The pupil who is preparing for
fore dropping asleep let the pupil repeat to herself,
a public appearance will, as a general thing, work
Third, do not allow a piece to be played that
with an air of firm conviction, some such formula
more conscientiously and give more attention to
as this: “1 am thoroughly prepared, my teacher
has not been in practice at least one year before
the minute details upon which finished playing de¬
is sure I can play well, 1 will have no fear; I shall
the recital; two years is better.
It is said of
pends than if she were playing only for her family
Reiterate this till drowsiness inter¬
Paderewski that he never puts a piece on his recital- play well.”
or friends. As will be shown later on, this thor¬
venes, night after night for two or three weeks.
programs until he has practiced it for three years.
oughness in study, instead of being spasmodic, can
You will not realize the marvelous power of sug¬
De Pachmann told the writer that his minimum
be made to cover the entire year, and eventually
gestion and auto-suggestion until you have practiced
time limit was two years. Of course, this does
them faithfully and systematically for a few
to become a habit with the pupil, a result difficult
not mean three years of continuous daily practice—
months.
to attain without the aid of a pupils’ recital.
such a process would, to borrow an athlete’s term,
In the second place, the recital enables a pupil
result in making the player “go stale.” Taking a
CONTROL BY RELAXATION.
hint from the concert pianist, the pupil’s scheme of
to find herself, so to speak, and to develop a poise
Another element in the control of nervousness is
practice would be as follows: Select an old piece,
in playing not usually found in those unaccustomed
relaxation of the muscles. .It is to be hoped that
memorize it and give it thorough daily practice
to playing for an audience.
the up-to-date teacher has already built his pupils’
for a month. At the end of this time drop it en¬
In the third place, in addition to stimulating the
touch and technic upon this foundation of loose¬
tirely and substitute a second old piece. At the
interest of the pupil, it secures the interest of the
ness or devitalization. As an instance of how re¬
end of a month this should also be dropped and
parents and keeps them in closer touch with the
laxation of the muscles aids in securing nerve con¬
its place taken by a third piece. After the last
teacher.
These three results are in themselves
trol, the writer would cite a case that came to his
piece has been practiced for a month return to
worth all the labor involved in preparation for it,
notice recently. The mother of one of his pupils
the first and go through the list again, giving each
was a woman of an extremely nervous tempera¬
even if it had no value as a means of making a
piece one month’s practice and two month’s rest.
ment.
She had for years been unable to Sit in a
teacher’s work known.
Keep repeating this process indefinitely. If care
chair without wriggling, twisting and twitching,
be taken to choose pieces well within the pupil s
WHAT IS A SUCCESSFUL RECITAL?
having all the symptoms of “the fidgets.” F.eing
powers, these three pieces should be played so
conscious
of her lack of repose, she went to Boston
Now, this is true only of a successful recital. Per¬
easily at the end of the season that they can be put
for treatment, and in a few months she developed
haps the reiteration of the word “successful” may
upon the recital program without any danger of
a repose of manner that seemed marvelous when
have been noticed by the reader. What is a suc¬
mishap.
contrasted with her former condition.
She told
cessful recital? It certainly is not one that is pre¬
The next season select three more pieces for
the writer that the course of treatment consisted
ceded on the part of the pupil by weeks of nervous
practice in the same way, and so each year keep
entirely of exercises in muscular relaxation. Mus¬
anticipation and fear. On the contrary, a success¬
adding to the repertoire. The pieces practiced the
cular contraction very frequently induces nervous
first year can easily be kept up by playing them
ful recital is one that is looked forward to by the
tension, and both conditions make it difficult, if not
two or three times a week. The number of pieces
pupil, one in which, though perhaps nervous, she
impossible, to secure control of either muscles or
chosen, the length of practice and the interval of
realizes that she has her nerves under control; one
nerves.
rest are given only as an illustration of a systematic
in which, knowing that she knows her piece, she is
SUB-CONSCIOUS PLAYING.
method of building up a repertoire. (The teacher
confident that she can play it well, and does so
Another aid in controlling nervousness fs sub
can vary the process as may seem advisable.)
with an ease, certainty, artistic effect and aplomb
Many of the writer’s pupils have a repertoire of
conscious playing. Any act that is performed at
that render the performance a credit to herself and
from five to twenty pieces, which they are required
first with difficulty and only after deliberate thought
her teacher.
_
•
to keep in constant review from the beginning,
becomes, with manifold repetition, automatic and
But. exclaims the reader, is not this kind of a
year after year. When a recital is to be given it
is carried on without conscious volition. Walking,
recital a Utopian dream? Well, the writer has
is simply a matter of choosing a piece to be played.
writing, skating and bicycling arc familiar examples
been giving such recitals for over twenty years, and
This piece is then practiced daily for a few weeks
of this so-called sub-conscious action.
Not until
he does not claim to be any more clever than his
before the recital. Practice conducted in this man¬
the performance of a piece reaches this sub-con¬
fellow-teachers. Any good teacher who will com¬
scious stage is it possible to play it with perfect
ply with certain essential conditions can give sue- _ ner requires only a short period of time each day,
and preparation for a recital in no way interferes
ease and assurance. It is not the purpose of this
cessful pupils’ recitals. An enumeration of these con¬
with the regular course of study.
article to show how a piece can be brought t. •
ditions may lie helpful to some teacher who feels that
this stage—the process is explained in the article
bis or her pupils’ recitals have not been successful
OVERCOMING NERVOUSNESS.
on “The Sub-Conscious Mind in Piano Playing” in
ones.
The Etude for March. 1909.
Having prepared the piece for public perform¬
First, do not attempt to give a recital until you
ance we are now face to face with the artist’s
As an example of how nervousness does not
have pupils who can play well. This advice might
bete
noir—nervousness.
Can
it
be
prevented?
If
affect any thing that is done sub-consciously, take
seem needless were it not for the fact that the
so the writer has never met an artist who had
writer has attended many recitals where the pupils
the alphabet.
Probably most of us could rattle
discovered the secret. All artists are subject to
(making every allowance for nervousness) evidently
through it from a to z as fast as we could pro
nervousness. The greatest are no more exempt
could not play well in private; why the teacher
nounce the letters; we could do this for an audience
from it than the least. Paderewski once told the
even if we were nervous.
' rought them out publicly was beyond comprehension.
writer that he suffered agony before every recital,
Now, to play well does not mean that the pupil
Suppose before the same audience we were re¬
his nervousness taking the distressing symptoms
must be a finished artist, or be obliged to play
quired to start at z and repeat the alphabet back
of mal-de-mer. Every artist with whom the writer
difficult compositions, but that the piece played,
wards; the chances are that before we had gone
ever talked suffered from nervousness in a greater
even if no more difficult than the first grade, should
very far we would stumble and get hopelessly
or lesser degree, usually the greater the artist the
be played in time, with a good touch and tone,
tangled up. Why? We have the same twenty-stwith good phrasing, pedalling and expression—in
more nervous he was. It is a question whether an
letters and they are as easy to recite backwa*
short, musically. If the teacher cannot enable pupils
artist can rise to any great height unless he is
as forward, but we can do the former only -
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deliberately thinking each letter, while the latter
is done sub-consciously, or without any thought at
all. Practice going backwards as often as we have
forward and we will do it just as easily, whether
nervous or not; in fact, the writer has a friend
who can recite it with equal rapidity either way.
This may be sufficient explanation of the aid which
sub-conscious playing renders in controlling nerv¬
ousness.
Bring a piece to the stage where the
technical part of the performance requires as little
thought as the recitation of the alphabet, abandon
yourself to sub-conscious action, and you will play
the piece as easily and as automatically as you re¬
cite the letters of the alphabet.
PADEREWSKI'S REMEDY.
Perhaps the greatest aid in controlling nervous¬
ness, however, is concentration of the mind. Pad¬
erewski's nervousness has been alluded to. When
asked how he overcame it, he replied that when
he had seated himself at the piano he concentrated
his, mind intensely on the work in hand, and by the
time ,he had finished his first number he had be¬
come so engrossed in his own playing that he
became completely oblivious of his audience. Now,
this power of concentration, like technic, must be
developed by systematic daily practice. How this
practice is to be conducted may be learned by
referring to the article in The Etude for Septem¬
ber, 1910, on “The Development of the Power of
Concentration.” The sightless practice there de¬
scribed is one of the best methods of developing
this power that the writer is acquainted with, and
lie requires his pupils systematically to study their
pieces in this way. As a result they have little or
no difficulty in concentrating when before an audi-

THE

ALWAYS HAVE A GOOD PIANO.
A good piano is a great aid to the player. A
grand with a responsive action and beautiful tone
is an inspiration in itself, so get the best instru¬
ment possible, even if you have to rent it.
NoW a few dont’s: Don’t rehearse your program
on the day of the recital; in fact, don’t do it at all.
The writer has found that a rehearsal often does
■ more harm than good. If a pupil makes a slip she
will be apt to worry about it. When before an
audience nothing makes a pupil more nervous than
to anticipate a mistake at a certain place in the
piece. For the same reason, don’t let the pupil
practice or even play the piece on the day of the
l recital. If she is not sure of it by that time one
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GIVe character to your recital.

day's practice will not improve it any. The wr'__
has found that his pupils play with
®
taneity and freshness if their pieces are given an
absolute rest for two days before the recital.
Don’t seat the audience close to the P
Artists are more nervous under such conditions
and pupils will surely be so. Don * stand °r.
by your pupil when she is playing. Many teachers
who ought to know better do this, with the result
that the pupil who is already nervous is made
Ktr fVio
r that she
ENCORES.
Don’t allow encores at a recital and don’t allow
flowers to be handed up to pupils. The pupils
who do not get an encore or flowers are apt to
have heart-burnings. Show no favoritism. Don t

Besides the playing of pupils, there are other
things that contribute to the success of a recital.
These may properly be considered at this point.
The first is the card of invitation, which should
be either printed or engraved. The first cost of an
engraved plate may seem large, but the subsequent
cost of printing from it is comparatively small.
The tone which an engraved card gives to a recital
is worth the extra expense. While to be well
dressed is not always an indication of prosperity,
the world is prone to consider it as such, and it is
just as likely to judge a recital by the appearance
of an invitation. The writer has found that an
engraved card draws a larger audience than a
printed one.
MAKING AN ATTRACTIVE PROGRAM.
Next a word in regard to the program. Let it
be short. An hour and a quarter in length should
be the extreme limit; one hour is better. Let your
audience go away wishing that they could have
heard more, not feeling fatigued and bored. The
writer has seen many a good recital spoiled by a
program of inordinate length. Avoid this almost
universal fault. The arrangement of the program
should be carefully considered. Contrast the num¬
bers, following a slow piece in a minor key by
one more brilliant in a major. As far as possible,
follow one composition by another in a related
key. Commence the program with your younger
pupils and lead up to a climax at the end with your
most brilliant players. One or two vocal solos
will agreeably break the monotony of a program
composed entirely of piano pieces. Paderewski and
Walter Damrosch are masters of the art of pro¬
gram building, and much may be learned from a
study of their programs. Have your programs
artistically printed on the best paper. An attrac¬
tive program is often preserved by the parents ot
your pupils and shown to their friends. A cheap
program is poor economy.

ETUDE

A RECITAL INVITATION WITH CHARACTER.
look daggers at a pupil or express any impatience
if she fails to do as well as you expected. Con¬
sider that she feels mortification enough already
without your adding to it; the Golden Rule applies
here.
Finally, be calm and serene yourself during the
performance of the program. If you are nervous
don’t show it. Your nervousness will not fail to
affect your pupils, while a calm air of confidence
in their ability will act as an inspiration to them.

by ARNOLD WAHLE.
* others have found it very desirable from
Many teac
standpoint to give each recital
the^s,raf:/nd^‘ae1r
itsh0U,d be remembered
a d'stfncuv c ^
appeal U) thc public
that at all

*Z*Z!122.

jn many cases this public
Often te ..I

ih. re*, a special selling.
“' instance the teacher who makes her all recital
i ttle out of the ordinary by decorating her studio
wi h autumn leaves, or the one who g:^ a special
recital commemorating some important nn,steal event
is evading the commonplace and touching the human
side of the non-musical parent m a way which will
be remembered when all else is forgotten. Of course
some teachers feel themselves under certain stilted
ethical bonds which will not permit them to go beyond
the limits which govern the professional pianist when
playing in a recital hall. These teachers "Men make
the mistake of having their recitals too uninteresting
and too uneventful. A plentiful supple of roses in
June (the recital season) makes it po-~i de for the
teacher to add much to the attractive!!..1 the studio
or the stage by the addition of these bcaiuiful flowers.
This seems to give a note of color to tin w hole event.
In all cases, however, it should not l)c
1 gotten that
additions of this sort will never take t
of real
musical efficiency upon the part of thc jn 11 ■ 1!-. At best
they are but the frame for the picture.
A well prepared program and an attractive invita¬
tion form add greatly to the interest
the recital
and easily repay for the few dollars >p. nt to secure
these additions. Program blanks can no
. obtained
with an attractive cover-page and amp!.in inside
to write in or print in the program numbers. These
are very inexpensive. The reader can 1.
y see how
the blank of an invitation similar t"
illustrated
on this page would add greatly to a Jim. recital or
“Rose Time Recital.” The teacher ui.
desires to.
save expense may take this issue of Tii
i ii iik to a
printer and have a line cut of this made. This will
save the cost of “setting up” and will
.<• a very
pretty invitation form with a design mu. h more at¬
tractive than that which might be obtain, d at the
local printer’s. The cost of such a line
should be
in the vicinity of three dollars. The pap. and prim¬
ing would be extra.
A Rose program selected from the foil , ng list for
a Rose Time Recital” should be practical and very
fascinating to the average audience, when ".ring is
here in all its wonderful glory:
Piano Pieces: "Bridal Roses.” G. L. Spaulding;
Rose Petals, Paul Lawson; “in the K • Carden.”
JL Reinhold; “Love and Roses (waltz.. \V Knife:
Pans.es and Roses,” L. P. Braun; “lun Roses." G.
L Spaulding; 'Brier Rose,” G. F. Ham
"In l'ragrance of Roses,” W. Muller; “Pathwat m Roses,” C.

T

mrflKerna I" \,Path of Roscs." & F. M HU. In; ''But¬
terfly and the Rose, P. W Vhs- “R.
” r
Heins; “Valse Rose,” P. fcJl
"'
*ongs:
Message of the Rose," L I
C..ttschalk'

vv scEt;
H \ Norris •
n *
H. A. Norris The Parting Rose,” Wm. IT. Pontius.
awakening the divine spark.
by EUGEN d’aLBKRT.

RECITALS SHOULD BE GIVEN FREQUENTLY.
Pupils’ recitals, in order to be of any educational
value, should be given frequently and at regular
intervals, say, monthly or once in two months.
One recital at the end of the season helps the pupil
very little, if any, in controlling nervousness and devel¬
oping aplomb, while if she is obliged to play fre¬
quently and regularly she quickly acquires confi¬
dence. By dividing your pupils into two or three
groups recitals can be given monthly without in¬
terfering with the regular course of study
The
first group could play one month, the second grouo
the next, the third the next. Each group would
thus have two months for preparation, and com
paratively little labor on the part of either pupil
or teacher would be required.
The student who has heard and has worked a great
deal should not require a master to urge him on —
Moscheles.

fo^anTone'lhaT
fad,ity is an easy ma"cr
magnetic fluid that esubhUhtr'V |and patienc0' but thc
artist and his
'
of the born artist and rL0n1^ procecd fmm the soul
can awaken this divine "^i * acquired- The teacher
flame, if he has the fir, Sp?rk’ and fan it to brightest
doubtedlv, very few r>6 S'ft °f tbe ,)orn teacher. Un¬
measure as
“' and none in the same
Therefore, both teacher'anlf ^ arl,s' "f the snu1'
and more to this mighty teLl
U shou,d turn morc
by seeking to influence , cher as a model—the teacher
guide him into the right raths” '°f the pupil ami
an excess of dry, unnecess,
by crusbinS
with
W1"gs of his genius - ,l
y '^agogics that clip the
‘he unselfishness of’&’T! ’’y taking as his model
tion of art. Let him keeA-'*6 fn<1 his i<leal concePness narrowness of mindA-A A0 from a" peUl'
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riTprmann Ritter was born in Wismar. Mecklenburg, Germa^SeptAber 26S, 1840, and is regarded
one of the

r-Cri
ess “xsxrv’.:?,' “sa,
HridelburB University, he evolved the idea of

making a
new3 tastrument of the violin family which he named the
"Viola Alta,” contending that the proportions of the viola
used in the string quartet were acoustically inc<
"staunchest
supsoon had many followers, and among his staui
porters were Franz Liszt and Richard Wagner. --- -realized and appreciated his ability combined with
erudition, and frequently consulted^ him
l.regp™dfln|itteer "be¬
ebestration of his master v
rime mi
U the Beyreuth Opera House, and was
invaluable to Wagner during the presentation of the A«eMumimUed Many of his pupils • have since been especially9 selected to play in the Beyreuth Opera Orchestra.
J u
tdi J
tl e None Akaderaie der Tonkunst and
the Royal High School for music in Berlin where he was
a pupil of Joachim. He was also a close friend of Rubin¬
stein
His best-known work is his famous six volume
"History of Music." This work is published only in GerA'onsidering Prof. Ritter’s eminence and accomplishments,
The Etude feels especially honored in being able to pre¬
sent the following article, which deserves reading and re¬
reading many times by all sincere music students. Written
with the view of fixing the main outline of musical history
well in the pupil's mind, Prof. Ritter has chosen the folWinu as the ten most important epochs in musical his¬
tory • 1 The Earliest Stage of Church Music (Bishop
Amhi-osius.) 2. The Epoch of Hucbald and d Arezzo, d.
The Epoch of the Netherlander. 4. The Epoch of Pales¬
trina and His School. 5. The Epoch of the Rise of Opera.
6 The Epoch of the Classic Masters of Germany. 7. The
Enoch of the Song and its classic master, Schubert. 8.
The Epoch of the Musical Romanticists. 9. The Epoch of
the Development of Program Music. 10. The Epoch of
Richard Wagner. Translated by Miss F. Leonard.
It is evident that this series will prove of a nature that
our readers will desire, to preserve for permanent refer¬
ence.—editor’s Note.]
Just as in nature forms can he changed, just as in
human life habits and customs must vary; so Art,
the spiritual image of life, is ever subject to con¬
stant change. And the function of history is to
show us in what manner developments have per¬
fected themselves, how they have reached their
culmination, only to make way in turn for some new
development. The history of music also teaches us
the changes in the feelings and moods of men, as
well as in the forms in which they have been ex¬
pressed. When we consider the development of
music among the nations who have deeply con¬
cerned themselves with it, we observe that the art
has been inseparably connected with their whole
intellectual outlook. Any work of art must always
be judged according to the intellectual and social
life of its period, as well as by the peculiarities of
the people or individual who created it. Life and
art are intimately .related. Therefore the forms of
expression vary according to the moving impulses
and ideals of the period in which they are given
utterance.
In this way, therefore, we find different principles
ruling in the various phases of the development of
mu^ic. Thus, for instance, the flowering of the
highest ideal of church music is represented by the
two great masters, Bach and Palestrina, in whose
music the sublime is combined with the true. The
ideal of the greatest truth and the highest beauty
is found in the epoch of Haydn and Mozart. The
ideal of characteristic expression combined with the
highest truth is to be found in Beethoven’s last
period, in Berlioz, Liszt and Wagner. Wherever
among the contemporaries of these great masters
we find truth lacking, there we find the baroque, the
insincere style arising.
EARLY CHRISTIAN MUSIC.
We know that music becaine the language of the
deepest emotions of life at a time when Christianity
was the great temporal power of the world; and in

is also quite different from what was formerly re¬
quired, just as national and individual consciousness
has altered and the expression of it was changed.
Whoever has traced carefully the development of
music in connection with the various epochs of gen¬
eral history will have observed the following general
law: Each separate period of art undergoes gradual
changes. We see its exponents ripen and rise gradu/ ally to a certain height, remain at this height for a
time, and then gradually decline. The decline occurs
when there is no longer necessity for renewed pro¬
duction, and when the highest proficiency in skill has
been reached; that is, when skillful use of form, as
well as use of the external technical means, can be
learned mechanically and used in imitation merely.
Forni and technical means are not interesting in them¬
selves. Only the content (the reality, the idea they
express) is interesting.
When original genius is lacking, original content is
usually lacking also. Moreover, it is a law in the devel¬
opment of music that all significant phenomena must
struggle for recognition. Such phenomena arise from a
deep inner necessity for expression; when this necessity
has passed, then the phenomena disappear also, and
new phenomena, corresponding to the changed spirit of
the times, take the place of the earlier ones. This
seldom happens, as I have said, without a struggle.
Inseparably connected with the entire intellectual out¬
look of a people, and with the life and attitude of the
individual, is the process of development of its musical
life. In fact, we may consider it with reference to its
environment.
At first we perceive music in the heart of the church,
for from the beginning of the Christian era till the
sixteenth century music as an art was found exclu¬
sively in the churches and convents. Then it appeared
in worldly life, leaping directly from the churches to
the theatre. From the theatre, in which the opera, as
well as virtuosity in singing and in performance upon
single instruments developed, it withdrew to the draw¬
ing-room (camera), resulting in the origin of chamber
Prof. Hermann Ritter.
music. From the salon to the concert hall was the
into its own through Franko of Cologne in tne
next step. Influenced by the modern national con¬
thirteenth century; and from the twelfth to the
sciousness, it proceeded to the greater public concert
fourteenth centuries, among the learned musicians
halls and public gardens. In the various classes of
of France, the first beginnings of counterpoint
human society, therefore, music was at first the privilege
were initiated—the counterpoint which from the fif¬
of the heads and scholars of the church (church music),
teenth to the sixteenth centuries was to be further
then of the princes and nobles (opera and chamber
developed by the Netherlanders until ’ finally, on
music), until it finally became the common property of
Italian soil, in the music of the church, it blossomed
all the people (part songs, songs for single voice, in¬
to its finest flower in the music of Palestrina.
strumental music, opera, oratorio).
Moreover, the various means of expression employed
THE GREGORIAN CHANTS.
by the tone-poets in the course of music’s development
We must regard the diatonic style, as represented
are typical of the different epochs of style. In the
by the Gregorian chants and the works of Palestrina,
period after the birth of Christ from Ambrosius and
as the principal characteristic of the music of the
Gregory to Palestrina, church music was purely vocal
first fifteen centuries of the Christian era. On the
other hand, the characteristics of the music of the in character. Song ruled and determined the style of
all the music of this time. In the period marked by
middle ages (and of modern music also) are:
the works of Bach and Handel, the style created by
1. The use of the chromatic scale and enharmonic
the organ is recognizable throughout. The style of
changes in addition to diatonic harmonies, and 2.
Gluck, Haydn. Mozart and the younger Beethoven is
Free counterpoint, as well as the highly differen¬
determined by the string instruments.
The string
tiated use of the instruments of the orchestra, the
quartet is the basis of the orchestra. The instrumental
technical possibilities of which had greatly expanded
melody predominates even in the song of this period,
—as they continued to do even during the nineteenth
especially in Italian opera. Piano and orchestra are
century. The psychology of the modern orchestra
still undeveloped. The piano is the instrument of the
is already totally different from that of a hundred
modern composers (Beethoven, Mendelssohn, Chopir
years ago. I consider that the technic of listening

the Christian church from the fourteenth to the six¬
teenth centuries developed each of the chief ele¬
ments of music, as well as melodic and harmonic
choral singing. Pope Gregory (about 600 A. D.)
laid the foundations of a Diatonic System of Melody
in his “Antiphonarium.” The fundamental princi¬
ples of harmony were systematized in the tenth cen¬
tury by Hucbald. Rhythm (mensural notes) came

the
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Brahms, Liszt). The combination of all the means of
expression of orchestra and voices is characteristic of
Berlioz, Liszt and Wagner, also of Richard Strauss.
In song the declamatory style predominates (based on
the syllabic proportions of the words). The orchestra
■s developed to its utmost limits, according to the
peculiar character of each instrument.

ard Strauss, has shown. He introduced ne'', SUrJ>!i'pin his works, compelling the instruments of e °
tra to obtain remarkable effects. He marks, with btt
orchestra, the culmination (up to the presen t
of the wave of highly developed orchestra-techmc.

AN IMPORTANT TRANSITION.
uic transition
UOUS.UV.. from
The first wave, as we know,i, was the
f
national influences.
the. old classic writers to the romantic school. Weber,
Italy is to be considered the home of music, because
closely followed by Mendelssohn, with reference to
in Italy the germs of all musical forms developed.
orchestra-technic. is an example. A special distinctive
Later she yielded the supremacy to Germany, who in
mark of modern music is the individual, the personal,
turn shared the fruits of her labors wi h other lands,
the subjective quality, in contrast to the objective. A
as. for example, the Slav. Magyar and Scandinavian,
characteristic
difference between the art-principle of
as well as England and America. In the music of
the older classicists and that which developed in the
Handel and Mozart we must recognize bo h Italian
romanticists, as well as with Berl'oz, Liszt and Wag¬
and German influence; in Meyerbeer. German. Italian
ner, is the following: In considering the construc¬
and French. It is interesling to observe how the three
tion of a work of art, the classicists took care to- pro¬
elements of music, melody, rhythm and harmony ap¬
duce a certain continuous flow of development in the
pear as the influences of the music of Italy, France
thematic material according to the requirements of
and Gem,any. In the music of Italy, melodic style
conventional forms, their contemporaries, more or less,
predominates; in that of France, rhythmic style is
following with a theory which they had studied out;
strongest, and in that of Germany, harmonic, poly¬
in
general, the artistic conception was objective (rather
phonic and contrapuntal. No country except Italy
than other). With the later and latest composers the
has passed through so comprehensive a development of
art principle lies in the inspiration, the intuition, and
music as has Germany. The following plan will illus¬
trate these facts:
the artistic conception is more or less subjective, free¬
ing the art of sounds from compulsory form. The
1. German Religious Music-drama.
ideals, the inner being of'a time or an individual, finds
The mystery plays of the Middle Ages.
expression in any art, especially in music, the sphere
The Passion Music of Bach.
Parsifal of Wagner.
of feeling. History suffices to show us how man is
subject to continual change, and we must suppose that
2. German Instrumental Music.
the law of external change persists in music also,
J. Sebastian Bach, Ph. F. Bach, J. Haydn, Mozart
rhisrihe development Jof 'mus'c shows us.
Beethoven, Schubert Mendelssohn, Brahms, Ber¬
lioz, Liszt, Wagner, R. Strauss, Bruckner, Mahler.
If, now, we glance at the development of music from
the beginning of the Christian era, that is, the process
(Suite, Sonata, Symphony, Symphonic Poem
Symphonic Ode.)
of griHvth off German, French and Italian music, w.e
3. Oratorios.
deduce th* d.agram given at the bottom of this page.
Handel, Haydn, Mendelssohn, M Bruch
u.s n,°'Vrom the htstory of the general course
4. Song.
of music development, select the ten most significant
events or happenings which have made their influence
Bach, Mozart, Beethoven. Schubert. Mendelssohn
telt even up to the present time.
•«.Schumann Franz, Liszt, Wagner, Cornelius, Rubmstem (whose songs follow a pure German
style). Brahms, Strauss. Wolf.
I. THE EARLIEST STAGE OF CHURCH MUSIC
5. German Opera and German National Musicdrama.
The first great event of the growth of music in the
early years °f Chnst,anity Wa$ (he WQrk of Ambro$j
Gluck. Mozart, Beethoven, Spohr. Marsclmer
Wagner, R. Strauss, Schillings, Pfitzner, Humpei
604) WitWh
ff7) and Gregory I (5400U4) With the name Ambrosias we associate a series
Two principles of musical style have worked ot
ar; f “ sung t0-da* in ‘he Catholic
in the course of the eighteenth and nineteenth cen
eulttireof
th
rfr
^ "TV"* *sthetically the
tunes; one based on treatment according to themes
culture ,of the Catholic Church, .in combining the anti?
phonal smgmg, customary, in the Eastern Churches
treatmentent'0nal f°rmS' *e °ther °n W^"***#
«.th the elements of old Greek music, since his series
The music of the first style is expressed in conven¬
of scales can be traced back to the, old Greek modes'
tional form and has no definite emotion (mood) as
Of his-system'<jf notatio»iVe know nothing
its content. The music of the second is derived from
Gregory I extended widely the cultivation
ru ,
purely psychological principles; that is, this music
«•*
<**»
ts merely the expression of a mood, and the painting
of a situation; its form is deduced from theprincieSanLionT
' fd fi"ds ifS justiFlcation and
explanation by means of a program. All forms of
ZTyXCTnVhS °ra,0rio‘ wh|ch has never passed
eyond certain limits of convenience and tradition—

;rd,r°rin *«,
r’■&."£>•

have suffered an extension, a broadening of form
because of this new principle. It sought at the ™i
of the nineteenth century new outlets in realism and
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The

Sc^’thWhiChLnV°,Ved 3 dedded development^ of
technic m the orchestra, as our youngest poet. Rich-

diagram indicating the main outlines of
GERMANY FROM THE FOURTH MUSICAL DEVELOPMENT IN ITAI v
CENTURY TO THE PRESENT

FRANCE AND

AMBROSES-GREGORY
HUCBALD——GUIDO DARE2Z0
THE NETHERLANDERS
fWLh'fn?* ,(Romc> ■ G Gabrieli (Vel,
(Highest Development of Netherland Coo, .n
) (Chamber J

Rossini

H-|c.,™ (p7pi?°f A-^Gab

A. Sca-.m
Ha^
Cherubini. Spontinl. Boield
Meyerbeer:, Gounod

2. THE EPOCH OF HU.CBALD AND d'AREZZO. 1
The second great mark in the di \ i loptnent of n
was the work of Hucbald and Guido d'Aresco. u
Hucbald (born 840, in Belgium, died 932. in thc Q
vent of St. Armand). we associate the first system!
principles for polyphonic singing with </'.-(r,-:
(|JL
about 1000. died 1037, as a Benedictine monk) ty
discovery of a system of notation w Iiich for the
*
time showed exactly the pitch of the notes. lluebM
laid down his rules for polyphonic song in his qA
ganum;” Aresso showed his system in a work caflej
Micrologus de diseif lino arlis musi
THE MASTERS OF NETHERLAND.
3. Epoch of the \ethcrla nders.
While the principles of melody and harmony
developing in the head of the Christian Church f0 1
two thousand years after Christ, th. twelfth, thirteenth!
and fourteenth centuries bring neu principles for ,|J
construction of music with refer. :
t,, melody, ),ar L
mony, rhythm and counterpart Th
. called Mensurl
alists, Marchettus von Padua. Frai
<.f Cologne and!
Jean de Muris, not only advanc. „ harmony, huffl
discovered a notation (mensural i , s) by which®
was possible to indicate in writing
particular dural
tion of the note. Through the
,,f I|lcse me|I
came about the general developtm
,, f our moflernl
idea of consonance and dissonance
During the
teenth and sixteenth centuries, i
,,,,, ,|lc com'f
posers of the Netherlands carried ... the work of tl
preceding years, and influenced th.
levelopment g
music as far as our ...in d.e,
the materials, the stones for buildin
the art The 1
Nether landers must he regarded a,
,„g establishM
artistic counterpoint. Front North..,, France Fne-I
land, Holland, Belgium and Gem,.,, . ... ,.lc th‘, cm*J
posers who shared in this in.. •
, ■ ,‘i
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vi "Colonel Crockett makes room for himself,” ex¬
claimed a backwoods congressman in answer to the
exclamation of the White House usher to Make
room for Colonel Crockett!” This remarkable man
was not afraid to oppose the head of a great nation.
He preferred being right to being president. Though
rough, uncultured, and uncouth, Crockett was a man
of great courage and determination.
“Poverty is uncomfortable, as I can testify, said
James A. Garfield; "but nine times out of ten the
best thing that can happen to a young man is to
be tossed overboard and compelled to sink or swim
for himself. In all my acquaintance I have never
known a man to be drowned who was worth the
saving/’
Garfield was the youngest member of the House
of Representatives when he entered, but he had
not been in his seat sixty days before his ability
was recognized and his place conceded. He stepped
to the front with the confidence of one who be¬
longed there.
He succeeded because all the world
in concert could not have kept him in the back¬
ground, and because when once in the front he
played his part with an intrepidity and a command¬
ing ease that were but the outward evidences of the
immense reserves of energy on which it was in his
power to draw.
EVERY MAN SETS HIS OWN RATE.
“Take the place and attitude which belong to
you,” says Emerson, “and all men acquiesce. The
world must be just. It leaves every man with pro¬
found unconcern to set his own rate.”
“A person under the firm persuasion that he can
command resources virtually has them,” says Livy.
Richard Arkwright, the thirteenth child, in a
hovel, with no education, no chance, gave his spin¬
ning model to the world, and put a scepter in Eng¬
land’s right hand such as the queen never wielded.
Solario, a wandering gypsy tinker, fell deeply in
love with the daughter of the painter Coll’ Antonio
del Fiore, but was told that no one but a painter
as good as the father should wed the maiden.
“Will you give me ten years to learn to paint, and
so entitle myself to the hand of your daughter?”
Consent was given, Coll' Antonio thinking that he
would never be troubled further by the gypsy.
About the time that the ten years were to end
the king’s sister showed Coll’ Antonio a Madonna
and Child, which the painter extolled in terms of
the highest praise. Judge of his surprise on learn¬
ing that Solario was the artist. His great deter¬
mination gained him his bride.
Louis Philippe said he was the only sovereign in
Europe fit to govern, for he could black his own
boots.
When asked to name , his family coat-of-arms, a
silf-made President of the United States replied,
“A pair of shirtsleeves.”
It is not the men who have inherited most, except
it he in nobility of soul and purpose, who have
risen highest; but rather the men with no “start”
who have won fortunes, and have made adverse cir¬
cumstances a spur to goad them up the steep mount
where
“Fame’s proud temple shines afar.”
To such men every possible goal is accessible, and
honest ambition has no height that genius or talent
may tread, which has not felt the impress of their
feet.
You may leave your millions to your son, but
have you really given him anything?
You tan
not transfer the discipline, the experience, the
power, which the acquisition has given you; »you can
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not transfer the delight of achieving, the joy felt
only in growth, the pride of acquisition, the char¬
acter which trained habits of accuracy, method,
promptness, patience, dispatch, honesty of dealing,
politeness of manner have developed. You can not
transfer the skill, sagacity, prudence, foresight, which
lie concealed in your wealth. It meant a great deal
for you, but means nothing to your heir. In climb¬
ing to your fortune, you developed the muscle,
stamina, and strength which enabled you to main¬
tain your lofty position, to keep your millions intact.
You had the power which comes only from experi¬
ence and which alone enables you to stand firm on
your dizzy height. Your fortune was experience to
you, joy, growth, discipline, and character, to him
it will be a temptation, an anxiety, which will prob¬
ably dwarf him. It was wings to you, it will be a
dead weight to him; to you it was education and
expansion of your highest powers; to him it may
mean inaction, lethargy, indolence, weakness, ignor¬
ance. You have taken the priceless spur—necessity
—away from him,' the spur which has goaded man
to nearly all the great achievements in the history
of the world.
HOW DEPRIVATIONS STRENGTHEN
You thought it a kindness to deprive yourself in
order that your son might begin where you left off.
You thought to spare him the drudgery, the hard¬
ships, the deprivations, the lack of opportunities, the
meager education, which you had on the old farm.
But you have put a crutch into his hand instead of
a staff; you have taken away from him the incentive
to self-development, to self-elevation, to self-disci¬
pline and self-help, without which no real success,
no real happiness, no great character is ever pos¬
sible. His enthusiasm will evaporate, his energy
will be dissipated, his ambition, not being stimulated
by the struggle for self-elevation, will gradually die
away. If you do everything for your son and fight
his battles for him, you will have a weakling on
your hands at twenty-one.
“My life is a wreck,” said the dying Cyrus W.
Field, “my fortune gone, my home dishonored. Oh.
I was so unkind to Edward when I thought I was
being kind. If I had only had firmness enough to
compel my boys to earn their living, then they would
have know the meaning of money.” His table was
covered with medals and certificates of honor from
many nations, in recognition of his great work for'
civilization in mooring two continents side by side
in thought, of the fame he had won and could never
lose. But grief shook the sands of life as he thought
only of the son who had brought disgrace upon a
name before unsullied; the wounds were sharper
than those of a serpent’s tooth.
During the great financial crisis of 1857 Maria
Mitchell, who was visiting England, asked an Eng¬
lish lady what became of daughters when no prop¬
erty was left them. “They live on their brothers ”
was the reply. “But what becomes of the Ameri¬
can daughters,” asked the English lady, “when there
is no money left?” “They earn it/’ was Miss
Mitchell’s reply.
“A man’s best friends are his ten fingers,” said
Robert Collyer, who brought his wife to America in
the steerage.
There is no manhood mill which takes in boys
and turns out men. What you call “no chance”
may be your only chance. Don’t wait for your place
to be made for you; make it yourself. Don’t wait for
somebody to give you a lift; lift yourself. Henry Ward
Beecher did not wait for a call to a big church with
a large salary.
He accepted the first pastorate
offered him, in a little town near Cincinnati. He
became literally the light of the church, for he
trimmed the lamps, kindled the fires, swept the
rooms,, and rang the bell. His salary was only
about $200 a year—but he knew that a fine church
and great salary can not make a great man. It was
work and opportunity that he wanted. He felt that
if there were anything in him, work would bring it

man,” shouted the bluff old boatman, “let the little
man fray. You take an oar.”
The grandest fortunes ever accumulated or pos¬
sessed on earth were and are the fruit of endeavor
that had no capital to begin with save energy, in¬
tellect, and the will. From Croesus down to Rocke¬
feller the story is the same, not only in the getting
of wealth, but also in the acquirement of eminence:
those men have won most who relied most upon
themselves.
.
.
“The male inhabitants in the Township of Loaterdom, in the County of Hatework,” says a printer s
squib, “found themselves labdring under great incon¬
venience for want of an easily traveled road between
Poverty and Independence. They therefore peti¬
tioned the powers that be to levy a tax upon the
property of the entire county for the purpose of
laying out a macadamized highway, broad and
smooth, and all the way down hill to the latter
place.”
Man is not merely the architect of his own fate,
but he must lay the bricks himself. Bayard Taylor,
git twenty-three, wrote: “I will become the sculptor
of my own mind’s statue.” His biography shows
how often the chisel and hammer were in his hands
to shape himself into his ideal.
Labor is the only legal tender in the world to true
success. The gods sell everything for that, nothing
without it. You will never find success “marked
down.” The door to the temple of success is never
left open. Every one who enters makes his own
door, which closes behind him to all others.
GREAT MEN AND CIRCUMSTANCE
Circumstances have rarely favored great men.
They'have fought their way to triumph over the road
of difficulty and through all sorts of opposition. • A
lowly beginning and a humble origin are no bar to
a great career. The farmers’ boys fill many of the
greatest places in legislatures, in business, at the bar,
in pulpits, in Congress, to-day. Boys of lowly origin
have made many of the greatest' discoveries, are
presidents of our banks, of our colleges, of our uni¬
versities. Our poor boys and girls have written
many of our greatest books, and have filled the
highest places as teachers and journalists. Ask al¬
most any great man in our large cities where he
was born, and he will tell you it was on a farm or
in a small country village. Nearly all of the great
capitalists of the city came from the country.
Isaac Rich, the founder of Boston University, left
Cape Cod for Boston to make his way with a capital
of only four dollars. Like Horace Greeley, he could
find no opening for a boy; but what of that? He
made an opening. He found a board, and made it
into an oyster stand on the street corner. He bor¬
rowed a wheelbarrow, and went three miles to an
oyster smack, bought three bushels of oysters, and
wheeled them to his stand. Soorf his little savings
amounted to $130, and then he bought a horse and
Self-help has accomplished about all the great things
of the world. How many young men falter, faint, and
dally with their purpose because they have no capital
to start with, and wait and wait for some good luck
to give them a lift! But success is the child of
drudgery and perseverance. It can not be coaxed or
bribed: pay the price and it is yours. Where is the
boy to-day who has less chance to rise in the world
than Elihu Burritt, apprenticed to a blacksmith, in
whose shop he had to work at the forge all the day¬
light, and often by candle-light? Yet. he managed, by
studying with a book before him at his meals, carry¬
ing it in his pocket that he might utilize every spare
moment, and studying at night and holidays, to pick
up an excellent education in the odds and ends of
time which most boys throw away. While the rich
boy and the idler were yawning and stretching and
getting their eyes open, young Burritt had seized thc
opportunity and improved it. At thirty years of age
he was master of every important language in Europe
and was studying those of Asia. What chance had
such a boy for distinction?

BEETHOVEN’S FAMOUS REMARK.
When Beethoven was examining the work of
Moscheles, he found written at the end, “Finis, with
God’s help.” He wrote under it, “Man, help your¬
self.”
A white squall caught a party of tourists on a
lake in Scotland, and threatened to capsize the boat.
When it seemed that the crisis had really come, the
largest and strongest man in the party, in a state
of intense fear, said, “Let us pray.” “No, no, my
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wrongly notes or leaps which he (Beethoven) often
wanted specially emphasized, he seldom said anything;
but if my fault was in expression, or a crescendo, etc.,
or in the character of the piece, he became angry, be¬
cause, as he said, the former was accidental, while the
latter showed a lack of knowledge, feeling or attention.
He himself very often made mistakes of the former
kind, even when playing in public.—Ferdinand Riis.
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Music

By PRESTON WAR1

ROMANZE—W. A. MOZART.
Lovers of the classics will enjoy this fine piece. It
is delicate and refined in Mozart’s happiest vein. The
classics should never he neglected, as they form the
basis of all that is best in musical art, both creative
and interpretative. Mozart will never grow old-fash-

VALLEY OF REST—F. MENDELSSOHN.
This is one of Mendelssohn's most beautiful partsongs for mixed voices arranged as a piano solo in
the form of a “song without words.” Mendelssohn
wrote many of these part-songs but they arc not sung
nowadays as much as they should be.
His rare
melodic inspiration was not confined alone to the
“songs without words,” and these and the part-songs
have much in common. "Valley of Rest” makes an
effective piano piece, quiet, refined and expressive.
VALSE IMPROMPTU-L. G. JORDA.
Mr. Jorda, the Mexican composer, has been repre¬
sented in our pages a number of times, and always
with success. His “Valse Impromptu” is a brilliant
piece of writing, with taking and well-defined themes.
It should be taken rapidly and with a crisp, sparkling
touch. A fourth or fifth grade pupil should do well
with this piece.
MELODY OF LOVE. (PARAPHRASE)— H. ENGELMANN.
The original “Melody of Love” has proven one of
the most popular piano pieces of the day. It has been
arranged for voice, for violin, for cornet, for band
and orchestra, and has been successful in all these
forms. The composer has now elaborated it in the
form of a “Paraphrase.” This new edition renders it
still more available as a piano solo for recital or
drawing-room use.
ROUND WF. GO—H. TARKER.
Here is a real waltz, one that can be danced to. It
will also afford pleasure as a recreation or drawing¬
room piece. Mr. Parker, who is best known by his
many successful songs, never writes unless he has
something good to say; moreover, he is one of those
who believe in melody. Any third grade pupil should
do well with this "piece.
COLUMBINE—A. J. SILVER.
This is a graceful and fanciful dance movement by
a talented English composer. It should be played in
the style of an air de ballet, in a capricious manner
and with much freedom of tempo. The principal
themes must be well contrasted.
SONG OF THE BATHERS-P. WACHS.
Paul Wachs has enjoyed a popularity for some years
as one of the best writers of high-class drawing-room
music. “Song of the Bathers” is a good representa¬
tive piece, tuneful and scintillating. It must be played
gracefully and with finish.
SERENADE OF HARLEQUIN—TH. LACK.
This is a clever descriptive piece by the well-known
French composer. It illustrates a familiar scene from
the conventional Christmas pantomime.
Harlequin
strums his guitar beneath Columbine’s window and sings
a love-sick serenade. The text accompanying the
music describes the outcome, suggesting the proper in¬
terpretation of the piece.
MY BELOVED-A. HILGER.
This is a graceful gavot.e in modern style by a con¬
temporary German writer. The modern gavotte is, in
reality, more like a schottische. This piece is an ex¬
cellent representative of its class with characteristic,
clearly defined themes. It will prove useful with third
or fourth grade pupils as a study in chords and octaves.
BABBLING BROOKLET-F. E. FARRAR.
This is a clever little teaching piece which will re¬
quire nimble fingers and good rhythmic sense. It must
be played brightly and in descriptive style.
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LAND OF DREAMS-CH. LAUWENS
This is a charming cradle-song, by a successful Bd
gian composer. It must be played taste u J
t;on
expression. All the passage-work m the middle section
should be played in a subdued manner and
hurrying.
LEFT! RIGHT 1-CHAS. LINDSAY.
This is a taking march movement for young play' "
It derives its name from the familiar military expres
sion, “Left! Right 1” Owing to their strongly marked
rhythms, marches are always useful in teaching ti _
and steadiness of movement. Moreover, pupils always
HUMORESKE (FOUR HANDS)—A. DVORAK.
This popular piece, originally for piano solo, has
been arranged variously. As a four-hand number it
should prove very successful. In this form oppor¬
tunity is afforded for bringing out the melody more
strongly and for adding solidity to the accompaniment.
It will be noted that the melody “Suwanee River is
introduced in the Secondo part. Although this is not
the composer's own idea, it is quite in keeping with the
character of the piece as a whole and adds much to
the general interest.
Some of the large concert orchestras have employed
the same device in playing this piece.
CHRISTMAS EVE (FOUR HANDS)—P. HILLER.
This is an original four-hand piece, not an arrange¬
ment, clever and characteristic. Play it in a spirited
manner like a joyous dance.
SOUVENIR (VIOLIN and PIANO)—R.
GEBHARDT.
Mr. Gebhardt is known to our readers as one of the
winners in our recent Prize Contest for Piano Compo¬
sitions. His “Souvenir” is a new work for violin, wellwritten and effective. It should be played in true
emotional style with breadth and fluency. The “doublestops” are not difficult but "they must be kept well in

C Arthur Foote

y

Born March 5th, 1853, at
Salem, Mass.
American Organist and
Composer.
Best known work: Sym¬
phonic Poem for Orchestra
“Francesca da Rimini.”

f Johannes

Brahms\

Born March 7th, 1833, at
Altona, Germany.
Composer, Pianist and
Conductor.
Best known works : “ Ger¬
man Requiem,” four Sym¬
phonies, Hungarian Dances.

(Pablo de Sarasate
Born March 10th, 1844, at
Pampclona, Spain.

TWILIGHT SONG (PIPE ORGAN)— F. N.
SHACKLEY.
As a piano solo this piece won a prize in our recent
Contest for Piano Compositions. The composer, who
is himself an organist of note, has arranged and am¬
plified this number for pipe organ. In this shape it
should win much favor, as it is very effective.
THE VOCAL NUMBERS.
Mr. George B. Nevin is well-known to our readers.
His “Love and the Rose” is one of his prettiest songs.
It will demand a rich, full voice of medium or rather
low compass.
“An Irish Lore Song,” by Norman Leigh, is one of
the best Irish songs we have seen in some time. It has
the true lilt. This would make a splendid encore num¬
ber.
“Thou Art Like a Flower,” by Frances McCollin, is
a very tender and sympathetic setting of a familiar
text. This young composer has real talent.

Composer and Violin
Virtuoso.
Best known works : “ Zigeunerweisen ” and “Jota
Aragonesa.”

'Alexandre Guilmant'fAj
Born March 12th, 1837, at <f
Composer and Organ
Virtuoso, Teacher.
Best known works: “Sym¬
phonies,” Sonatas and Con-

Some time ago a symposium was published in Th
Etudf. upon “The Musical Faults America Must Coi
rect.” The contributors were musicians whose ran
m their profession and experience of American cor
ditions made their criticism of the utmost value N
doubt many music lovers took their words to heai
and profited by them. No doubt many more took thei
to heart—and forgot all about them. It is for the sak
of these last that we offer the following brief analvs
of what was said and who said it:
“Commercialism and lack of broad musical culture
—Mrs. Bloomfield-Zetsler.
^Superficial training of children ”—Arthur Foote
“Lack of thoroughness.”—David Bisbham
Superficiality.”—Clarence Eddy.

bro,d

h.
g'nml
“Over-haste and iack of thoroughness.”—Fra,
Damrosch.
“Superficiality.”—E. R. Kroeger.
‘‘Bettir Ossification of the needs of students”.
H. l. Fmck.
“Haste and commercialism.”—/!. Lambert
‘'T,°° ™ny 'fake notions’ and financial greed ”
Emil Ltebhng.
“Lack of foundation, conception and definite aim”
Ur. H. G. Hanchett.
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( Johann S. Bacli^
Born March 21st, 1685, at
Eisenach, Germany.
Composer, Organist,
Best known work: “Four¬
ty-eight Fugues and Pre¬
ludes for the Well Tempered
Clavicord.” •

j

Josef Haydn

V

Born March 31st, 1732 at
Rohrau, Austria.
Composer, Conductor
wh1chd.l,th%“Haydnform” uP°n
Best known works : “ Tht
atas
SrmPhoni«,
atas and’s
and String
QuartetsSon¬
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The Teachers’ Round Table
Conducted by N. J. COREY

the well-tempered clavichord.
me in what order
j.__-_=_-S of Bach’
“Should they he given to all
adi
--pupils?
3. “Should they be used
etudes or pieces?
4. “Can the prelude
!d separately from
e fugues?
upposed to learn the entire

It is very rarely that I receive an inquiry in
regard to the Bach Fugues. Doubtless but few of '
the readers of the Round Table have pupils who
advance far enough to play them. There are some,
however, who, like A. L. D., have an occasional
pupil who is ready to study them, but so rarely
thqt the teacher himself hardly feels familiar enough
with the fugues to know just how to use them.
With the majority of players who have to engage
in active teaching the difficult works of Bach seem
to take a position similar to that of the Latin and
Greek one learned in college. Although Bach’s
works are by no means a dead language, yet it is
a .deplorable fact that the treasures of musical
beauty contained in them are allowed to lie so con¬
tinuously upon the shelf.
Someone has said that the Well-Tempered Clavi¬
chord is the musician’s bible. We do not ques¬
tion the merit of the Bible; neither do we read it
as % often as so wonderful a book would seem to
compel. But as we put faith in the Bible, so does
the. musician put his musical faith in Bach and
build up his musicianship upon Bach’s music. I
have yet to hear of a great composer or pianist
who has not acknowledged Bach as the fountain
head of his inspiration. The ease and facility of
Bach’s manipulation of the material of musical compo’sition has been the marvel of all true musicians
evpr since Mendelssohn’s great service in making
the- master of Eisenach better known to the mod¬
ern; musical world. Bach was much more modern
in ‘his composition than those who immediately
followed him. The means of expression of his day
were entirely inadequate to his thought, which was uni¬
versal and far-reaching in its significance; hence
his- piano works are equally fresh to-day.
Not
oniy this, but his thought was so much in advance
of his time and instruments that it will bear being
brought up to date without doing violence to its
integrity. As Busoni has pointed out, the works
of Mozart and Haydn will not bear being adapted
to modern conditions, but belong more to their
time. It is true the Bach idiom seems remote to
the. average listener, but the extremely contrapuntal
style, whether ancient or modern, is always caviare
to the general audience. But for the contrapuntal
style t<> be caviare to the musician means that he
is ’no musician in any but a superficial sense. The
contrapuntal idea is one of the most life-giving
principles in music. There have been no greater
worshippers at the shrine of Bach than Liszt,
Wagner and Richard Strauss. The surface listener
finds little in the music of these moderns to sug¬
gest Bach, and yet they have all been masters of
the Bach principle, and their works are vivified by
it. Modern composition is a great tree whose roots
reaph deep down into the Well'-Tempered Clavi¬
chord. Not to know it, not to study it, not to learn
and play many of the preludes and fugues is to
stop short of high musicianship. To predicate that
they are played “so little” is wide of the mark.
They are, perhaps, too intimate in character to
find place upon the modern concert platform, but
they are played more in private than one realizes.
Modern concert music has become so brilliant in
effect and recitals are given in such vast halls that
the' works that have been transcribed so as to
meet the requirements of modern concert players,
such as the transcriptions of Bach’s works by
Liszt, Tausig, d’Albert and Busoni, are more suit¬
able and better represent the genius of the great
master mind.
These works cannot be compassed,
however, except after one has had a thorough
preliminary training in the Well-Tempered Clavichord.
Many of them are only possible to the highest virtu¬
osity. Meanwhile the player who has never studied

the Well-Tempered Clavichord and mastered its many
difficulties has never solved the problem of ease
and independence of finger action; neither has he
trained his mind to a broad and ready comprehen¬
sion of the many voices or parts that are constantly
flowing through the majority of really great com¬
positions. The audience that listens only for the
solitary melody with the simple accompaniment
misses much of. the deepest and most abiding
pleasure that music can provide. If you are not
ready to study the Well-Tempered Clavichord without
rebelling; if you do not enter upon the task with
delight you are not yet ready to step into the
ranks of that class which is known as the better
element among musicians. This, I think, sufficiently
answers your sixth question.
In answer to your fifth question I would say
that it is not necessary to learn the entire fortyeight preludes and fugues. It would be a heroic
task to any except those whose technique has be¬
come so finished that they could almost read them
at sight. There are many who reach this , stage,
but I doubt if they spend an equal amount of time
upon all the fugues. It would hardly be possible
to say that they are all equally worthy of atten¬
tion. The probability is that the majority of stu¬
dents who take up the study of the Well-Tempered
Clavichord only make use of the first book, and do not
learn all twenty-four of the fugues in this.
In answer to the fourth question I would say
that the preludes are many of them played sep¬
arately from the fugues and often in concert. The
fugues may be played without the preludes, but
in concert a fugue is rarely played in this manner.
If you mean, in your third question, etude in the
sense of something of questionable musical or aes¬
thetic value written solely for the practice of a
given technical point, the Bach preludes and fugues
certainly should not be given as etudes.
Aside
from the common technical study there are etudes
which are of the highest artistic value, of which
the Chopin, Liszt and Henselt etudes are note¬
worthy types. In these the idea of etude and piece
are merged in one. There is no line of demarca¬
tion. As study material the fugues are invaluable.
As pieces they are on the highest artistic level.
After the student has achieved the technical ends to
be desired in their study there remains the aesthetic
delight of being able to perform- them with ease.
In the daily study it is doubtless better, however,
to let the Well-Tempered Clavichord take the place
formerly occupied by etudes.
The student can¬
not afford to drop that part of his work devoted
to “pieces,” and the fugues will provide him with
all the technical problems he may need for the
time.
The answer to the second question, is that the
preludes and fugues of Bach should be given to
all advanced students who are serious in their work
and who intend to become serious musicians.
There is a class of players who develop a technique
of extraordinary brilliancy, but whose superficiality
is also extraordinary. From an educational point
of view the fugues would doubtless be recom¬
mended as a means of all-around mental and mus¬
ical development. And yet in such cases it often
seems like debasing artistic riches, so flippant is
the manner in which they express their dislike of
these great master works. Their touch is often
very musical in quality, and they have a dashing
manner of playing brilliant things that is decidedly
taking with an audience, unless that audience hap¬
pens to be a cultivated one, but they go through
life riding on the surface, and are always a perplex¬
ing problem to serious musicians.
Bach remains
a sealed book to them, often a book that is never
opened. You cannot force Bach upon them. If
they will meet you half way you may be able to
be of much service in opening up their horizons,
but no one can predicate what you should or should
not do in individual cases of this sort.
The fugues are of such a uniform grade of diffi¬
culty that there is little choice in their order of
succession in study. From an educational stand¬
point an edition of selections from both books
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would be an excellent thing, for many of the most
interesting are in the second book, and the ma¬
jority of students discontinue their Bach study
with the first book. Meanwhile, for the purpose
of this article, I shall confine myself to the first
book. No. 10 in E minor may be studied first. The
prelude is a good introduction to the study of
Bach, as it will at once betray any unevenness of
finger action. The same may be said of the fugue,
which is the only one in two voices. No. 6 in D
minor may follow. In contrast to this fugal medi¬
tation the brilliant and vigorous No. 5 may come
next. The prelude will show the beauty of a per¬
fectly even finger. legato. The fugue is fairly ma¬
jestic in its vigor and is always a favorite. No. 2
makes an excellent complement to these, the two
hands combining in the brook-like murmur.
The
excessive staccato indicated in the Czerny editing
of the fugue that accompanies this prelude, the
most commonly used edition, is dry and monot¬
onous. It is much better phrased in the Busoni
edition. As a matter of expense the Busoni edition
may not be generally used for pupils, but it should
certainly be in the hands of every teacher.
His
comments are invaluable to those wishing to teach
or learn the Well-Tempered Clavichord. Played in
accordance with his phrasing this fugue becomes
one of the most charming pieces imaginable. Al¬
though the staccato may have been effective on the
clavichord of Bach’s time, yet it does not accord
with the spirit of the modern piano. The graceful
prelude in A flat, No. 17, with its suave fugue, fol¬
lows comfortably here. Then No. 6 in F major,
both prelude and fugue presenting many difficulties,
although very pleasing in effect. Then No. 9 in
E, followed by the bravura-like prelude in B flat,
No. 21, and its almost playful fugue. No. 23 may
now put the player in a more serious mood. No.
13, which may come next, is charming from begin¬
ning to end. No 8, in E flat minor, is technically of
comparative simplicity, but emotionally one of the
most difficult. It is a direct forecast of the modern
romantic school, and was regarded by Rubinstein
as one of the most beautiful of Bach’s composi¬
tions, a sort of nocturne of the deepest significance.
It requires an infinite gradation of tone quality and
should not be attempted too early in Bach study.
Busoni regards the accompanying fugue as the
most important in the first book. It requires a
player of mature interpretive powers to do it
justice. No. 7, in E flat major, may be studied
next, and then the first in the book. Although the
prelude is the simplest of all. yet the fugue is diffi¬
cult. No. 15, in G major, will also be found more
difficult than it looks. Then may come No. 3, in
C sharp major, a fascinating prelude and beautiful
fugue. Those who had the good fortune to hear
MacDowell play this prelude must have realized
how delightful these things can be made when the
perfunctory, pedantic method of playing is aban¬
doned in favor of the emotionally living interpre¬
tation that so great a mind as Bach would have
approved could he have lived until to-day. After
having studied these the student may take up Nos.
14, 16, 22, 12, 4, 18, 19, 20, 24, completing the first
book. Some of these later ones may be omitted
and some of the most notable ones from the second
book substituted for them if desired.
SUGGESTION FROM A READER.
“I read the note of E. M. B. In the Round
Table on how to teach time to beginners. Hav¬
ing had over forty years of experience. I have long
since adopted a plan of my own which Is so plain
and simple that even the youngest child can un¬
derstand and master it in a very short time. Will
E. M. B. try It and let me hear from her through
the Round Table?
“This is my plan or method. At the very first
lesson I show them the table of time. After ex¬
plaining same, I have them count aloud each note
as if there were four in a measure, beating the
time with me on the table, counting four to the
whole notes, two to the half notes, and one to each
“When they
do this alone and correctly, then
we go back' to
‘ whole note, this time using the
■n each count up to and including the eighth_ telling them always to hold
the quarters down u_
v ‘and.’ and nkn
to play the eights on the word ‘and.’ Before
they are. ready for the sixteenth notes, they are
drilled to count two foi one. and two for ‘and,’
etc.. Finally, when they..the time or ‘have
clock inside them alright,’
‘awful and’ that some teachers ’so object *U>
i
believe in using common sense in the case of
some..—Mrs
A MAN must master his undertaking and not let it
master him. He must have the power to decide in¬
stantly upon which side he is going to make his
mistakes.

SIDE STUDIES FOR MUSICIANS.
BY HARVEY B. CAUL.

is a golfist and cyclist, Jack London
> s a sailor, the late venerable Bishop of
]Delaware, Bishop Coleman, is well
mown as an exponent of pedestnan.ism. These men all make time for
, sport.” They follow their hobbies, in
^both field and stream.
acquaintA well known artist of my acquaint,ance is as good a carpenter as one
,could wish, and a widely known com¬
poser, whom I also know is
cabinet maker. These men are keeny
: relax;
: to the value
change they
cnange tncy
when they want a rest
seek it in tool shop ,nd carpenter’s
bench. Much study is 1
To* Ecthe flesh,” as the wise writ m avocaclesiastes said—consequently
desirable
tion or side study is a most thing. Musicians, above all other proSiuuy, for
iui
fessional folk, needq a
a sine
side study,
all work and no play makes Jacques
a decidedly dull musician.

One of the best ways to study music
is to take up a side study. No matter
What the subject is, it is far better
to learn some other thing along with
the pursuit of music than it is to
steadily grind at that.
We should observe and obey the law
of nature that tells us to diversify our
labors, we should seek- relaxation from
one pursuit by actively "going in” for
another. Gladstone, with his vigorous
constitution realized that. He sought
for relaxation, physical and mental, by
chopping trees.
Mendelssohn found
recreation in sketching and painting;
Saint-Sliens. who is a living example
of versatility, finds pleasure in astron¬
omy. There are many others, as a
glance over the names of great men,
past and present, will recall to your
mind. There are men who have a side
study in which they are almost as pro¬
ficient as in their profession.
Why do we musicians work more
than any other class of professional
men? We consecrate ourselves to our
art—and slave an,d work assiduously,
much to the detriment of our health.
It is very doubtful whether a doctor,
lawyer, merchant or chief, as the old
rhyme runs, works at his calling as
hard as a musician. It is very doubt¬
ful. Perhaps this is why music has
been called a, ‘‘narrow profession.” Our
health and well-being demands that
we give a certain amount of time to
recreation and exercise.
It may have been thought ssthetic
in the olden days to be anemic and
high strung, but in this age of strenuosity and feverish haste, health and
strong nerves are imperative. Gilbert
and Sullivan caricatured a contempoary litterateur in the character of
Bunthorne—in “Patience.” That type
was common among the artistic pro¬
fessions of those days, but now. and
we ought to be grateful, it is like the
Dodo bird, quite extinct. We should
turn to outdoor sports or change of
environment when we feel our forces
weakening.
THE AVOCATION SHOULD BE
BENEFICIAL.
When you choose a side study,
choose one that will benefit you either
along intellectual or physical lines. If
one prefers the intellectual—psychol¬
ogy presents an unlimited field. Bot¬
any also offers a great area in which
to ride a hobby. Languages will prove
a revelation and are really indispens¬
able, if you would be a well equipped
musician. “Physics” and "mechanics”
are both related to music—whether
you have thought of it or not.
Physics will instruct you in the
theory of sound and tone; mechanism
will inform you of the construction
and workings of your instrument. The
studies are real'y invaluable for the
musician—they ar^ as important to him
as costuming and history are tQ the
artist.
If one craves physical recreation—
the piscatory art as followed by Izak
Walton is irresistibly alluring. One
might even follow Cincinnatus with
advantage. Then, in summer and fall
there is the “call of the wild.” There
are many and devious ways, as Ruskin
and Morris knew, and as F. Hopkinson Smith and Weir Mitchell practice.
These men have obtained much benefit
from their side studies.
We read of the following men in our
daily prints . as firm believers in
athletics. It gives them stimulus for
their work. Theodore .Roosevelt is a
famous equestrian and sportsman;
John D. Rockefeller is equally known

_ gnd you ....
tQ begin the next les^ do a m0re noble part
son, an
who {o)lows Do
t
*vork occupy your mind
let *"*
have left his side. Teach
vonrself to recline in a relaxed posiyourself
f°ur f t0
chair, or stand,
tion in <■an easy- ■
w‘„d “forth at the
tion
walk noiselessly bac
watch
other end of the room, w
y
J^^piHor Hie proper use of wrists,
shouMcrSi and grace and ease

Besides the two systems of voice-pro¬
duction the distinctive features of which
have just been described, there is a third
which demands our attention.

a les

of position while playing, and listen
>
. hnrmonv 0r phrasing,
and delicate management of the pedal. Keep a mental
note of the corrections you wish to
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RELAXATION IN THE STUDIO.
BY MAGGIE WHEELER ROSS.
_

pieces is caused by the unwise interruptions of unthinking teachers during
the practice at lesson time. It you are
sitting right beside the pupil the
temptation
emptation to
to make
mwe the interruption «

"It is dissipation that kills, not
work,” said Robert J. Burdette in a
recent sermon, and the astute Robert
never uttered truer word in or out of
rorl< done according
the pulpit. For, work
to sane principles and within legitimate
working hours never yet hurt anybody
—whereas, dissipation has killed its
tens of thousands, and where it has
not killed it has stunted the develop¬
ment so as to dwarf the mental pos¬
sibilities, and so has ruined the mind
and heart, even if the body still lives.
That “all work and no play makes
Jack a dull boy” is very t
equally true in the fact that it makes
Mary a dull girl also—but play and dis¬
sipation are^two distinct things and the
trouble with young people is that they
trouble
ivmg a
^^-to
of th(
e and
guuu
remember that growth will only
do
come through a judicious admixture of
co'
work
with play.

We have all heard of the teacher who ‘»r ^ er
MSume the part of an
A high school girl for instance needs
read magazines, wrote letters, pre,istener. Undoubtedly the an hour or two of outdoor relaxation
pared programs, or otherwise occupied
...
• 0kject is to play pieces, each day and she should have a social
himself while actually giving a lesson. W
^ other relatives of the evening at least once a week, and
This, of course, is unjust to the pupil,
demand and expect it. the either a concert or a play on another
for he has paid for this time and the ^
mature student longs for it, evening. This, however, is all legitiwith
physical and mental efforts of the
,gt ;t be a large part of the mate relaxatiot
teacher belongs to him, just as much
? ®d im to make ;t as artistic mally healthy girl it may be manas does any other purchased article. ;lu
,
v nn<i(.5hie
aged, and time and strength enough
In my opinion, however, it is equally
d g™ received instruction from an still be left for the moderate study of
as unfair to the well started pupil to
. teacher who had two small piano. But, can the school girl afford
sit beside him through an entire lesson,
opening into a large to dissipate to the extent of going conWhere this is the habit, and the class is
.* h
Ag his pupils arrived tinuously to the theatre, or devot.nr#
large, the pupils following in rapid suePwefe ushered into alternate rooms her evenings to society, or even to the
cession, it is nothing short o “al attendant. The master thus extent of occasionally going to a dance
murder to the pupils who come late ^
^ ^ an(J sllrrounding, where m one evening she will use the
,n the day.
with each pupil. Few of us can afford strength that properly belongs to three
n anyone
two teaching rooms, two pianos and days? Emphatically she cannot, and if
piano, going through a routine of exer an attendant, but we can arrange our she is not willing to forego these ex¬
cises, pieces and studies, and noi
own affairs to fit the case, and rest cesses she might just as well make up
come mentally and physically
our mind and body by a change of her mind, first as last, to be a failure
hausted? They must grow nervous
position, to the great benefit of all con- not only in music, but in every serious
cross, and fretful, or dull and lethargic
cerned. Annie Payson Call has proved study as well, for—inevitably she will
according to temperamental tendencies
that there is power through repose, fad- Ex.
and neither condition is conducti
first-class teaching, or '"satisfactory Re.Pose does not mean lethargy or in¬
DICKENS ON HARD WORK
learning. Of course the phlegmatic, animation
You must enthuse if you
We are continually being confronted
unemotional,
mechanical,
wooden- awaken the best in your pupil. _ You
headed teacher can stand this sort of cannot enthuse if you sit all day in the with the statement that success is
thing unharmed, but such a tempera- sar"® chair, by the same instrument, achieved only by hard work and definite
purpose, not only in music, but i
r found in the Successful ?n<* *eacfy the same things
teacher—the one who makes artistic, of pupils who show, many of the same walks of life. One of the most eloquent
'characteristics and inclinations.
statements of this fact was made by
brilliant, or heart-stirring player;
Move about your studio as much as Charles Dickens,
I always arrange my lessons in three
"I never could have done what I have
divisions—technic or finger exercises, you can consistently, and relax frestudies, and pieces, allotting the time quently. Your pupils will gain thereby, done.” be said, “without the habits of
about equally upon each division, un¬ and you will be less of a wreck at the punctuality, order and diligence, without
end
of
a
hard
day
s
work.
the
determination to concentrate myself
less the individual case requires special
arrangement. 1 take the technic first,
-on one object at a time, which I then
for it limbers the fingers, and makes
Life is made up of detail. One does formed Heaven knows, l write this in
ready for the studies. 1 put the pieces
general, or be good in no spirit of self-laudation. . . . My
last, because usually they interest the general, or study
general, or make meaning simply is that whatever I have
pupil more than the other work, and gajn ;n genera]
practice in .general. tr‘ed t0 do in life I have tried to do well;
he is anxious to play them after the particular—in detail. As and’ in short- 1 have always been thorfatigue of a lesson on the dryer stages
oughly in earnest. I have never believed it
the house is built of bricks,
I find a pupil will seldom do good
progress made up of details. In a possible that any natural or improved ability
technical work if lie is already worn
can claim immunity from the companionwith piece and study playing. I like sense, each detail is a specialty. So it ship of the steady, plain, hard-working
that the work of the musician
loan is a qUai|t;es and fiope tQ ga;n ;ts end; There
t the technic with
r leave the t'10l’sar|d details
He
i fresh active n nd. , 1 r
specialize is no such thing as such fulfillment on
-, for the time being. Later,
pupils’ side during the practice of tech
_•
,
,
this earth. Some happy talent, some
nical exercises or studies—watching 'le
-- p ia lze in a arger way, for fortunate opportunity, may form the two
them most carefully for hand position,
is an age of specialists. One can sides of the laddcr on which some men
or errors of fingering, etc., but I have no do all things well One can not mount, but the rounds of that ladder
learned that it is a great advantage to evi
play Bach and Chopin equally must be made of stuff to stand wear and
. both the pupils and myself to cross the well. Spme performers are noted as tear ; and there is no substitute for thor. and listen to the performance of Bach players, others as performers of oughgoing.'Trdent‘ anFsinceVe ‘ earnestthe pieces at a distance, rather than at Chopin. The lesson is to recognize ness ’’
their side. The advantage to the pupil the natural tendency of mankind and
’
_
iUTreatr' SSfeiT
to yourself is enormous.

toowMe
You change

mtally, thereby making you a. h.tt.r
i better
and more patient critic.

head a thousand
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"Ever'J
times in an hour

ssrers:

c„^. ,,
7 ' . once' u 1S making a
specialty of the one nail until it is
driven home.—IF. Francis Gates.

action.”

says

Emersom

"is

from’ whlh’it jLeTds"0COTf^toctu*

?

unless musica sent ment s a so present,
technic is not more than a form of
acrobatics.

an UNKNOWN TRUTH ABOUT
VOICE PRODUCTION.
[In presenting the following article to
the readers of The Etude, we must ask
them to recollect that the sole mission
of the editor is to seek for the truth in
all its phases. It is not within the edi¬
tor’s province to determine arbitrarily
what is right and what is wrong. Conse¬
quently many articles are presented in
this magazine which may be exactly op¬
posite to the principles maintained by
some of our teachers. We cannot take
one side and maintain that that side only
is right. We must present all sides of
a question. The broad and earnest reader
wants to read all sides and then form
his own opinions. The following articles
are from a series by a conscientious,
highly educated and gifted English teach¬
er. Although they are radical in some
respects, they will surely stimulate sensi¬
ble people to do some profitable thinking
and “auto-inspection.” As a matter of
fact, hundreds of teachers of voice do
not now concern themselves to any great
extent in teaching different registers.
Judging from the correspondence re¬
ceived at this office, there has seemed to
be a popular tendency in this direction
for some time. We- do not attempt to
say which is right. We simply aim to
be fair to all earnest thinking investi¬
gators. Again let us mention the fact
that The Etude does not permit con¬
troversies or polemical discussions. If
the following opinions do not coincide
with your own, remember that with the
able staff of editors engaged to write
for the Voice Department of The Etude
there must necessarily be some represen¬
tative of your own views.—Editor of
The Etude.]
For the last twenty years I have be«n
persistently seeking to draw the serious
attention of the musical profession and
the musical public generally to certain
remarkable facts which have come to my
knowledge in connection with the subject
of voice production.
Experience must
have shown many teachers that the per¬
centage of vocal success is entirely out of
proportion with the amount of effort put
into vocal study. In seeking a remedy
for such a position let us glance briefly
at some of the best known vocal systems,
particularly those which are supposed to
be based upon a scientific foundation.
One of the most widely known systems
of voice training is that of which the
late Manuel Garcia may be regarded as
the leading exponent. According to this
authority, whose name is held in deserv¬
edly high esteem by musicians and sci¬
entists alike, the human voice consists
of three registers; that is to say, it is
separated by “breaks” into three portions
which are produced in three essentially
different ways.
The lowest of these portions is termed
the chest register; the middle portion is
termed the medium or falsetto register;
a"d the highest is termed the head reg¬
ister. The chest register extends from
the lowest note of which the human
voice is capable as far as

It can be carried a considerable distance
beyond that limit, but that note is re¬
garded as marking the highest point to
which it is safe to take it, and this no
matter what the character or compass
of the voice may be. The medium reg¬
ister (also called by Garcia the falsetto
register) is considered to begin at the
point at which the chest voice ends
(though it is admitted that it can be
carried a little lower), and its upper
limit is said to be

To take it beyond this point is consid¬
ered, as in the case of. the chest register,
to be dangerous. The head register, ac¬
cording to this theory, commences at
and extends from this poin
to the highest note which the humar
voice can produce.
Another popular system follows the
lead of Emil Behnke, whose laryngoscopic
investigations, carried out in conjunc¬
tion with Dr. Lennox Browne, led him
to formulate a theory similar to, and to
a great extent founded upon, that pre¬
viously propounded by Madame Seiler,
of America.
According to this theory the human
voice has four more or less perceptible
“breaks” in it, and as each of these
“breaks” is believed to be caused by an
essentially different laryngeal mechan¬
ism, it follows that the voice as a whole
possesses five registers. It is admitted,’
however, that some of the “breaks” are
difficult to discover and are of minor im¬
portance, and the advocates of this theory
are, for the most part, disposed to agree
with Garcia that, broadly speaking, the
voice may be said to consist of three
registers, while they believe, as Garcia
appears formerly to have done, that
two of them may be subdivided. Behnke
calls these three registers the thick, the
thin and the small registers. The lowest
or chest register he subdivides into
lower and upper thick, and the middle
register into lower and upper thin. As
to the position of the “break” between
the thick and the thin registers—that
which, setting aside subdivisions, we may
call the first main “break”—he is in sub¬
stantial agreement with Garcia; but as
regards the position of the second main
“break”—that between the thin and the
small registers—the two authorities are
widely at variance. Behnke places this at

FOUND IN THE “OLD ITALIAN
SCHOOL."
Many present-day singing teachers rec¬
ognize a system of voice-production based
on the assumption that the human voice
has two registers, and two registers only.
“The old Italian Masters,” says Sir
Morell Makenzie in his book, The Hy¬
giene of the Vocal Organs, “recognized
only two registers of the human voice,
the ‘chest’ and the falsetto or ‘head,’ the
two latter terms being synonymous.”
It should be mentioned that he refers
to a treatise by a famous Italian singing
master of the seventeenth century in sup¬
port of his statement. I am disposed to
think that the Italian term voce di testa,
or- head voice, was in use at a much
earlier date than the term falsetto.
When the latter term began to be em¬
ployed, those who adopted it applied it
to a voice of the same kind as that
which was formerly called head voice,
but not wittingly. When the upper register
of the male voice was very thin and
weak they called it falsetto, believing
that it was sometimes unnatural and that
it ought not to be used. When, on the
other hand, it was found to be fairly
strong and substantial they took it to be
an essentially different kind of vo ce and
advocated its use under the name of head
The term head voice has also, where
men’s voices are concerned, been em¬
ployed by some teachers in a very dif¬
ferent sense. As used by these teachers
it means a kind of voice which is pro¬
duced by the same laryngeal mechanism
as the ordinary chest register, but is so
softened and restrained by the extreme
elevation of the soft palate that its
character is very greatly altered. This
is sometimes called mixed voice, the idea
being, that in those cases in which it is
used, the two registers, like twins in
the once famous ballad, have in some
mysterious way “got completely mixed.”
Those who take this view with regard
to the male voice hold that the so-called
falsetto is not a natural but an artificial
or acquired voice—something which ought
not to exist, and must on no account be
encouraged to do so.
Thousands of
men, however, could be found to testify
that the voice to which, in their case,
the term falsetto is now applied is iden¬
tical with the voice which they used in
boyhood.
The two-register theory, though often
supposed in the present day to be un¬
scientific and in direct conflict with the
evidence of the laryngoscope, has the
support, amongst other authorities, of the
late Sir Morell Makenzie, and also of the
great German physiologist, Johannes Mul¬
ler. The former, who made a laryngo¬
scopic examination of the throats of be¬
tween three and four hundred good sing¬
ers, writes as follows in the took to
which I have already referred:

The actual mechanical principles involved
are only two. In singing up the scale the
vocalist feels that at a certain point he has
to alter his method of production in order
to reach the higher notes. This point marks
the break between the so-called "chest" and
“head" registers, or what may he called the
lower and upper storys of the voice. This
which is just where Behnke division of the voice is fundamental, all
others being based either on convenience for
teaching purposes or on fantastic notions
makes one of his minor “breaks.” Since derived from subjective sensation i
3 laryngoscopic observations.
both these systems claim to rest upon a
scientific basis and to be supported by
The real secret of voice production
laryngoscopic evidence, this discrepancy, does not lie in breathing, despite the oftcoupled with the difference of opinion as quoted Italian proverb to the effect that
to the number of the registers, is worthy he who knows how to breathe knows
of particular notice. It proves, at any how to sing. It is not in the lungs, but
rate, that even the laryngoscope, great as in the larynx that the solution of the
is its value, is not quite so infallible a vocal problem is to be found, as the fol¬
guide as some would have us believe.
lowing facts attest:
while Garcia places it at
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u
i. That there are m men, as well as
in women and children, voices in wmcn
separate registers do not exist—voices
which are produced tn one way only
throughout the whole of their compass,
i. That where two distinct registers
are found, if the upper register be carried downwards as far as it mil go, and
energetically exercised, the result is that
both registers are benefited.
3. That in voices which possess two
registers vigorous and persistent exer¬
cise of the lower or chest register is in¬
jurious both to itself and to the upper or
head register.
<1. That the voice which is commonly
d falsetto is.
conatcalled
is, under certain condir. capable of development to such
a degree as entirely to transform its
character.
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not. The
natural voice of a man, they argue, is
the chest voice, and the upper limit of
this chest voice, as they know from their
own experience, is not identical with the
ipper limit of their vocal compass. Be-
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cature the tones of a woman’s voice, com¬
iles-rooms, Homes,
monly known as falsetto, in fact,
d Inconspicuous-see
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as the terms chest voice and falsetto
iber, 1911, Etude.
REGISTERS.
had come to have any meaning for me
among women j b
tQ notice that there were adult
Among men as well
be found which male
, voices
•
• which these separate iregis- C. W. GRAVES, 417 Broadway, Logansport, lad.
and children, voices are
in
do not possess separate registers, but
place, and I may add that
produced throughout their whole compass j noticed aiSOj as a distinguishing feature
one way only. Sir Morell Mackenzie,
{hese voices> the exceptional ease with
his Hygiene of the Vocal Organs, re- which they were produced. Since the
-- to the fact incidentally
’"Oidontollv more than t-me j am referring to I have met with
fers
once, but does not draw any conclusions a good many other voices of the same
. from it. A few modern theorists en¬ kind, and in nearly every case the voice
deavor to explain it much as follows: was one which had- never been trained. I
The voices in question, they say, undoubt¬ am also quite satisfied in my own mind
edly appear to be produced by the
that these voices are not only apparently,
laryngeal mechanism throughout, but this but actuaIly produced by one laryngeal
not really the case. A change of pro- mecban;sm only. Strange to say, I can
duction does and must take place
also claim in support of it the testimony
where, but the different registers are so of the laryngoscope. This little instru¬
well and perfectly blended by nature that ment is generally supposed to be the
no alteration of the mechanism is dis¬ unswevering ally of the multi-register
cernible.
theorists. In the hands of an independent
In reply to this let me first of all re¬ investigator like Sir Morell Mackenzie,
fer to my own voice, which in boyhood
pet theory to substantiate, it
was a good example of the kind r—’ reveals something quite undreamt of
under consideration. It was a pure
their philosophy.
prano voice of good quality, extending
In the book, to which I have more than
once referred, Mackenzie records several
1 In its instances of professional singers, male as
well as female, whose voices, when ex¬
production Mother Nature was my only atnined by means of the laryngoscope,
guide. So far as I was concerned reg- were found to have only one mode of
isters had no existence.
My voice in Production throughout the whole of their
those early years was produced from one compass, “sound flowing on,” to quote
end of its compass to the other without his own words, “in one unbroken stream
any change whatever in the nature of from the lowest note to the highest.”
the laryngeal mechanism. One mode ot He also cites the physiologist, Dr. Wesley
production only was employed, namely, Mills, of Montreal, as having noticed the
that which is said to belong rightly to same phenomenon. Both these authorithe “middle” or, as some call it, the ties regard the voices in question as
“thin” register—the latter term being being extremely rare and exceptional,
altogether a misnomer as far as my voice Possibly, however, it is not so exceptional
was concerned, seeing that there was as might be supposed,
nothing thin about it. On the contrary,
it was always quite firm and strong, no EXERCISING THE UPPER REGniatter whether the upper, the middle, or
ISTER.
the lower portion was being made use of.
The second fact which demands our
while no amount of exercise ever seemed attention is that, in voices in which two
to tire it. Sometimes I sang treble; separate registers are discernible, if the
LUDEN’S
sometimes alto, but whichever part T sang upper register be carried downwards as
MENTHOL
I always prbduced my voice in the same far as it will go and energetically exerCOUGH DROPS
way. Sir Morell Mackenzie says that he cised, the result is that both registers are
is able to affirm, from the examination benefited; that is to say, the upper regnot only to relieve vocal troubles,
of a great number of cases, “that boys ister is strengthened while the lower is N
but to prevent them.
who sing alto always use the chest reg- improved in quality and rendered easier
One Luden’s before any special
ister.” It only shows how, on this sub- to produce.
vocal effort will clear the throat
ject, even the most acute and conscienI regard the “two register” division
and bring out all the purity and
tious observer is liable to be led astray, of the voice as the correct one in all ^
volume of the voice.
I have a complete and vivid recollection cases where any division at all is necesRelieve Hoarseness
of what my voice was like and the way sary. I fully agree with Sir Morell
Prevent Inflammation
in which it was used both before and Mackenzie that the break which occurs
immediately after the great change, com- in passing from the chest register to the
Pleasant as a confection. Remove
all disagreeable breath odors. Keep
monly spoken of as the breaking of the voice immediately above it is the only
the bronchial tubes and throat pass¬
voice—and I can assure my readers that break which is caused by a change in the
ages clear and healthy.
the chest register, taking the term in its mechanical action of the larynx. Other
LXIDEN’S HAS A HUNDRED USES
ordinary meaning, did not exist in my breaks, where they are not wholly imagivoice until after the “breaking” period nary, are for the most part very slight,
had commenced.
and are caused by sudden modifications *
Having shown that the boy’s voice may of tone brought about by the action o?
be, and sometimes is, produced in its certain parts of the resonance apparatus
entirety by one laryngeal mechanism namely, the soft palate, pharynx and
"Laden’s Menthol Cough Drops
Give Quick Relief."
alone, it is not necessary to occupy time tongue.
s
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is true concerning the female voice, be- exercise of this head register has c
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the lower or chest register—and this is from an octave lower to middle C; the
the point I wish to emphasize—the fact is other produced as in childhood, from
one which, notwithstanding its import¬
ance to singers in general and to men
singers in particular, seems to have en¬
tirely escaped attention. Yet it is a fact The lower voice could be carried two
which can easily be verified. Let any or three tones higher, but only by a mani¬
man who uses the chest register exclus¬ fest effort of a kind which I had never
ively try the effect of resting this voice experienced when a boy. The upper
for a few months and exercising in place voice could be carried a .tone or two
of it, at not too high a pitch, the other lower, but was then so weak as to bevoice—the voice which he probably calls of little or no use. The former of these
falsetto. Then let him go back to the two voices I called chest voice, and the
chest voice and see whether it is not latter falsetto. The voice which I called
all the better for this novel treatment. falsetto was simply the remains of the
It is quite possible he may have been told old soprano voice of my earlier years.
I was told that at this “breaking”
that to treat the voice in this way is the
worst thing he can do for it. In voices period the singing voice ought to be
which possess two registers, vigorous and rested entirely. So, for a time, I gave
persistent exercise of the chest register up singing. As well as I can recollect,
is injurious both to itself and to the head I allowed about eighteen months or two
years to elapse before I re-commenced.
register.
After what has already been said it is I did not find, however, that the rest had
perhaps scarcely necessary to explain that done the voice any perceptible good. The
by head register I mean all that voice only way in which I could use the voice
which is no part of the chest register. to any advantage was in singing alto.
That is to say, I use the term not in the I sang in this way in a choir for some
limited sense in which Garcia and many years, and also joined a male voice quar¬
others use it, but in the sense in which, tet party, in which, as the quality of the
as we have seen, there is good reason to upper register was good, it proved of
believe it was used by the old Italian some value. For the lower notes up to
singing masters. In the great majority
of cases the exclusive use of the chest ^.I employed the chest voice,
register is looked’ upon as a matter of
course, and the regular and systematic and for the notes above that point the
exercise of this voice two or three times voice which I had now begun to call fal¬
a day is enjoined upon the pupil as an setto.
When I was about two and thirty years
indispensable condition of
progress.
What is the usual result? A deteriora¬ of age I went to consult a teacher of
tion which is in direct proportion to the singing, whose method of training had
amount of exercise to which the voice been somewhat strongly recommended to
me by one or two of my musical friends.
has been subjected.
In many cases the injury that is done Up to that time, although I had had a
does not attract any particular attention. good deal of musical education in other
The ordinary listener is so much im¬ directions, I had never taken any singing
pressed- by the general improvement in lessons, because I did not consider my
the style of the singer, and by the ar¬ voice worth training. He told me that
tistic manner in which he has learnt to he made great use of head voice, and
manage his voice, that he loses sight of gave me some exercises for carrying the
the fact that the voice itself is not as head voice down. I assumed that his
good as it was originally. In the same meaning of the head voice and falsetto
.way the singer also is misled. Indeed, were practically the same thing, though
not only may he be unconscious that his 1 afterwards found that this was not his
voice has been in any way impaired, but opinion.
The method of training was as fol¬
he may even be under the impression that
it has decidedly improved. He does not lows. The chest register was to be used
realize that this increase of tone is sim¬ only for those notes which were quite
easy
to produce. The break between the
ply and solely owing to an increase of
chest and head registers had its position
effort.
It is well known that where the determined by this consideration, and was
woman’s voice is concerned the head reg¬ not regarded as fixed by nature at any
ister is injuriously affected by the forc¬ given point. The head register was to
ing up of the chest register beyond a be employed from the highest point at
certain point. But as regards the man’s which it could be produced without un¬
voice, owing to the views which every¬ due strain to the lowest point at which
where prevail as to its nature and treat¬ any appreciable tone could be obtained.
ment, the fact that the exercise of the At first the chest voice was carried up to
chest register may have a weakening ef¬
T* Ewhile the head voice was not
fect upon the head register is one with [■(^
which neither pupil nor teacher is at all
taken below [~fj)
j—except in a cer¬
likely to concern himself.
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PRESENT DAY NEEDS IN ORGAN
STUDY.
If the majority of organ students knew
how to practice and make the most of
their time and opportunities, it is safe to
predict that the world would be flooded
with good organists and any quantity
of virtuosos. The question is constantly
being asked, “How can I better my posi¬
tion ” Scores of organists have studied
and found themselves able to accept a
modest position. To take the next step
is the all-important question, as here is
where the difficulty lies. There are a
goodly number who, by having acquired
a certain knowledge of the pianoforte,
take up the organ in order to increase
their income by playing Sundays. The
requirements of the position are slight at
first, only a simple service being de¬
manded. Then gradually one thing after
another is added until musical services
are introduced, with a cantata or oratorio
to be sung by the choir at least once a
month. Then a fifteen-minute organ re¬
cital, either to precede or follow the ser¬
vice. The demands by this time have out¬
grown the organist, and he must progress
in order to maintain and hold the posi¬
tion. Naturally there can be but one con¬
clusion—he must study.
SYSTEMATIC STUDY NEEDED.
It is unfortunate that many who make
the organ their life work do not systema-;
tize the same as in the study of the pianos
forte and other instruments. In order to
lay a firm foundation, there must be
method.
First, the touch of the instrument. The
ac ion may he tracker, tubular or electric;
this is of no Consequence; the toudh of
the manuals and pedals and the correct
positions of both hands and feet must be
mastered. It is equally as important that
this be done as on the pianoforte. A
previous knowledge of the latter is of
large assistance and should be acquired
in advance if possible. Technical work
should be given, including special exer¬
cises for the feet alone. The study of the
legato touch should be started at once,
with a prompt attack and release of the
key. Exercises in trio work should next
be introduced, for the organist must have
absolute independence between hands and
feet. The organ is an orchestra in itself,
as the parts must gain the freedom neces¬
sary to make *the voices stand out with
clean-cut rhythm. This all leads up to the
study of Bach.
MASTERING THE PHRASE IN
ORGAN STUDY.
students would practice slowly, hours
each week would be gained. The princi¬
pal reason for insecurity and lack of re¬
pose comes from the neglect of phrase
work. Each phrase should be repeated
over several times daily, and not proceed
until it is mastered. Routine work counts
for little and should not be permitted.
Instead, each phrase should be mastered,
then joined to the next, and so continue
until the page or section is accomplished.
The majority of our virtuosos are not
prodigies, but what they do is the out¬
come of continued perseverance in this
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particular line of work. “Good, oldfashioned, hard work,” as one critic has
named it, is what everyone needs. Some
artists spend an entire morning on the
development of a single phrase. What
they accomplish is marvelous, and it pays
them to do it. One cannot play with
style until absolute accuracy is acquired
and the notes played exactly as the com¬
poser wrote them.
During a visit to Lucerne, Switzerland,
the manager of the Hotel Eden related
how Madame Nordica spent a sea¬
son there when learning the role of
Isolde.
The practice began in the early morn¬
ing and continued until night. Never
once did she deviate from phrase work,
repeating each one over and again until
thoroughly mastered and well rounded.
Finally, when the guests objected and
asked if she would, sing an aria occas'onally to relieve the monotony, she left and
was forced to rent a room in the town,
so small that Frau Wagner, who was
wi h her, had to stand when she was
seated, as no other hotel would permit
the phrase practice. The result of .all
this was that on her return to America
she made one of the greatest successes
of her career. This same perseverance
holds good in organ study. The late
Alexandre Guilmant was a noble exam¬
ple. For hours he would work on the
individual phrases of a composition, and
frequently one he had composed himself.
He was particular even to the minutest
detail, and would exercise as much care
in the folding of a newspaper as in play¬
ing a Bach fugue. Many organists, and
especially those with a limited amount of
time at command, will say that all this
is impossible and beyond them. Not so,
for a great deal can be accomplished in a
small space of time, if the mind can be
made to bear upon it.
LEARN TO PLAY BEFORE EX¬
PERIMENTING WITH STOPS.
The study of the art of registration is
usually taken up too soon. To make
one’s playing distinctive and rise above
the ordinary it is first necessary to learn
to play. The stops must not be depended
upon for the effect, but, instead, as an
aid in producing it. The late Dr. Tur¬
pin, who for many years was president
of Trinity College, London, used to say,
“First learn the piece on the open diapa¬
son alone, then register it afterwards.”
His reason was to insure absolute clarity
of tone, and to give each note its cor¬
rect value, and not diverting the mind
with the use of the stops. In the choice
of stops to obtain correct tonal color and
balance, a knowledge of the orchestra is
highly important. The three families (as
they are called), the flutes, strings and
reeds, must each be given. its place. For
example, if a passage is played on the
strings, and a change is thought advis¬
able, play the next on- either the flutes
or reeds, but not on the strings, even if
on a different manual, otherwise there
will be no contrast, and the passage will
become monotonous. The excessive use
of the strings should not be tolerated.
Beautiful as they are, if used continually,
they become tiresome and all sounds
alike.- The organ is a noble instrument.

To give the grandeur which is its just
. due, the diapasons and flutes must be em¬
ployed and take precedence over the
strings and reeds. The flute work s
round and full and fills the space with
tone. The strings carry, but do not mi.
The tremolo should be used sparingly.
Constant vibration of the tone becomes
tiresome, and does not produce the effect
the performer is seeking to obtain, in
certain passages it is effective, but great
discretion must be exercised in its use.
Too much cannot be said against the
persistent use of the tremolo, not only in
the lighter effects, but also with the full
organ, when the stop should never be
drawn. The Vox Humana and Vox Ce¬
leste, both exceedingly effective in their
proper place, must not be used to ex¬
cess and not drawn with full organ ef¬
fects. The eight-foot tone should in
variably predominate and the parts al
ways be well balanced.
How few play the hymns well! To
play an interesting service and give an
uplift to the congregation is a study in
itself. Hymnology is an all-important
and interesting subject—too often neg¬
lected and allowed to take care of itself.
Hymns must be played with a firm and
steady rhythm!, due regard being given
to the words and sentiment to be ex¬
pressed.
SELECTING SUITABLE MUSIC
FOR STUDY AND SERVICE.
It Is a common fault to select pieces
beyond the ability of the performer. It
is a mistake to turn down a composition
simply because it looks easy and can be
read at sight without effort. Von Biilow
said, “There are no easy pieces.” The
great artists are usually remembered for
their interpretation of some simple piece.
For instance, Guilmant for his Cradle
Song, Paderewski for his Menuet, Kreisler for Dvorak’s Humoresque and Ade¬
lina Patti for Home, Sweet Home. There
is a wealth of pieces in the medium grade
which are practical value and suitable
for use in the church service. While
transcriptions should not be used to a
large extent, there are many pieces which
lend themselves admirably to the organ
and can easily be adapted.
The ambitious and progressive student
should not be content with any one school
of organ music, but select the best from
each. Guilmant, Widor, Gigout. Salome,
Dubois, Franck, Vierne, and Bonnet
(French); Bach, Mendelssohn Reger,
Wermann, Bibl, Merkel, Karg-Elert and
Rheinberger (German); Capocci, Bossi,
Fumagalli (Italian) ; Smart, Hollins,
Wolstenholme, Stanford, Lemare, Tours,
Bridge and Stainer (English); Foote,
Buck, Parker, Dunham, Whiting, Rogers
and J. K. Paine (American). The above
are representative names from each school
whose works are well known and largely
played.
Rules are easy to give, but often diffi¬
cult to follow. Practice and preaching
will, however, always remain widely
apart. One fact remains unchanged, and
is especially true in the rush of the pres¬
ent day. It is this: “The man who does
not keep up with the procession will soon
find himself far in the rear.” Even
though an organist is no\y holding a
small position, it may not be long before
the demands will be largely increased
The man who keeps abreast of the times
is bound to succeed, and will surely
make a steady progress in his chosen pro¬
fession and life work.

rillLMANT’S CONTRIBUTION TO
GUORGAN MUSIC AND ORGAN
PLAYING.
When Alexandre Guilmant came to
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altogether different from the character
and high standing of both at the time
of his death in March last. In 1871
Tuilmant took up his residence in the
French Capital. His remarkable playat the
,6 _t
the inauguration
inauguration of
of the
the organs
organs
, st, Sulpice and Notre Dame won
instant recognition, and caused his appointment at “La Trinite,” where he
remained thirty years without interrup¬
tion. I It was a difficult matter to bring
about a radical change at once and dispel the influence created by his predecessors. This all had to come gradually and in due course of time, coupled
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that, except in rare cases, original compositions should be played upon it.
He did not favor orchestral transcrip-

“mezzo voce” effects greatly enhanced.
Detail drill in attack PrecIil V^ad g
and the many points that arts,, during t l

tions.

course of *it^e^^teSq°)“{ op theepart

Although he arranged several

0

hI of the numbers. The results are usually
would <,»«« Heritor', "The Organ 1, better when the organ,,, and d,rector
and the same person.
Pope; the Orchestra, Emperor,
and
It is advisable to keep rehearsing ahead
own wav.
way.
add> ‘.‘Each is suPreme in It.s own
prolific composer; and not be forced to hurriedly prepare
Guilmant was a, nr
the music for the coming Sunday, but
During
one
of
his
wrote rapidly.
have it in rehearsal for two or three
organ piece
American tours an organ
piece was
was
“ “‘d ‘“
w-ntten en route from New York City weeks in advance^
i Philadelphia and completed before
THE MIND IN ORGAN PLAYING.
arrival. The fugue in D major was
arrival.
iq tne
1t is not alone the fingers and feet that
Y«tten in a single evening, and the
morning before d°
work, but back of this and of still
greater importance is the brain, the
mind has much more to do with this than
Guilmant has been one of the most
with< The mere piaying 0f
f°r«fu! inspiring influences to awaken
counts for nothing. Anyone with
d^.ty of musical sentiment in France
amount 0f intelligence can do
^or years he was president of the ^ ^ ^ bg ^ tQ giye a correct
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Wir iatiTw asan indelLiable worker *be kteCharieTBoM^''choirmaster of and artistic interpretation of a musical
Guilmant was an indefatigable worker.
r
•
Pari, and located in the work, move a congregation, or give supHis love for work remained to the end,
"Velevotfd one day P°« to a singer, means that the brain
even during his summer holidays, when
bt. Jaques. He devoted lauui
one Q ui
y -. be x.
- to -bear upon the subject,
" •
brought
most artists welcome a chance to fach week to ttuutut,
he ?choo>’
a labor °f and.thc performer not only enter into the
ttt ecclesiastical
breathe the fresh air and be absent
In 1896 he received the appointand movement of the piece, but
from their desk and organ bench,
professor of the organ at the he should actually hear it rhythmically
early studies were supervised by his Conservatoire Nationale in Paris, and before t le start 18 made- He must enter
Stearns Bldg.. Portland, Ore.
father, Jean-Baptiste Guilmant, who taught there regularly two days each lnto ’t the.same as an actor fits into is
INSTRUCTIONS: PIANO AND ORGAN i
placed the organ in the Church of St. week. His organ classes were the most Part before he is seen by the audience,
Nicholas in Boulogne for nearly fifty successful that have ever been held in 0ne must be thoroughly absorbed and imyears.
Alexandre
Guilmant studied ^ famous institut5on> and „ J . bued with the idea and movement, and
measure
harmony with _Carulli, _and Jom-neyed of his seventieth birthday, when he then begin. To count
i Brussels for work with Lemmens, spoke of retiring, the matter would
tempo and rhythm before beginning
who quickly recognized the unusual even be considered, and he continued
highly recommended.
talent of his gifted pupil.
Instruction Id Plano, Organ, Theory
“Vhetesf proof of* the^xcellence of PUTTING YOUR MIND UPON IT.
GUILMANT’S TRAINING.
1003 South 47th Street, Philadelphia. Pa.
Guilmant’s r nusic is in the remarkable
A G00D h.our’s work with absolute conGuilmant began the study of iminfluence and popularity it has attained centration is equal to. fi”e ordinarily deprovization at the age of seven, and
amongst all classes—the liberal-minded voted to practice. There is always a
worked for twenty years before he had
educated musician and critic, as well as reason for repeating a passage or phrase
developed it to the extent his audiences
nary Tistene“r.'""Guilmant in- of music. The student should know why
of later years were led to expect from
Qn ^
,egato_the bel he is to play the phrase, and what he is
him. Great as were his performances
q{ the ;
and now aimost a to bring out of it, and then attack it,
upon the organ Guilmant will undoubt- ,ost ar{ in the ^ of the present day regardless of the number of repetitions
edly be remembered for his marvelous Nothing
. .
was done with undue haste or necessary for a correct rendition of it.
improvizations. The ease and facility without
?, in® preparation,
v
the same care and Concentration is difficult, but it can and
with which he would develop the ^tention*1'
attention to detail being followed in must be mastered. It is better to learn
simplest theme, and end with a double evervtijin2everything he undertook. Shortly be- a single phrase each day than to attempt
fugue, will perhaps never be equaled. fore his death he said, “If I can leave several page® and. not able to play any
What was still more, he made
his
. .
1 .im- behind
uciiiiiu LUC
me a cuncci
correct aL^yic
style and utcuiu
method of it well.
probations interesting, although they of organ plavingi it is all i ask for «
were always scholarly and in strict
The influ'nce exercised over his
form. It is to be regretted that they pupilS) and in imparting to them the
THE KINETIC ORGAN
could not have been recorded, and thus principIes for which he lived, showed
BLOWER
preserved for future generations to the character and nature of this, the
furnishes a steady and plentiful
dsl Highest I
wind supply.
whom i: will remain as a matter of h s- most lovab]e 0f men, Guilmant’s inWrite for “MODERN ORGAN
iblished 1827. |
tory. Tn his extempore playing he fluence on the destiny of organ music
BLOWING.”
stood alone. Neither his father nor M. extended to many lands, as he was eaMain Office & Works PH§sKTeaer«aSss:
Kinetic Engineering Company
Lemmens could begin to compete with gerly sought for, and traveled exten¬
57th & Baltimore Ave., Philadelphia
Hook=Hastings Co.
ds wonderful art. which everywhere sjveiy. Whatever place he will fill in
t *52 Monadnock Block, Chicago
BRANCHES t
held audiences spell-bound.
the history of his beloved France, it is
Guilmant was a disciple of Bach. He safe to say that in no country will his
said, “My admiration for Bach is un- name and the influence of his art live
bounded. I consider that Bach is ionger than in the United States.
music. Everything else in music has
_
75 In New York; 45 in Baltimore; 38 in Philadelphia; 33 In Cincinnati; 1 8 in Washington;
come frmn him; and if all music exHOLDING THE CHOIR TO20 in Hagerstown.
For Catalogues address M. P. MOLLER, HAGERSTOWN, MD.
cepting Bachs were to be destroyed,
GETHER
music would still be preserved. 1 find
‘
.
the heart of Bach in the Chorales which
If the cho”- is to be held together, it
he wrote for the organ. These com- is necessary to create an interest among
bine in a wonderful degree musical the members. Vocalists as a class have
science wi h the deepest feeling, and not the same theoretical training as organare ground objects of study.”
ist8- and therefore there are many points
which can be given out at the rehearsal
TAUGHT BY
HIS unusual TECHNIC.
which are new to them. Give.a choir
Critical estimates of M. Guilmant’s rftember the idea that he is learning someorgan playing must always include thing each week and he will faithfully
AT THE
reference to one great feature, the attend rehearsals. The subject of dicmagnificent underlying pulsation, the tion, for instance, should be made promsteady rhythmic beat, which was al- inent, and a certain amount of drill de¬
Send for New Catalogue
ways evident. His clear and logical voted to it at each rehearsal. If the
phrasing was particularly noticeable in anthem is quietly hummed, the blending of
the works of Bach. No mechanical the tone will be improved, as well as the
difficulties were: apparent in his playmg of the great master’s fugues,
indeed, in his interpretation of the most
difficult of modern technical works.
He played with quiet ease, absolute
Organ Openings, Concerts and Recitals
surety, and with exquisite refinement.
He always considered the organ to be
Fop dates and terms address,
•
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a noble instrument, and believed firmly
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SOME ENGLISH MUSICAL FES¬
TIVALS.
Probably the most valuable asset in
English musical life, all things consid¬
ered. is the system of choral festivals,
which have done so much to bring together the workaday people and ma^e
them sing. Americans in England can¬
not fail to be impressed by the whole¬
hearted interest taken by the people
in these matters, and a visit to an Eng¬
lish’city, especially one of the smaller
cathedral cities during a festival week,
is an interesting object lesson in the
fact that music plays a very prominent
part in English national life. ^ Almost
everybody in England, especially in the
northern section of the country, either
sings in a choral society or has aided
in the support of one, and there is no
town or village so small but some at¬
tempt has been made to form a choral
society, while many quite small and iso¬
lated places support flourishing institutions
of this type. Interest in choral music
was by no means initiated by the choral
festivals, but it has certainly been fos¬
tered by them.
Festivals did not originate in Eng¬
land, of course, but they are of ancient
heritage. The most ancient of them
still exists. It is not of much musical
significance, but it deserves mention
because its very “Britishness” is likely
to amuse American readers. The Cor¬
poration of the Sons of the Clergy was
founded in 1655 by the sons of clergy¬
men, for the purpose of aiding necessi¬
tous clergy and their wives and chil¬
dren. It consists of a service of song
held annually at St. Paul’s Cathedral,
London, followed by a sermon, and
rounded off in true English fashion by
a dinner. The program for the last two
centuries has consisted mainly of the Te
Deum in D of Purcell, the Utrecht and
Dettingen Te Deums of Handel, the
Overture to Esther, the Hallelujah
Chorus, and two anthems specially com¬
posed by Dr. William Boyce. Latterly
efforts have been made to introduce new
compositions by living composers, but one
or more of the above works are in¬
evitably performed. So far as we know,
the sermon and the dinner are permanent,
and will continue through the rolling
centuries.
The Three Choirs Festival is held
yearly in the cathedrals of Worcester,
Gloucester and Hereford respectively.
This festival is a very valuable one, and
many important works have been heard
for the first time at these concerts.
Among the large number of works which
have obtained their first hearing in Eng¬
land at this festival may be mentioned
Dr. Horatio Parker’s Hora Novissima,
the first American work to be heard at
an English festival.
The Birmingham Festival originated in
1768, and is now given triennially, in aid
of the Birmingham General Hospital,
whose funds it has enriched by over half
a million dollars. This is one of the
most important festivals of all in Eng¬
land, and many notable works have been
introduced. Among the most important
of these are Mendelssohn’s Elijah and St.
Paul, Gounod’s Redemption and Mors et
Vila, Dvorak’s Spectre’s Bride and
Requiem, and Elgar’s Dream of Geroiitius. Apostles, and Kingdom.
The Handel Festival at Crystal Palace.
London, is an important function in
which a chorus of over three thousand
members take part. Special attention is
given to Handel’s music. Latterly it has
become more valuable owing to the fjict
that its very able present conductor,
Frederick H. Cowen, has managed to ex¬
tract The Messiah from its bulldog grip,
and to present other works of Handel
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and others which also deserve a hearing.
Space, unfortunately, will not permit us
to mention all the important English
festivals, such as those at Leeds, Cardiff,
Norwich, York, North Staffordshire,
Brighton, Blackpool, though all these are
of great importance, particularly that at
Leeds, where Sterndale Bennett, Costa,
Arthur Sullivan, and Villiers Stanford
have successively filled the post of con¬
ductor. Some mention, however, must
be made of the Sheffield Festival, because
it is the youngest, and in some ways the
most flourishing. Here, perhaps more
than anywhere, the idea that choral sing¬
ing must necessarily be holy in character
has been abandoned.
In the January issue of The Etude
Frederick Corder has said all that is to
oe said about the influence religion has
had upon English music. There can be
no question that music owes much, if not
everything, to religion, but most modern
English musicians are inclined to think,
so far as England is concerned, that
music has paid her debts in full. Sheffield
is also fortunate in possessing one of the
very ablest choir trainers England has
ever produced in Dr. Coward, and also
has the services of Henry J. Wood, Eng¬
land's foremost conductor.

MAKING THEORY INTERESTING.
The subject of harmony should be pre¬
sented in such a light that the student
does not have a chance to think it dull
or uninteresting. It is unfortunate that a
large number of the younger organists do
not realize the importance or necessity of
pursuing the subject. It is not to be ex¬
pected that every organist will be a com¬
poser, but the knowledge of harmony and
counterpoint will aid in other ways. For
an artistic interpretation of a musical
work; for sight-reading, transposition,
modulation, improvization, etc., they are
indispensable.
In this connection the “Rules for the
Study of Harmony and Counterpoint,”
by Otis M. Carrington, known as “Mo¬
zart’s Ten Commandments,” are of par¬
ticular interest.
I. Thou shalt form no other sounds
but pleasant ones.
II. Thou shalt not make \unto thee
any unalterable rules. Thou shalt
not bow down to them nor serve
them; for all rules may be
broken by thee, when thou hast
learned why such rules should
not be broken.
III. Thou shalt not carry thy parts too
high nor too low; for the singer
will not hold him guiltless that
taketh him out of his range.
IV. Remember augmented intervals
are very difficult to sing, either
for thy soprano, or thine alto,
or thy tenor, or thy bass, and
for this reason are to be avoided.
V. Honor thy parts by giving each a
smooth, flowing melody; that
thy music may be long in the
land that is given thee.
VI. Thou shalt not have consecutive
fifths.
Thou shalt not have consecutive
octaves.
Thou shalt not skip from the fifth
in the bass.
Thou shalt not bear false relation,
but keep thy chromatically al¬
tered tones in the same part.
Thou shalt not double thy major
dominant’s, nor thy minor sub¬
dominant’s, thirds, nor any dis¬
sonant tones of thy tonics, or
thy dominants, or thy sub¬
dominants, or their relatives,
either major or minor.
—W. C. Carl.

THE PRACTICAL RECITAL PROGRAMS SUITABLE FOR A

HOW SCHUMANN-HEINK
STRUGGLED.

SMALL ORGA
prefared by william c. carl.
_
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Prelude and Fugue in B flat. .J. A. ac
The Sandman.James Carver Ala n
Minuetto in B flat.Filippo Capocci
Suite in G major.James H. Rogers
Prologue.
Marche.
Intermezzo.
Toccata.
,
(vensong.Edward F. Johnston
The Nightingale and the Rose
Samt-Saens
Jubilate Deo..Alfred J. Silver
Prayer and Cradle Soug.Alex. Guilmant
Marche Heroique de Jeanne d Arc
Th. Dubois
No. II.
Prelude in G major.J. S. Bach
Romance.Wm. Henry Richmond
Garotte in the Ancient Style
Ch. Neustedt
Wedding Music..Th. Dubois
Entree du Cortege
Benediction Nuptiale
Laus Deo.
At Twilight.Flaxington Harker
Spring Song.Alfred Hollins
The Celebrated Largo.G. F. Handel
Chant Celeste.Mathews
Toccata in A major.MacMaster
Barcarolf..Wm. Foulkes
March for a Church Festival
W. T. Best

The Musical Courier’s Berlin correspondent, Mr. Arthur Abell, gives an inter:sting account of the success Mme. Schumann-Heink has achieved in the country
of her birtb- Tbe scene of her greatest
triumph is Hamburg, where she suffered
gucj1 appaning misery in earlier days. Her
^rst husband, Heink, was a drunkard and
a Spen(jthri£t, and left her to pay his
debts out of the salary she was making
at that time, 3,000 marks (less than $900)
a year. "The sheriff used to wait at her
door on pay days, the 1st and 16th of
tke montjli and take her poor little earn;ngs away from her by force to pay her
husband’s debts,” says the Courier. She
was too poor to afford a servant, and
used t0 jock the children up so that they
wou]d come t0 no harm while she was
s;nging at the opera. She was haunted
ay the fear of fire. One night in winter the
strain proved too much for her, and she
had a hemorrhage, and was carried home
unconscious. When she recovered she
found herself lying in an ice-cold room,
\ith her little four-year-old Lochten vainly
trying to warm her hands in her apron.
When Mme. Schumann-Heink asked the
child what she was doing, the child* got
up and placed a piece of ice in her mother’s mouth: “Mamma,” she said, “you
mustn’t talk, because if you do the blood
will come again, and then you would die;
and what would become of us poor children?” On her recovery she succeeded
in getting the sympathetic manager to
g've her an increase in salary, hut even
then it was not till she came to America
that she earned enough money to bid
goodb
the wolf forever. Small won*er th;t she l00ks on hcr adopted country
as her h
and laughs at those of J
compatriots who speak of her as the “San,erin vom Dollarland.” Mme. SchumannHeink is a truly great artist, and it seems
incredible that musical Germany should

_
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Cathedral Prelude and Fugue J. S Bach
A VISI0N.; ■ ■-MoW Bibl
™ rBZ0.Joseph Ca aerts
Suite Gothiquf
.. Leon Boellmann
Introducuon-Choral
efr£e.. °,
_
riere^a o re ame

Question and Answer■Z.Wolstenholme pay S° Iittle f°r what h loveS 80 much’
Pastorale in A.Joseph Bonnet
Andantine in D flat.Lemare
Fantasia in F.Polleri
THE DOCTOR HABIT
Ave Maria.Wm. Henry Richmond
And How She Overcame It.
March From the Ariane Symphony
_
Alex. Guilmant
When well selected food has helped
_
the honest physician place his patient
___
in sturdy health and free from the
SIR JOHN STAINER ON SOUND, “doctor habit” it is a source of satisWe are apt to forget that a musical faction to all parties.
A Chicago
sound practically does not exist with- woman says:
out ears to take it in. The following
“We have not had a doctor in the
extract from an Oxford lecture of the house during all the 5 years that we
late Sir John Stainer will make this have been using Grape-Nuts food. Befact clear:
fore we began, however, we had ‘the
‘Suppose that I were to obtain and doctor habit’ and scarcely a week went
set up machinery by which the organ— by without a call on our physician,
say, in Westminster Abbey—could be
“When our youngest boy arrived, 5
played automatically. Imagine that you years ago, I was very much run down
are all of you with me in that building, and nervous, suffering from indigestion
that I set the machinery going, and that and almost continuous headaches. I
you hear the music resounding through was not able to attend to my ordinary
e beautiful arches; then suppose that domestic duties and was so nervous
we all leave the building, lock the doors that I could scarcely control mvself.
rb;ugl!m^y~W,hat
happe"? A Under advice I took to Grape-Nuts,
would Still h ffPn ( Whyj the. Abbey
1,1 am now, and have been ever since
MtboLb tbbe fUl1 °LSKU’ld un( music’ we be8an to use Grape-Nuts food; able
to bear
Nnt°Us blnobody ‘he« to do all my own work. The dyspepsia,
dead and r'omnlet °i’
^ 'v°U,!d • be beadaches, nervousness and rheumatism
imrdnotwitbTfandf
re m the bui,d' whicl, used to drive me fairly wild, have
succes ul w k ^ tfhet,:lg°r0US and entirely disappeared.
w;r “t’”''?
i”
“The molecular disturbance of the air ZZ (
,whlchbe ’s en,faKed’
would certainly go on but it would Nuts footl supplies him the most wholego on in absolute silence ”
;some’ strengthening and satisfying
'
lunch he ever took with him.” Name
_
.
. •
given by Postum Co., Battle Creek,
Iake time to think about your music Mich.
Few people realize how much can be done
Read the little book. “The Road to
with a little steady thinking in silence Wellville,” in pkgs. “There’s a reason.”
Russell0Tow611 „.Sohtude- , Sald James
SnatLdj 38 nledful t0 the imcharacter ”
18 wholesome for the
character'

Ever read the above letter? A new
one apP^s from time to time. They
are genuine, true, and full of human
interest.

VIOLIN DUETS.
The use of violin duets is a muchneglected branch by many teachers,
but it cannot be too strongly recom¬
mended as a means of developing the
musical nature of a pupil. Mr. A.
Walter Kramer, in a lengthy article in
the Violin World, calls attention to
how much good can be accomplished
by the practice of good violin duets.
He notes that many of the best violin
duets are written in sonata form, with
an equal division of themes and ac¬
companiment between first and second
violin, just as in a sonata for violin
and piano, the two instruments have
the themes and accompaniments al¬
ternately. The practice of violin duets
forms an excellent introduction for
string quartet and other ensemble
work, which the pupil can take up
later. Playing violin duets also forms
a delightful musical pastime, giving
the greatest pleasure to the pupil. Mr.
Kramer has prepared a valuable list
of violin duets of various grades of
difficulty, by eminent composers, as
follows;
Easy: Pleyel, op. 8, Six Little Duets;
Alard, op. 22, Elementary Duets; Le Beriot,
op. 87, Twelve Easy Duets; Mazas, op. 60,
Six Very Easy Duets, op. 68, Twelve Little
Ducts; Kalliwoda, op. 178, Three Very Easy
Ducts. Medium: Alard, op. 27, Four Bril¬
liant Duets: Dancla, op. 48, Three Brilliant
Ducts; Fiorillo, op. 10, Six Duets; Haupt¬
mann. up. 16, Three Duets; Kalliwoda, op.
116, Three Progressive Duets; Mazas, op.
40, Six Brilliant Duets; op. 62, Three Pro¬
gressive Duets. Difficult: De Beriot, op. 57,
Three Concert Duets; Hermann, op. 7,
Three Brilliant Caprices ; Kalliwoda, op. 70,
Two Brilliant Duets ; Maurer, op. 61, Three
Concert Duets; Molique, op. 2. Three Con¬
cert Duets; Rode, op. 8. Three Duets
“ ’ . op. 3. Three Duets; op. " m
Three Duets op.” 67.’ Three
Duct;
82, Three Grand Concert
Viotti,
Ducts.
The above list contains some of the
most interesting and melodious violin
duets in musical literature, and some
of those best adapted for the use of
students.,
Theodor Leschetizky, of Vienna, the
eminent teacher of piano, who was the
teacher of Paderewski, strongly advices
musical students to play in public fre¬
quently. He considers playing for audi¬
ences as invaluable for developing the
powers of expression of the student, since
the latter will gain many new ideas of ex¬
pression and style while under the mag¬
netic bond of sympathy which is created
between audience and performer. Every
teacher notices that the really talented
pupils in his class play very differently
before an audience from what they do
in the lesson hour. The excitement
and influence of the audience inspire
them to heights of expression that
they would never dream of in their
private practice. It is the same with
actors; they cannot do their best work
except under the stimulus and ap¬
plause of an audience. Experienced
theatregoers are always anxious to at¬
tend a performance when there is a
full house, because the performance is
so much better.
While it is certainly not wise for a
teacher to rush his pupils before an
audience before they are technically
Prepared, yet they should be given fre¬
quent, opportunity for public work as
soon as they are even approximately
ready. My own experience has been
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that the mysterious sympathy of an
audience can teach the young violin
soloist secrets in expression and dra¬
matic force, which the most eminent
teacher could not possibly do.
Be¬
sides, frequent public appearances are
the sole means of overcoming that dis¬
tressing monster—stage-fright.
THE PROPER POSITION.
Some difference of opinion exists
among violinists and teachers as to
the proper position in which the player
should stand when playing. The great
majority contend that the player
should stand on the left foot, with the
right foot somewhat advanced, the left
leg acting as a pillar for the support
of the body. A few are of the opin¬
ion that it is best to stand on the
right leg with the left foot advanced.
Still others think it best to stand with
the weight of the body equally dis¬
tributed on the right and left legs,
while a small minority contend that the
common sense plan would be to shift
occasionally from one foot to the other,
especially if the piece being played is long
and the one rigid position becomes irk¬
some to the performer.
One famous violinist, I think it was
Vieuxtemps, had a habit of placing his
feet together, with the heels touching,
and his weight equally distributed on
the right and left legs. This position
he would rigidly retain during the en¬
tire performance, his body swaying,
however, at times under the influence
of the music.
As the classical and most used posi¬
tion, advocated by the most noted vi¬
olin teachers of history, is to stand on
the left foot with the right advanced
slightly, it is probably the safest for
the student to assume. There would
be no great harm done, however, if a
violinist should assume one of the
other positions, provided it were grace¬
fully done and he found it more com¬
fortable.
Teachers should insist that their pu¬
pils do their practicing standing, and
not sitting. The bowing can be done
much more freely when standing.
Recognizing this fact, the rule obtains
in several European orchestras for the
violinists and viola players to stand
while playing,_ even in the case of a
symphony, lasting three-quarters of an
hour or so. When Henry Schradieck,
the Leipzig violinist, was engaged as
director of the Cincinnati Symphony
Orchestra some years ago, he intro¬
duced the custom of having all the
violinists in his orchestra in Cincinnati
stand while playing. The custom was
not generally adopted in this country,
and there is no American orchestra, re¬
quiring it at present, as far as I know.
The position of the violin soloist on
the stage should be easy and graceful,
and there should be no frequent
change of position, wandering around
the stage, beating time with the foot,
etc., all of which faults I have seen
eminent soloists from time to time
commit.
A graceful position and
grace in playing goes a long way with
an audience, and often condones
faults in the actual playing.

Teachers frequently neglect to in¬
struct their pupils in what is known
as the “turn” of the bow—the little
connecting motion of the wrist after
the stroke has reached its limit. This
is as important to separate stroke
bowing as the springs to a carriage;
it connects the strokes smoothly,
making a perfect legato, and avoids the
jerky, rough, staccato style which is
present when these “turns” are not
made with the wrist. The “turn” is
made at each end of a separate stroke.
As soon as the arm stops at the end
of a stroke the wrist alone carries the
bow a little further, before the reverse
stroke is begun, thus connecting the
tones, as could be accomplished in no
other way, If the wrist is kept rigid
at the end of each stroke, the effect
on the ear is as if rests were being
introduced between the notes, the rests
occurring during the process of re¬
versing the bow by the arm. Tech¬
nical points of this nature are rather
difficult to describe in words, but
every reader has opportunities of
watching and hearing good violinists
occasionally, and can watch for this
“turn,” which will be seen to be present
at the end of each stroke if the violinist
knows how to bow properly. This is
one of the small details in violin play¬
ing which is of the utmost importance,
just as in the case of a minute cog in
a machine, which is so small as to almost
escape notice, and yet it absolutely neces¬
sary for the correct running of the ma¬
chine. Every violin student who finds
that he has not been instructed in this
matter should lose no time in calling his
teacher’s attention to it, and ask to be
instructed in it.
LAZINESS OF PUPILS.
Man is by nature a lazy animal, and
is, on occasion, turned aside by very
slight obstacles. How often does the
violin pupil go to his case to get his
violin for the daily practice, and, find¬
ing a string broken, give up practice
for the day from sheer laziness, sim¬
ply to escape the trouble of putting
on a new string. Then, possibly he
has no new string to replace the
broken one, for violin students, as a
majority, have an unaccountable fail¬
ing to keep an extra supply of strings
on hand. This may interrupt the prac¬
tice for two or three day's, until the
pupil has time to go to the music
store and get a new string. Besides
broken strings, there are many other
minor accidents which may befall the
violin and bow. and every teacher can
testify how much these delay the pu¬
pil’s progress and interrupt his regu¬
lar practice, unless he is of a pecu¬
liarly methodical and painstaking dis¬
position.
_
TRASHY MUSIC.
One of the greatest drawbacks to
the cause of American composition is
the inane love of trashy music, com¬
monplace songs and rag time. The
American is unlike every other human
being in this respect. He does not
hesitate to descend to the lowest levels
in art. This is one of the blots upon
our escutcheon and one of the rea¬
sons why art in America counts so
little. Instead of being ashamed of
this degenerate taste, we seem to glory
in it. This taste must be overcome.
We must win the people to a better
and a larger conception of art We
must get them interested in American
music of the better class and instill
into their minds the necessity of en¬
couraging American effort— Clarence E.
Le Massena
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SHOW THE PUPIL HOW.
The long-experienced professional finds
little difficulty in tuning and keep¬
ing his instrument in proper condi¬
tion, but to the student and amateur
it is a momentous affair. The experi¬
enced violinist can put a string on the
violin in one or two minutes by the
watch, the inexperienced pupil may
tinker around ten or fifteen.
The moral of this preface is, that
it is absolutely the first duty of the
violin teacher to show his pupils how
to tune and to take care of their in¬
struments. I have known poor teach¬
ers to succeed in building up a good
business, where far better teachers
failed, simply because the former at¬
tended to these very important de¬
tails and the latter did not. How can
a violin pupil make proper progress if
he cannot tune his violin corectly? He
will show very little progress at the
lesson hours, if he has been practicing
on a violin badly out of tune in the
intervals between.
The violin teacher who expects to
build up a good teaching business must
be practical.
He must do like the
manufacturers of the safety razors—
make things easy for his patrons. This
the average violin teacher does not do.
He tunes the pupil’s violin himself
when the lesson commences instead of
having the pupil do it himself under
the teacher’s direction, and may make
a few vague suggestions at rare inter¬
vals about the care of the instrument.
Since there is no class of instruments
in which so much is required of the
performer in the way of tuning, and
looking after the adjustment of the
various parts, as string instruments,
it naturally follows that the teacher
should use extraordinary pains in in¬
structing his pupils in these matters..
Many violin teachers will contend
that, as many of their pupils come for
only a single lesson a week, and that
possibly but for thirty minutes, they
cannot afford to devote' so much of
the lesson hour to these matters. They
would find, however, that their pupils
would make far better progress in the
long run, if they would devote half or
even all of the lesson period for a few
lessons, to instruction in tuning and
care of the violin, until the pupil has
mastered it. Every pupil should be in¬
structed to get some little text book
on the violin, of which there are sev¬
eral, something on the type of Honeyman’s Violin and How to Master It,
in which the process of tuning, care
of the violin, etc., are described at
length. The pupil should be instructed
to study such a work as if it were a
school text book, and in this way he
will learn an immense number of facts
about the violin which it would take
a great deal of the teacher’s time to
tell him.
Violin teachers would also find it an
advantage to give their pupils class
lessons on these subjects once in a
while, in which they could instruct
them how to tune, how to put on
strings, and many other things so
necessary to know. This would not
take up much of the teacher’s time,
and would be much appreciated by pu¬
pils and their parents, besides proving
of the greatest practical advantage to
the progress of the pupil. It is such
little evidences of interest in the pupil’s,
welfare, on the teacher’s part, which es¬
tablishes his popularity in the estima¬
tion of the community.
The teacher must see to it that the
pupil knows how to tune his violin,
that he keeps an extra set of strings
on hand at all times, that his rosin
is in good condition, and that his vi¬
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olin is properly strung, with strings
that are comparatively new, not false,,
and in good condition in every way.
Many pupils get in the habit of leaving
their violins at home when they come
for their lessons, and ask for the loan
of one of the teacher’s violins for use
during the lesson hour. This practice
should be frowned on by the teacher,
as he should see each pupil’s violin
once or twice a week, to see that it is
in proper condition.

PHYSICAL CULTURE FOR THE
HAND
The European musical press, espec¬
ially the journals devoted to violin
playing, have, during the past year,
devoted much space to the subject of
physical culture for the left hand of
the violinist, with the idea of increas¬
ing the stretch of the fingers, loosen¬
ing the joints, developing suppleness
of the fingers, etc. Several systems
have been published and various forms
of apparatus invented, and a few per¬
sons are devoting themselves to this
physical culture of the hand as a pro¬
fession. A great deal of discussion
has been provoked, and violinists have
written communications to the jour¬
nals by the column, some for and some
against the systems. Several violin¬
ists of world-wide fame have endorsed
some of the systems in signed testi¬
monials.
We are all familiar with the stretch¬
ing of the hand by corks, that is, by
placing corks between, the first, sec¬
ond and third fingers of the left hand,
and pushing them down to the sock¬
ets of the fingers. The corks are left
in this position several minutes daily,
the object being to develop the stretch¬
ing capacity of the fingers. In a few
days the exercise is commenced of open¬
ing and shutting the fingers, still holding
the corks, first together and then separ¬
ately, to develop independence of finger
action. May claim to have been helped
by this process.
The European systems consist of many
devices of a similar nature and various
form of apparatus scientifically designed
to develop stretching and suppleness and
help the circulation. Many claim to have
been helped by the exercises. One en¬
thusiastic lady violin player, in a cotm
munication, claims that when she com¬
menced the use of one of the systems
she could hardly stretch an octave, and
her fingers were so short and stumpy
that she could barely reach the first C
above the staff (half tone extension from
the first position), although she had been
playing for years. After a year of the
exercises of the system she was'able
to master and play in public Bruch’s
G Minor Concerto with great success.
As far as known these systems have
not come into use in this country, nor
are there any teachers of physical cul¬
ture for the left hand of violinists here,
as in London and other large Eu¬
ropean cities. The systems have be¬
come a fad mostly with amateurs and
students, and a few professionals have
endorsed them. The greatest Eu¬
ropean teachers of the violin, however,
seem to think that from five to eight
hours’ daily practice on the violin
forms sufficient physical culture for
the left hand, without any special ex¬
ercises, away from the violin. How¬
ever this may be, there is no doubt
that some good might be accomplished
by such exercises, since scientific phy¬
sical culture has accomplished won¬
ders in other branches of human mus¬
cular activity.

POPULARITY OF THE PIANO.
One cause of the immense popu¬
larity of the piano is the fact that it
is ready for use at a moment s notice.
With two tunings a year a good^ piano
will stand in tune fairly well, and in
these days of perfection m the manu¬
facture of pianos, repairs are rarely
necessary. Contrast this instant avail¬
ability with the case of the violin,
where the player has to keep the in¬
strument properly strung, and con¬
stantly to' keep tuning it. He must
also see that he has strings of good
quality, and that they are not false
when strung on the violin. He must
watch that the bridge is kept perpen¬
dicular, and the violin wiped clean and
kept free of rosin after playing each
day. He must also watch, that the in¬
strument is not unglued in any part,
and must take the violin to the re¬
pairer to have the fingerboard leveled
where grooves have been cut in the
surface from the pressure of the fing¬
ers of the left hand. These are only
a few of the cares of the violinist.
Then the bow must be kept rosined
and must be re-haired at frequent in¬
tervals; it must also have the hair
tightened before beginning to play.
The violin and bow are fragile instru¬
ments, and all sorts of accidents hap¬
pen to them, making frequent visits
to the repair shop necessary. The vio¬
linist must attend to all these details
himself.
A TROUBLE MAKER
Coffee Poison Breeds Variety of Ills.
A California woman who didn’t know
for twenty years what kept her ill,
writes- to tell how she won back her
health by quitting coffee:
“I am 54 years old,” she says, “have
used coffee all my life and for 20 years
suffered from indigestion and insomnia.
Life was a burden and a drag to me all
the time, and about once a year my ail¬
ments got such hold upon me that I
was regularly ‘sick in bed’ for several
weeks each time.
"I was reluctant to conclude that
coffee was the cause of my trouble, but
I am thankful that I found out the
truth.
“Then I determined to use Postum
exclusively—for a week at first—for I
doubted my ability to do without
coffee for any length of time. I made
the Postum carefully, as directed, and
before the week expired had my re¬
ward in a perceptible increase in
strength and spirits.
“Seeing the good that my short ex¬
periment had accomplished, I resolved
to continue the use of Postum, cutting
out the coffee entirely. This I did for
nine months, finding, daily, increased
cause for gratification at my steadily
improving health. My indigestion grad¬
ually left me, my sleep returned, I
gained 26 pounds in weight, my color
changed from sallow to a fresh, rosy
hue and life became a blessing.
“Then I thought I would try coffee
again, and did so for a few weeks.
The punishment for deserting my good
friend, Postum, was a return of my old
troubles.
“That taught me wisdom, and I am
now and shall be all my life hereafter
using Postum exclusively and enjoying
the benefits it brings me.” Name given
by,, Postum Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
“There’s a reason,” and it is ex¬
plained in the little book, “The Road
to Wellville,” in pkgs.
Ever read the above letter? A new
e appears from t
time. They
, and full of human

SOME TOOLS OF SPECIAL
VALUE=
TO THE PIANO TEACHER
There is material among the
musical publications which is effe
* musical tools, but it must be sou
Such material is here described
piano teacher will find them to<
adapted to certain definite ends.

TWENTY-FOUR SELECTED
STUDIES FOR THE PIANOFORTE
By J. CONCONE
furnish splendid material for developing
finger dexterity, lightness of wrist, singing
tone, a control of legato and staccato
and, withal, phrasing. These are essentials
which every piano teacher is earnestly striv¬
ing to develop in his pupils. A set of
studies so perfectly combining a happy
union of pedagogic value with distinctively
musical characteristics is hard to find, anf
in this edition, enriched by careful annota
tions, the teacher will surely have a too
well adapted to the end he has in view.

THIRTY-SELECTED STUDIES
By STEPHEN HELLER
From Op. 45 46 and 47
is another tool of definite value. The
enthusiastic teacher always finds it a '
light to teach these studies of Hell
So well adapted are they to the deve
ment of discriminating touch, a fine s
of rhythm, and artistic phrasing that
teacher who, realizing their purpose,
them to accomplish this end is invarit.-,
——ilts attained. They
felling 0- _
as to style, movement am, musical come
that the pupil finds his interest new
aroused with each successive study. T1
and annotations by eminent teachers whi
add immensely to the worth of the edit:
as a musical tool. Price, $1,50. •
Nos, 3346-3347,

Grades I to III

SELECTED STUDIES FROM
A. LOESCHHORN

Edited and (traded by Jas. H. Rogers
In the composer’s mind, technical effects
stood first, yet each study is of marked
musical worth, pleasing and practical. The
selections are short and each stands for a
specific technical as well as musical purpoe
The books make a valuable supplement
any instruction book, giving the pupil e
couraging material for supplementary stud
The modernness of these pieces will appe_.
to the progressive teacher. Price, $1.00 each.

THE FIRST STUDY OF BACH
Introductory to the “ Little Preludes ”
Selected and Edited by Maurits Leefson
This novel and highly attractive little vol¬
ume will 6e welcomed by all good teachers.
It is universally felt that the early study
of Bach gives to young players a melodic
refinement and a clearness of finger which
nothing else does give. The great trouble
has been to find something easy enough,
since even the two-part Inventions can
hardly be attacked earlier than the fourth
grade, and are difficult and trying even there.
a *-s "i — seventeen selections can be

TheodorsPresserCo.

The Virtuoso’s Triumph

PUBUCflTIONS JUST ISSUED
““MARCH, 1912
Any of our works sent on inspection to
teachers, upon request, at our usual large
nrofessional discounts.
1 TJse the number, not the title, in ordering.
PIANO SOLOS.
0«92 Attention! March, C. Lindsay 1
.25
9294 On Tiptoe, Scherzo, C. Lind- ^

T

HE fashion of the present day
demands that the complexion
of the well-groomed woman
shall be clear and of a snowy white¬
ness. To possess these necessary
requirements, invest at once in a
bottle of

GOURAUD’S

ORIENTAL
CREAM

9324 Spirit of Progress, March,
B. Engelmann.3
.50
9070 Old Norwegian Folk-Song,
R. Hasert. 3
.20
9075 Full Moon (MondnachtIdylle), J7 Boltser. 3
.50
9276 Alpine Echoes (A 1 p e n k liinge), J. Bolzer.3
.50
9077 Mavbells Chiming (MalglSekebehj, Polka Mazurka, J.
' Bolzer .3
.00
9280 Sunset ifi the Mountains. Op.
197. O. IF Kern. 3
.00
9279 Thistledown Waltz, M. LoebEvans' .3
.50
9315 On the Campus, Caprice, R.
8. Morrison. 3
.50
9317 On the Gridiron, Galop, R. 8.
Morrison . 3
, .50
9314 With the Girls, Waltz. R.
S. Morrison. 3
.50
9083 The Huntsman (Der Jhgersmann), Op. 272, No. 2,
F. Subathil. 3
.25
9282 In the Greenwood (Im Wal,
desgrtin). Op. 272, No. 1,
F. Habatliil. 3
.25
9278 Dancing Cupids, Intermezzo,
F. P. Atherton. 3%
.40
9311 Cavalry March (CavallerieMarscb), Op. 4. G. F.
Bompcscli .314
.35
9297 Singing Waters. Arabesque.
Op. 214. F. P. Atherton.. 4
.50
9267 Chitnsan du Matin, Op. 12.
B. Backett. 4
.40
9305 Entreaty. Romance, Op 267.
No. 1. For Left Hand
Alone, B. Lichner. 4
.50
9286 Romance, Op. 8. No. 2, S.
Rachmaninoff . 6
.20
PIANO DUETS.
9300 Ju-Ju (Jou-joux) Polka, F.

and enjoy the charms that are so
admired in a fashionable woman.

Majestoso

Gouraud’s Oriental Cream is a
liquid powder, far surpassing the dry
powders that have to be applied so fre¬
quently to gain the desired effect. It
whitens, softens and clears the skin.
It is absolutely free from grease thus
preventing it from encouraging the
growth of hair.
Gouraud’s Oriental Cream has
been in actual use for nearly three-quar¬
ters of a century which is the surest
guarantee of its superiority. If you will
use it regularly, you will know why it has
been popular for so many years. Any
first-class druggist or department store
can supply you, or on receipt of 31-50 we
we will send you a bottle direct.

VIOLIN AND PIANO.
9121 Album Leaf (Albumblattl,
Op. 120, No. 2, G. Horvath 3
9205 The Juvenile Violinist. F.
A. Franklin.1-2
9268 llipogenus Mazurka. F. Hahn 6
9269 Berceuse, H. Beaumont.3
PIPE ORGAN.
9287 Cradle Song (An der Wiege).

A sof*, velvety sponge must always be
used for applying Gouraud’s Oriental
Cream. It is wise to procure one of
Gouraud’s Oriental
Velvet

0- The book, thereL.*,
«»
elementary pianistic education which has i
been previously covered. Most of the wi

SELECTED “CZERNY” STUDIES

Revised, Edited and Fingered, with Copious
Annotations by Emil Liebling
In Three Books
Price, 90 Cents Each
WITHOUT CZERNY THERE WOULD BE
NO MODERN TECHNIQUE.
The pianistic world is returning to Cz—
very fast. This work represents a diligent
sifting and careful selection of material from
the entire works of Czerny, including all thi
popular opus numbers, together with manj
less known, but equally meritorious studies.
Mr. Liebling’s editorial work has been of
the most exact and painstaking character
from both the technical and interpretative
sides. Such a selection embodies tne prac¬
tical teaching experience of a lifetime; the
student and young teacher alike are s
the enormous task of individual selection —
are the recipients of valuable actual musical
instruction, representing in realitv an otherwise large outlay of money in tuition.
This Czerny edition ranks with the VonBuelow, Tausig, Cramer and Clementi Stud¬
ies and should be classed with their work.
It is a great saver of time and effort and
has gained widespread and instantaneous
recognition and popularity. The three vol¬
umes, which are carefully and closely
graded, the studies being arranged in p
gessive order, range in difficulty from i
early second to the seventh grade.
THEO. PRESSER CO.
1712 Chestnut Street
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Sponges

which are imported specially from the
Adriatic sponge fisheries. Of firm, close
texture, absolutely free from dust, dirt
and grit, they are admirably adapted for
applying Gouraud’s Oriental Cream.
In dust-proof boxes, ready for use.
Price, 50c. each direct.

9092 Come Unto Me, J. E. Roberts. 3
9098 Jesus, Saviour, Hold My
„
Hand, R. M. Stvlts.:
9132 Mv Faith Looks Up to Thee,
Vocal Duet. ./. C. Vl'ur
„
hurst . ?
9298 Dear Little llut. T. 11. Gallo-

Tm cents in stamps
wilt bring you a book oj
Gouraud’s Oriental Beauty Leaves
This charming little booklet 0/ perfumed,
powder leaves may be slipped into the purse
to use on all occasions. They are amazingly
refreshing after exposure to wind, snow or

9304 Softly Now the Light of Day.
E. D. La Rosa.. . ,'J
9303 With Broken Heart. E. D.
®<}22 Mv Lad-O, A.' C. Quinlan'. '.3
0290 Winter Hells, Waltz Song,
A. Woolcr. 4
.60
OCTAVO ITEMS, CHORUSES AND PART
,SONGS-MIXED VOICES.
10163 Glory, O God. for Evermore.
Easter Anthem. F. II.
Brackett . 3
.15
10157 Fear Not Ye, O Israel, ./.
E. Roberts. 3
.15
■0158 My Redeemer s Praise, T.
D. Williams. 3
.10
■oioO Suffer Little Children, R. M.
Starts . 3
.05
■oib. Morn's Roseate Hues Have
Decked the Sky, Easter
,
Anthem, W. Berwahi. 4
.15
10140 Lord! Thy Glory Fills the
Heaven. O. J/. Sclwebcl. .. 3
.15
loi... !’.ovp Divine. S. F. Widener. 3%
.15
1014_ Gently Lord. O Gently Lead
Us, W. R, Waghorne. 3%
.15

FERD. T. HOPKINS, Proprietor
37 Great Jones St.,
NEW YORK
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“OUT-OF-DOORS IN MARCH.”
(A playtime musical for first and sec¬
ond grade pupils. The stage or room is
decorated tastefully in green, with ptenty
of tiny brazen rabbits made of brown pa¬
tter.)

ST.

PATRICK’S BIRTHDAY
MUSICAL.
(A musical for Junior Club.)
Wf. sent our invitations for Saturday,
as this year St. Patrick’s birthday comes
on Sunday. We cut shamrocks from
white bristol board and used green ink.
requesting our guests to wear something
green. The invitations wore sealed en¬
velopes, and two green one-cent stamps
were used in place of the ordinary twocent pink one. The decorations were conlined to green and white because they
were easiest and cheapest. The club girls
wore white dresses with tea aprons of
green tarltan. As favors each boy had a
wiggly paper snake, and each girl a bon¬
net made of green crepe paper. These
were effective'and added much to our
decorative scheme. Green paper sham¬
rocks dangled from the chandeliers and
doorways, and were scattered over our
white table cloth.
The musical program was an hour long,
and each item was announced by the
president, who wore a long cape of green.
1. 0 The Shamrock.Thomas Moore
(Enter club girls, swinging festoons of
green. Bowing to the president and
guests, they circle around the piano and

As we were finding our chairs for the
games which followed some one played
The Wearing of the Green.
After the concert the following games
were played:
COMPOSER’S AUCTION.
Small green bags of beans are dis¬
tributed to the bidders for the game of
Composer’s Auction. The president acted
as auctioneer, and offered for sale pic¬
tures of the March musicians—Chopin,
Foote, Dudley Buck, Haydn, etc.
TWO AND TWO MAKE ONE.
Use the Gallery of Musicians found in
the Etudes of i909, 1910 and 1911, or
penny pictures of musicians; cut the pic¬
tures into two parts diagonally from
upper to lower corner.
Distribute the parts to the guests. Each
one must find the corresponding part of
his picture; when the pictures are prop¬
erly matched the couples march around
the room singing.
THE SHAMROCK HUNT.
The Shamrock Hunt forms a pleasant
half hour’s diversion.
Shamrocks are
hidden in all the out-of-the-way nooks
and corners. Each player is provided
with a basket, the one finding the great¬
est number of shamrocks in thirty min¬
utes receiving a prize.
Our prize was a copy of John Field’s
Nocturnes. If the winner could tell
about the composer, John Field, she kept
the prize. If not, it passed on to the one
telling his birthplace and something of

“Through Erin’s Isle,
To sport a while,
As Love and Valor wandered,
With Wit, the sprite.
Whose quiver bright
A thousand arrows squander’d.
Where they pass,
A triple grass
Shoots up, with dewdrops streaming,
The refreshments were sandwiches
As softly green
filled with lettuce and chopped olives;
As emeralds seen
green tea was also served. * The presi¬
Through purest crystal gleaming.
0 the Shamrock, the green immortal dent gave the following toast:
Shamrock,
“Come in the evening, or come in the
Chosen leaf of Bard and Chief.
' morning,
Old Erin’s native Shamrock!”
Come when you’re looked for, or come
2. Piano: March Wind.MacDowell
without warning;
3. Songs Kathleen Mavourneen.
A thousand welcomes you’ll find here
4. Legendary Lore. (Our president told
before you,
this story:) “‘In the north countree’ tiny
And the oftener you come the more I’ll
elfin folk are supposed to play enchanting
adore you.”
strains upon their pipes in the month of
The boys’ little wiggly paper snakes
March, which awaken the seeds and buds
.made great fun at the table. We sur¬
from their long winter sleep; finally, as
prised the president at the end by giving,
the sweet music penetrates deeper and
her a shamrock shower and presenting
deeper into the earth, the little green
her with a blackthorn harp all wound up
shoots appear, and spring has returned
in green paper.
with its ever new mystery of life.”
At parting we sang Wearing of the
5. Piano : Rustle of Spring.Sinding
Green. The party was a decided suc¬
PART II.
cess, and as a means of holding our club
6. Song : The Lass With the Delicate
members together it was worth all the
Air.Arne (Etude, Jan., 1911) trouble and expense.
7. Duet: Piesicati, from ,Syfoia..DEiiiBES
8. Flag Drill (to the music of False
A LITTLE PROBLEM IN
Excentrique, Eggling, Etude, Dec.,
RHYTHM.
igio. At the end distribute the
Little Lucile had a new study in
flags to the guests, using lnsti
which occurred triplet eighths, which I
flags).
explained carefully. When she returned
9. Recitation: Sing, Sing, Music was
Given.Thomas Moore home she said, “Mamma, I have some
“Sing, sing, Music was given.
triplets in my lesson.”
“What are
To brighten the gay, and kindle the they?” asked her mother, to see
loving;
whether she understood. “Here they
Souls here, like planets in Heaven,
are,” pointing to them; “they’re all
By harmony’s laws alone are kept three together—all to one count; and
moving.”
here,” pointing to some ordinary
10. Our guests joined us then in singing eighths, “these—these—well, I guess
Irish'^ folksongs.
you’d call them twins!”

March
(girl in green and brown
dashed with white recites):
1. “The cock is crowing,
The stream is flowing,
The small .birds twitter,
The lake does glitter,
The green field sleeps in the sun:
The oldest and youngest
Are at work with the strongest;
The cattle are grazing,
Their heads never raising;
There are forty feeding like one!”
Wordsworth.
Merry Farmer (boy in blue overalls
tarrying toy rake over his shoulder
plays):
2. Merry Farmer, Schumann.
Little Traveler (girl in long coat
carrying suit case plays) :
3. On A Visit, F major, Spaulding
(Etude, Oct., 1911).
Summer and Birds (two girls in white
dresses trimmed in smilax; one recites) :
4. “How pleasant the life of a bird
must be,
Flitting about in each leafy tree!
In the leafy trees so broad and tall.
Like a green and beautiful palace
hall,
With its airy chambers, light and
boon,
That open to sun and stars and
moon;
That open unto the bright blue sky,
And the frolicsome winds as they
wander by!”
Mary Howitt.
5. Birds in the Apple Tree, C major.
Swift (Etude, Dec., 1911).
The Wind (girl in gray leaving long
chiffon scarf recites) :
“I saw you toss the kites on high
And blow the birds about the sky;
And all around I heard you pass.
Like ladies’ skirts across the grass—
0 wind a-blowing all day long,
0 wind, that sings so loud a song!”>
Stevenson.
6. King of the Winds, D minor, Swift
(Etude, Dec., 1911).
Brownies
(two boys dressed as
brownies; they recite and play) :
7. “Hie away, hie away!
Over bank and over brae,
Where the copsewood is greenest,
Where the fountains glisten sheenest,
Where the lady-fern grows strongest,
Where the morning dew lies longest,
Where the blackcock sweetest sips it,
Where the fairy latest trips it:
Hie to haunts right seldom seen,
Lovely, lonesome, cool and green,
Hie away, hie away!”
Scott.
8. Arrival of the Brownies. F major,
Anthony (Etude, April, 1910).
PART II.
Rob Roy (boy in Scotch plaids recites
and plays) :
1. “Bring the comb and play upon it!
Marching here we come!
Willie cocks his highland bonnet,
Johnnie beats the drum.”
Stevenson.
2. Rob Roy, G major, Anthony (Etude,
June, 1910).
Faries (two girls dressed as fairies
recite and play) :
3. “Up the airy mountain,
Down the rushy glen,
We daren’t go a-hunting
For fear of little men;
Wee folk, good folk,
Trouping all together,—
Green jacket, red cap,
And white owl’s feather!”
Allingham.

THE
4. Duet, Fairy Tale, G major, Seeboeck
(Etude, July, 1910).
The Sea (boy in green blowing a large
sea shell recites and plays) :
5. “Now high, now low,
To the depths we go.
Now rise to the surge again:
We make a track
On the Ocean’s back,
And play with its hoary mane.”
Bulwer Lytton.
6. On the Deep Sea, G major, Steinheimer (Etude, Jan., 1910).
Indian (girl and boy dressed in In¬
dian costumes recite and play) :
7. “Ha! wadamba thike
Inshta zhida, inshta zhida,
Imba theonda,
Imba theonda.”
(The translation is:
“Ho! he who peeps
Red eyes, red eyes,
Flap your wings,
Flap your wings.”)
St. Nicholas.
8. Indian War Dance, E minor, Brounoff (Etude, July, 1910).
Evening (two girls in gray dresses
trimmed in poppies recite and play);
9. “Now the sun has passed away
With the golden light of day,
* Now the little stars on high
Twinkle in the mighty sky,
Father, merciful and mild,
Listen to thy little child.”
10. Duet, L’Angelus, C major, Gounod
(Etude, June, 1911).
Class (circling around the piano) sing
“Wearing of the Green.”

International Composers Puzzle
This puzzle is an excellent one for clubwork. We give the portraits
of six famous composers of six great nationalities. These are the pictures
by which they are best known. The initial letters of the last names of the
composers will, when properly arranged, spell the name of another famous
composer with six letters in his last name.
Who is that composer ?

“THE PRIMA DONNA AND THE
IMPRESARIOS.”
The players are divided into two equal
parties, each having a home marked off
at opposite ends of the lawn, with a neu¬
tral space between.
One party represents a prima donna
(deciding among themselves which opera
singer they shall represent—Melba, Calve,
Caruso, etc.).
They then walk over to the home line
of the opposite party, the opposite players,
representing the impresarios, stand in a
row on their line ready to run.
They try to guess the name of the prima
donna chosen by their opponents. As soon
as the right opera singer is named the
entire party owning it turn and run home,
the impresarios chasing'them.
Any players caught by the impresarios
before reaching home become part of his
opera company. The remaining prima
donnas repeat their play, taking a differ¬
ent name each time.
The game continues until all the stars
of the opera have been caught. The las’,
one caught is the winner and is crowned
“Queen of Song.”

WHEN THE CHINESE SING.
No sheet of music is ever unfolded by
the professional singer in China; he is
expected to know the words, as well as
the music, of at least five hundred bal¬
lads. Sometimes the solo consists of a
fantasie on two notes, the pitch being
E in the treble, with squeaky flights
upward.
To us the music is incomprehensible;
still there are those who say that the
Chinese are so far beyond us musically
that we are unable to understand their
combinations of tones. Some of our
latest modern music has a strange un¬
beautiful sound like the Chinese; the
Chinese Ambassador at Washington is
said to .have recognized Chinese themes
in it. Whatever it is that makes this
newest music sound so “funnv” and
not always “pretty,” it remains inter¬
esting; and so it is with the Chinese
music—it is always interesting.
THE GREAT AGE OF CHINESE MUSIC.
They delight in the texture of sound
and not in tone; they do not speak of
melody, but of sound of tone. To them
there is a great difference between
sound and music.
Long before the
savages of Europe had even' invented
a tune or melody the Chinese had a
system of harmony, with octaves, a
circle of fifths and other combinations
based upon a scale of .five notes; all
this happened before 1100 B. G. They
knew the diatonic scale, but used the
pentatonic C, D, F, G and A, which
gives to their music the character of
Scotch music. It was the Mongul in¬
vaders who abolished all semitones by
issuing an imperial edict to that effect;
so musical development, as well as
human development, was held back by
the Manehus.

TWO OUT-OF-DOOR GAMES.
“RUNNING THE SCALES.”
There are two goals marked off by a
white line; players, representing the sharp
and flat scales, sit or stand on one side of
the goal while a single player (King Har¬
mony) is stationed half way between.
Each player wears a placard bearing his
scale name, F sharp, A flat, E, etc. King
Harmony cries out, “Red rose, who knows
where A flat goes?”
Whereupon A flat comes out and tries
to reach the opposite goal without being
caught by King Harmony. If A flat is
caught, she becomes a princess and must
stay in the middle and help King Har¬
mony catch the next scale called.
Those who succeed in winning the op¬
posite goal are again called for. and the
play continues until all are in the middle.
The last one caught is the winner, and
she becomes the musical leader for the
week.

THE SOUNDS OF NATURE.
THINGS TO KNOW ABOUT YOUR
PIANO.
Do not set things on the piano. They
may rattle and mar the case, so be care¬
ful not to let pencils or pins or nails or
Strings or other things fall into the
action. Just see what happened to Ed¬
ward's piano. He says, “Once we were
playing with a dead mouse on the piano.
The mouse was Robinson Crusoe and the
piano was the island, and somehow. Cru¬
soe slipped down inside in the island,
into its works, and we couldn’t get it out,
though we tried with rakes and all sorts
of things, till the tuner came; and that
wasn’t till a week after, and then-”
It takes about six months to build a
good piano, but a very short time to spoil
one. Your piano has about a dozen differ¬
ent kinds of wood in it. The slopes of
the Adirondacks furnish spruce for the
sounding board, and many other forests
give up their best trees for the various
other parts.
The wood yard of a piano factory rep¬
resents a fortune. Here the timber is
“quarter-sawed” and left to season under
cover, for months, even years. Then it
is brought into the factory and seasoned
again in kilns which are heated to 140
degrees. All this is done to keep the
wood from cracking, splintering and
warping.
No nails and few screws are used in
putting the wood together ; instead some
thirty gallons of glue are made to hold
all the pieces in place. A gallon of var¬
nish is scarcely enough to give the proper
finish outside.
Perhaps the most delicate parts to
make are the keys.
No two of the
eighty-eight are alike, for each has its
own ind:viduality, and we might just as
well ask eighty-eight boys to change hats
and expect them to fit as make any of
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the eighty-eight keys to change places.
Each key is plainly marked with a num¬
ber, and it must keep that number.
Although you cannot see it, the ivory
for each of the fifty-two white keys is
in two parts, the wide piece in front and
the narrow piece at the back being sepaNo one can describe the action of your
piano to you; but just look inside and see
the pieces of wood, the levers and blocks
and little bars so beautifully put together
with springs and bands, brass plates and
wires, and you will resolve not to pound
and thump your poor, abused piano, for
each key is a very delicate kind of jump¬
ing-jack working within. The key must
be pressed, not punched, to make the
felt hammer strike the strings and pro¬
duce the tones, and to make the felt
damper lift from the wires and fall back
as soon as the key is raised.
Never abuse your piano. Open it, air
it, dust it, let the sun shine across the
keys, keep it alive by using it, and always
close it at night. Remember the jump¬
ing-jack inside is a frail and delicate
little skeleton, sensitive to night air and
damps.—Jo-Shipley Watson.
In some German cities students are not
permitted to practice with open windows.
It frequently happens that some Ameri¬
can students become objectionable to
their neighbors because -of excessive
practice. Recently in London . a music
teacher objected to having her neighbor
keep chickens. The owner of the hen¬
nery brought a counter-charge of “of¬
fensive piano practicing.”
The whole
neighborhood became involved in the
wrangle, and the matter was taken to
the courts, and the owner of the chickens
■was bound over to keep the peace. An¬
other victory for high art over chanticler.

The Chinese have a system of eight
different sounds (the eight different
sounds in nature): (1) skin. (2) stone.
(3) metal, (4) clay, (5) silk, (6) wood,
(7) bamboo, (8) gourd.
Under skin instruments come the
drums of all varieties; stone produces
the finest sound, and the instrument
consists of eighteen stones of different
sizes; these are struck by a hammer.
Bells are the metal instruments; these
are also struck by a hammer. Under
clay comes a brown egg-shaped affair
like our ocarina; its tone is hollow,
rather sweet and similar to that of a
stopped organ pipe. The silk instru¬
ment is a flat harp of five or six strings;
it is called the “Che.” The “Kiu” is
about nine feet long and has twelve
strings.
There are three kinds of
wooden intruments: (1) The Tschou,
a square box with a hole, into which
the player places a stick and rattles it
around.
(2) An instrument made of
strips of wood similar to our xylo¬
phone, tuned to a scale and laid on
belts of straw; it is played by two
small hammers. The tone is sweet and
bell-like, though weak. (3) The gyo,
or crouching tiger, used in the temples;
it is played by rubbing the back of the
tiger and hitting him on the head three
times (this shows man’s triumph over
beasts).
QUEER CHINESE INSTRUMENTS.
All kinds of pipes and flutes are made
of bamboo; the gourds have thirteen
to twenty-four pipes to them; some¬
times metal reeds are used as mouth¬
pieces; the gourd is always kept full
of air.
This is the kind of an orchestra that
accompanies the singers with such fine
enthusiasm; sometimes in the midst of
the most pathetic part of the song there

will be a tremendous noise come from
the audience, which prevents the singer
or song from being heard. Custom
has sanctioned these outbreaks, though
ic is certain that no Western opera
star would endure them even at our
high-salaried prices.
DARE TO DO.
“I shall have to work harder. There¬
fore I am going there.” These words
were spoken years ago by Bishop Greer
when he chose the least promising of
two pulpits.
One of the most important secrets
of success lies in the ability to seize the
hardest task and do it with zeal and
energy.
The world will call us bv name if
we are determined to do hard work
and then work hard.
Work is just another name for op¬
portunity. Some of us cannot settle
down to it because we are forever fret¬
ting about opportunity, dashing madly
to the door to see if she has knocked,
and thus we make a mess of things
chasing uncertainty.
Let us deal with the real, the tang¬
ible. There is a surprising amount of
work to be done everywhere, and there
is no reason why one should sink into
a rocking chair because it happens to
be not of the right sort.
Many of us spend our days in Olym¬
pus communing with the gods; we feel
that we are not properly appreciated,
and we believe that no one really
understands us. We tuck ourselves up
in our wounded vanity and sit waiting
and waiting for the great occasion.
True, our work mav be limited, but
the fact of its being work makes life
worth while, for all work is full of sur¬
prises. We cannot tell just what may
come from it; sometimes the most sur¬
prising, bewildering and informing
things come out of an every-day task.
If we are wise we will not wait, for
our work is taking us on endless
wonder hunts; but no beater can help
us find the game. We must stalk it
every bit of the way ourselves. It is
a wise Providence that has made the
reward so engrossing as to render us
only half conscious of the difficulties
over which we stumble.
LUCK AND INFLUENCE.
It isn’t luck and influence, but work,
that counts. It has been said that "no
man is of any use until he has dared
everything.” Some of us have never
dared anything; we expect applause for
simply being; and, because we do not
get it, we stand off in a repellant atti¬
tude, warped with conceit, uneasy and
dissatisfied.
Applause is not success. Just think
how out of breath one would be if he
were patted on the back all the time.
The really successful man does not
need this artificial means to impress
men that he is different.
Possibility and success are every¬
where because work is everywhere.
They are as diverting as the two balls
the juggler keeps in the air, and we
can juggle with them anywhere. To
master the trick one must work eagerly,
tirelessly, resisting every temptation to
look down. Remembering all the while
that no matter how great the distrac¬
tion, poise and nerve must be kept.
Idlers are never quite safe from the
lure of the Lorelei, but “When work
has disciplined a man, he may safely
be left to himself, for he will not only
govern himself, but he will employ
himself.”
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Publisher’s Notes
A Department of Information Regarding New
H

.) —T
From every indi¬
cation,
notwith¬
standing some rumors from the large
interests to the contrary, there is nothing
wrong with either the business of the
present year or of the future business
of the coming year. A mail order house,
such as we are, supplying educational
interests, is perhaps as excellent a gauge
as can be found.
By the time this issue reaches our read¬
ers this business will be partially installed
in our new building, the Annex to the
present Presser Building. We needed
this building for our constantly expand¬
ing . catalogue, but nevertheless it will
give us better facilities in our cashiering
and bookkeeping departments, as well as
the subscription department of this jour¬
nal. Our main stock and the music
order filling _ remains in the present
building.
Mail order music buying as inaugurated
by this house many years ago is becoming
more and more a necessity, as well as
the means of greater promptness in obtain¬
ing music supplies. Many patrons living
in nearby towns receive better service
■from our wholesale department than the
actual residents of ,our own city. A
postal card order intelligently filiea tne
day of its receipt ofttimes means a
more prompt attention than a wait to go
into town and make the purchase.
Our On Sale system, carried out on the
most liberal plan, is one of the most im¬
portant adj’uncts of mail order buying.
It means a supply on hand of excellent
teaching material, a supply that can be
constantly kept up to date and at very
little expense. The matter of transporta¬
tion has been gotten down to a minimum
by the liberal terms allowed by this house.
We are equipped to-day to take care
of' much more business than we have,
large as it is, and we would like to send
our first catalogues, which explain our
system of dealing, to any who are in¬
terested; a first order and our first cata¬
logues would be an excellent introduction.
The Risen King.
The Dawn of
Hope. Complete
Easter Services for
Sunday-schools.

The Risen King is
our new Easter
Service just issued.
The Dawn of
Hope is the suc¬
cessful Service of
last. year. Both of these Services are
genuinely attractive. The new one is
rather easier than last year and very
bright and tuneful. Each Service has the
usual appropriate recitations, exercises
and reading, in addition to the musical
numbers. To anyone sending us a twocent stamp we shall be pleased to send
a sample copy of each Service. Copies
may be had in quantities at our usual
liberal rates.
Easter Music
and Books.

©

Educational Musical Works

Business Outlook.

We have four fine
new anthems for
Easter this year in
addition to those previously published.
We also have a splendid collection of
solos, duets, etc., appropriate to the sea¬
son. We can supply anything in the
line of Easter Music for choirs of all
sorts, church soloists and Sunday-schools.
We shall be pleased to be of service to

i

any choir leader or organist who wishes
assistance in the selection of suitable
music.
$600 Prize Offer
for Vocal Compositions.
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larity; in fact, there was scarcely any¬
thing but opera transcriptions and fan¬
tasies that were used as pieces. They
fell into disuse about twenty-five years
ago and there is now a slight revival, but
it comes back now in a much better and
The transcriptions and
The Pennant; an
We have m prep- purer form.
Operetta, by Frank aration a comic fantasies are not so hackneyed and are
M Colville and
operetta for young not medleys as they once were, but they
are
rounded
compositions
that have an
Oscar J. Lehrer.
people, especially
adapted for per¬ inherent connection with each other. The
formances at school and college enter¬ album which we have in preparation is
tainments. It is one of the best wunc? entirely modern and the selections are
of this kind that we have ever seen, it those that are most in demand at present.
is very easy ofproduction, but it is _ The volume will be of value to almost
bright and entertaining throughout and ■ any pianist.
The price in advance will be 20c postthe music is particularly tuneful and
sparkling. The topics, characters and
the views in almost any college or uniThese studies are
versity community are produced in tnis Vocal Studies, by
first of all melodic,
work, which has a genuine plot. The cast H. W. Petrie.
and are intended
requires two tenors, three baritones or
for
giving
flexibility
to
the voice. The
basses, two sopranos and two altos,
together with a chorus of football players accompaniments especially are not of such
and college girls. The work faf; the difficulty that they will embarrass the
soloists is all very pretty _ and* the singer. The studies are all of a musical
nature, having pianistic excellence. The
choruses are catchy and inspiring.
The special introductory price during name of H. W. Petrie is sufficient to
the current month will be 35c post¬ promise that something pleasing and
paid if cash accompanies the order. If valuable is forthcoming.
Our advance price is 25c postpaid.
charged, nostage will be additional.

professional discount the same as on regu¬
lar orders. The record, as shown by the
above facts, gives a very excellent index
to the works that the leading teachers are
using in quantity.

This is the final
month for The
Etude
Vocal
Prize Competition.
A very large number of manuscripts have
already been received, but all those which
reach us prior to March 31st, or even on
that date, will be considered. Just as soon
as possible after the close of the Contest
we shall announce the final decision. All
unsuccessful manuscripts will be returned
to the senders just as soon as possible. A
complete schedule of prizes will be found Virtuoso Pianist,
by C. L. Hanon.
in another column of this issue.

This volume' is
We will continue Arpeggios. New
now ready and the
during the current Gradus ad Parnas. month the Special sum, by I. Philipp.
Special Offer is
hereby withdrawn.
New Anthem Book. We have now in Offer on this large technical work. The
preparation a new Virtuoso Pianist is an advanced system The new series of selected studies de¬
collection of anthems to be added to our of daily technic for piano students who voted to special purposes now comprises:
eminently popular series.
This series have passed the interfriediate stages. It “Left Hand Technic,” “Hands Together,”
now numbers five volumes, as follows: is used in many of the leading schools “Octaves and Chords,” “The Trill" and
“Model Anthems,” “Anthem Repertoire,” and conservatories of this country and “Arpeggios.” Next month we will an¬
“Anthem Worship,” “Anthem Devotion” Europe, and is recommended by many of nounce another volume. All the volumes
so far issued have met with great suc¬
and “Anth.ems of Prayer and Praise.” the well-known contemporary players.
The Special Offer price is 40c postpaid cess. We shall be pleased to send any of
These are the cheapest collections of an¬
thems ever published. Over 100,000 copies if cash accompanies the order. If charged, these ^volumes to those interested.
of these books- have been sold.. The new postage will be additional.
Melody of Love, by We take pleasure
book will be a collection of anthems for
Mr. Horvath is H. Engelmann.
general use, adapted for either quartet or Instructive Piano
in presenting a
one of the most
chorus choir, pleasing and singable, of Pieces, or Studies
paraphrase of this
successful educa- most popular composition in this issue.
moderate difficulty and varied in char¬ Op. 123, by Geza
tional writers. His The Melody of Love has won its way '
acter. With each new book we aim to Horvath.
teaching pieces and into the hearts of the American people.
surpass our previous efforts, and we feet
sure that none will be disappointed in s'udies are always welcome. This new It is now one of the most popular com¬
the new work.
work consists of a set of study pieces positions extant. The present paraphrase
The special price in advance of publi¬ beginning in Grade 2 and advancing into is somewhat more difficult than the orig¬
cation will be 15c postpaid if cash ac¬ Grade 3. They exemplify various phases inal arrangement and it is more pianistic
companies the order. If charged, postage of modern technic. Each piece or study and brilliant, but the melody itself re¬
will be additional.
has a characteristic title such as “The mains intact, as the composer has been
Murmuring Brooklet,” “The Little Anda¬ successful in paraphrasing without de¬
Editions Reprinted The last edition of lusian,” “Dance of the Kobolds,” “The stroying the beauty of the melody. We
During February.
the following works Rolling Sea,” etc. A book like this is par¬ have an arrangement of this piece , ior
published by this ticularly useful for pupils who prefer almost every instrument. It comes for
house is exhausted and they are now tuneful exercises rather than the drudgery vocal, four hands, violin, mandolin, etc.
being reprinted. Of our SOc Collections of the ordinary technical work.
It is not generally known that all the
perhaps the most popular of them all
The special advance price will be 20c music that is published in The Exude
is being reprinted, First Parlor Pieces. postpaid if cash accompanies the order. is also published in sheet form. It is
The unique feature of. our SOc Collec¬ If charged, postage will be additional.
very often necessary to condense in The
tions is that they contain no padding,
Etude pages and sometimes the coda is
every piece is worth while, playable and Album for the
This volume is omitted, but as a general thing the pieces
harmonious.
Young, Op. 131,
one of Spindler's are complete. The repea’ marks are
Of our technical works, studies, etc., by F. Spindler.
Happiest creations. sometimes a little puzzling, but with a
there is quite a list on press during the
They have never little study they pan be deciphered. The
present month:
Twenty-one Selected appeared except in sheet form in three
Studies, by J. B. Cramer; Thirty Selected books. The retail price of this sheet condensation is made so as to use as
many pieces as possible.
If all were
Studies, Stephen Heller; the first book of music was $1.75. Our edition will con¬
printed out in full we would have to be
Czerny’s Velocity Studies; Technical tain the'three books in one, and it will
Studies, Op. 75, D. ICrug; Octave Studies. be published in the Presser Collection. content with a much small number of
pieces monthly.
Op. n, J. A. Packer; Small School of They are first grade little study pieces,
Velocity, Op. 242, Kohler.
full of melody and full of educational
This wont will
Of the works pertaining to vocal music: ideas. They are intended to make the Instructive Album
certainly be witliGilchrist’s Sight Singing Exercises, one study of music pleasing. The musical for the Pianoforte,
drawn after this"
of the books of the Methodical Sight has never been lost sight of, while the by Karl Koelling.
month.
The entire
Singing by F. W. Root; Anthem Wor¬ technical is ever present.
work is engraved and all it requires now is
ship, one of our series of five cheap col¬
Our advance price bn this volume is
the title page to make it complete and
lections” of anthems, and Mr. F. W. but 20c.
ready for the printer. This will be done
Wodell’s most helpful work. Choir and
during the course of the present month
Chorus Conducting.
Operatic Album for There has lately and next month the Special Offer will he
Of our theoretical text books: Fill¬ the Pianoforte.
been a revival of positively withdrawn. Our advance price
more’s Lessons in Musical History; Coun¬
opera airs such as will remain for the present month
terpoint, by Dr. H. A. Clarke, and transcriptions and fantasies. A little re¬
Batchellor and London’s Kindergarten vival along this line is welcomed by only 20c.
The name of this collection of pieces
M ethod.
everybody. There was a time when
It is always a pleasure for us to send operatic melodies were tabooed by all will be “Study and Pleasure,” and the
on inspection any of our works to re¬ publishers and all composers, and back name exactly suits the contents of the
book.
There are in all twenty-six differ¬
sponsible teachers, and at the regular of that time they were high in popu¬
ent numbers in the book and each one

is a gem. It will be a long while before
we shall publish as attractive a little vol¬
ume of study pieces as this one we are
now presenting. Do not forget that this
volume will be withdrawn from the Spe¬
cial Offer with next issue.
New Beginners’
Mefhod for the
Pianoforte.

'

The
New
Beg i n n e r s ’ Piano
Method is almost
ready to be sent
to the printer. There are only a few
finishing touches and a few more pages
to be added before the entire first part
will be ready. This work is to be a veri¬
table beginner’s work on the piano, and
it will be as nearly a Kindergarten Method
as it is possible to make it. The first
twenty-odd pages do not go beyond the
five-finger positions in each hand. There
are plenty of writing exercises and ques¬
tions and answers to familiarize the
youngest pupil with everything that has
been presented.
Our introductory price on this work is
only 2Qc. Every teacher should have at
least one copy so as to keep abreast of
the times.

tion, and , \
s positive that it will be
1 great addition to our teaching literature,
The volume may be taken up by anyone
who is in the second grade. The pieces
are not unlike those in the Koelling Vol¬
ume. The tendency at tne present time
is to use study pieces instead of the
long-drawn-out mechanical etudes.
In
other words, the musical side is cultivated
along with the technical.
The price in ai
valuable volume.

Special Notices
;o words. Manuscripts

MUSICAL DIRECTOR of experience who
plays cornet, teaches voice and has successfully led bands, choirs and choral societies,
_. r any musical organization.
il accept school position. *-,J:. P. O. Box (”° --

mtroduction 'and”I
the liussell Systems of Music Study for
__ Vocalists, and Theory Class Work. The
Russell books are coming/into use among
earnest musicians throughout the country.
NEW EDITION RUSSELL BOOKS at
Special prices. "Singer's Practice Mater“Pianist's
30 cents; “Hand Culture” .™
First Reader” 30c; “Grader1 Studies” 30c:
_„____
"Rhythm
and Accent” __ “Scales” SOc:
“Arpeggios” SOc: “Sight-Singing” 30c; “Tausig Hand Expander" $1.00. All postpaid. Es¬
sex Publishing Co., Carnegie Hall, New York
“THE MUSICIAN’S LETTERS TO HIS
NEPHEW” which have been appearing in
The Etude during the last few months were
originally published in "The American History
and Encyclopedia of Music,” issued by Irving
Squires. This work is a series of volumes
compiled by foremost musical thinkers and in¬
cludes many original contributions from
teachers, composers and artists of a similar
standing with Mr. Bowman.

THE PROFESSIONAL STANDING of
some of the graduates of the Faust School
of Piano Tuning of Boston. Mass., -is- shown
bV the following members of the graduating
cIass of 1912. Miss Loxena Cannon, forerly Normal Instructor in the New England
niSIIIIIMMMIII In 1 1 m <n.
' h,1 1 '
1,M,1
M' ! 1
'
1
by an experienced Voice teacher; lady; well i*ombone. Second Regiment Band N. G.
endorsed. A. R„ care of The Etude.
H-eMr- Qx F: i aHaway. e
of Music.

Music Pupils’ Lesson Book and
Practice Record, by
Freeman F. Guard.
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1 no -sniii
TnoiVnotinns
Its Healing
instructions
Ellen Price, Holton. Kam

This little book is
nearly ready, but
the Special Offer
will be continued
STORY OF THE CROSS. Short,
during the current cantata sung repeatedly last- season,
'nts, postpaid. A.
"
‘
month. It will be a most convenient
.. Philadelphia, Pa.
record for use by the music student, as
EXPERIENCED PIANO TEACHER
it reduces bookkeeping to a minimum and
(Gaily)
desires
position
in
College
or Con¬
offers a complete and accurate record servatory. American and European training.
for tabulating the season’s work, together Address E., care The Etude.
witli all the necessary accounts.
FOR SALE—Very fine tone old violin
The special price of this book will about 300 years old. Splendid violin for
lady or gentleman. Price $3000. Thos. J.
be 5c.
Redmon, North Yakima, Wash.
Fundamental Exer- We offer for this
cises for the Voice, month only, a little
by W. W. Gilchrist, volume of vocal
cises by the well-known composer and
voice teacher, W. W. Gilchrist, who
ranks among the very best in the country
as a voice teacher. This volume has been
used for many years by the author for his
own individual pupils, and is a result of
years of experience in vocal practice. AH
the usual exercises for the various regis¬
ters, for flexibility, scales, arpeggios, etc.,
are included. The work is one of value,
and as this month is the only one for
the Special Offer we advise all those who
are interested in this particular line to
procure at least one copy.
The advance price is but 15c. postpaid.
Nursery Songs
As announced in
and Games.
the last issue, the
Nursery Songs
and Games will be withdrawn from
the Special Offer with the appearance
of this issue. The work will be sent
to advance subscribers about the time
this issue appears.
This volume is
now only to be had at the usual dis¬
count to the trade and profession. This
volume contains all the nursery songs
with which the present generation are
familiar. They are the old traditional
melodies and no attempt has been made
to modernize them. The book will be
a standard one, and it can always be
had by anyone who is interested in the
original nursery melodies.
Maybells, Op. 44,
by F. Spindler.

This standard lit¬
tle volume will ap¬
pear in the Presse
Collection during the present month. The
editing of this work has been done byNewton Swift.
He has improved the
volume immensely.
The phrasing has
been modernized, names have been given
to the different arrangements, pedal
otarks, fingering and interpretation marks
have been ' copiously - added to this edi-

F. M. Rehj;C;

A Successful Song. c^£“u«dM

ithout words. Ven
PIANO COMPOSITIONS. “Tops
exactly the same upside down, pla yed Uback- for lovers of pretty n
wards. “Pomp and Pageantry.” To intro- Marion B. Walker, Box 294, Due West, S. C.
duce, both for 25 cents in stamps.
Music Co., Buffalo, N..Y.
TONE PRODUCTION. “The Open Thr. ..
Method” taught by correspondence.
Send
$1.00 and I will send you three lessons by
return mail. A. Francke, Voice Builder, 512
Kimball Hall, Chicago, Ill.
$1.00 CREDIT CERTIFICATE FREE
for addresses of five piano teachers and
stamp.
“Your memorizing System never
fails. ’ James Martin. Ohio. It's guaranteed.
25c. • System, St. Joe, Ind.
LUIGI TUTELA’S beautiful Angel's
Prayer for Plano; Serenade Poctlca, Violin
and Piano: and Broken Heart, Concert Song.
Special, 15c (coins) —*•
, Newark.
Hunterdon
"-‘ N. .T.
MUSIC TEACHERS can earn additional
“pocket money” selling to their pupils our
Automatic Sheet Music Binder. Send busi¬
ness card and ten cents for sample to Leo
Feist, Foist Bldg., Now York, N. Y.
SINGERS WANTED In every locality to
feature the “Swing Song” waltz triumph
from the “Vizier of Venus.” Charming and
irresistible. By special arrangement, auto¬
graph copy from the composer, 15 cents. P.
S. Gilman, Columbia, S. C.
FOR SALE. Owing to the death of one
of the principal members, the Central School
of Piano Tuning of Shelbyville, Ind., is of¬
fered at far below its value. For particulars,
address, with enclosed stamp, J. C. Fischer,
521 .Tones St., Columbus, Ind.
MUSIC SCHOOL FOR SALE. Al open¬
ing, Chicago, for capable teachers (particu¬
larly man and wife). Director’s monthly
income $300 to $400. Choicest residence
locality. Strictly reliable.
Requires $750
cash. Address P. O. Box 115, Chicago.

$600 Prize Offer
-FOR--

Vocal Compositions
iYTHE publisher of The Etude
i, M makes the following offer,
being convinced that a com¬
petition of this kind will awaken a
wider interest in vocal composition
and stimulate to effort many com¬
posers, both those who are known
and those who are as yet striving for
recognition, bringing to the winners
a desirable publicity in addition to
the immediate. financial return. It
seems unnecessary to note that the
fame of the composer will in no way
influence the selection and that the
songs will be selected by absolutely
impartial judges.
Six hundred dollars will be divided
among the successful composers in
the following manner:
/->

Class One
. r.

r,

Class Two
l Cl

These may be either.
of a popular or semi-

Concert oonas

Orchestra, Boston. Mass.
VICTOR (RED SEAL) MASTER REC¬
ORDS continue to surprise the world of
music. When the firm devised its ingenious
trade-mark, ”IIis Master's Voice," with the
fascinating picture of a dog peering into the
mysteries of the machine, the public had
little idea that the machine itself was to
become the reproducer of ‘The Masters
Voice” that the greatest masters of vocal
art, violin playing, piano playing, etc., would
Victor Talking Machine as the
CONSER VATORY GRADUATE WANTS adopt the
of perpetuating their art and sending
POSITION. Experienced. Pipe Organ. Plano means
out tonal mirrors of their interpretations to
and Sight Singing. Harmony. Address Mary thousands
who could not possibly hear them
Ellen Shelly. Mus. B.. Carlisle, Pa.
otherwise.
The little illustrated booklet.
Records,” 111I<U
filled with
YV i VTPTl
DACI rI’T IN Y
4. , _y. „/. “New
1,“" Victor
» 1**1 IVLLUIUS,
NNllIl interesting
Jill* II
niB”nA I f;-On.,hi*s of information about the fine
S°,“f £*™iony “ £riu? £
Caruso, Jouvnet. Alda. Eames. Amato, Victor
certified “m3: Marlng, 101 ^Maplewood
Scbumann-Hdnk, Gluck.
Powell, Dalmoies, Clement, de PachSt., Peoria, III.
nann records may be secured by any Etude
readers, by sending a postal application to
Send8*?! The Ylctor Talking Machine Co., Camden,
1 particulars.

March 31st Last Day
Manuscripts can be received for

FOR PIANO BEGINNERS
it.,Dept. 8, P. O.IJoxlO,

classical character.
such as “A Gipsy
Maiden I.” by Parker: “ Villanelle.” hv nail’.

bacred bongs
°

Such as "Shadows of
the Evening Hour,"
by Rathbun; "I Heard
Hi.- VnisB nf .1pm,

Class Three

Such as

Characteristic Songs mother
by Gottschaik; “April Fooling." by Robinson;
” By the Garden Gate." by Whitney Coombs ;
“Slumber Song." by Newcombe; “Lolita,”
by Tracy and "Cowboy Song." by Troyer.
First Prize. $60.00
Second Prize
$40.00
Class Four

or^sc igs pointing a
Such as “Smiles

Motto Songs S>d -

° Matthias Field;'‘Three
Lucky Lovers.” by Sudds; "Foolish Little
Maiden," by Troyer; “Faith and Hope,” by
Millard.
First Prize.$60.00
Second Prize..$40.00
Class Five
Such as “O Heart of
e
Mine." by Galloway;
There Little Girl.
Don'tCry.” by Norris;
A Little While, by Cadman.
First Prize.$60.00
Second Prize
$40.00

M

Home bongs

CLASS PINS
Special designs for musical clubs and classes
Write for illustrations to the manufacturers
BENT & BUSH CO.,
338 Washington St., Boston, Mass.

Class Six

Nature Songs or Love Songs
Such as “The Violet." by Hervey; “Spring
Song," by MacKenzie; “Message of the Rose,”
byGott8chalk;"TheGypsy Trail." by Galloway.
First Prize.$60.00
Second Prize.$40.00

Music typography tn all its Branches
HYMN AND TUNE BOOK PLATES

^Dudley T. Limerick
erick I

-CONDITIONS—

- GOSPEL SONG PLATESi-

Competitors must comply -with i
following conditions
The contest is
3 composers of
nationality.
iVK--close March 31st, 1912.
-itries must be addressed to “The
Etude Vocal Prize Contest," 1712 Chestnut
Street, Philadelphia, Pa., U. S. A.
All manuscripts must have the follow¬
ing line written at the top of the first page:
For the Etude Vocal Prize Contest.”
The name and full address of the comrritten upon the last page

1

No. 1 o 8. Hicks Street, Philadelphia
(Market above Fifteenth)

School

and

Home Marches

FOR THE PIANO
Price, 50 Cents
This is an entirely new collection of
marches, containing numbers adapted for
all the different purposes to which a match
movement may be put. The marches are
such as may actually he marched to, not
merely for display purposes. There are
two-steps, military marches and grand
marches, all bright, original and character¬
istic. We feel sure that lovers of march
music will appreciate this -volume highly.

v°icepart and piano accompaniment.'
The songs may be written for any voice.
The words may be selected from all
sources, new and old, but, the composer
assumes all responsibility for the use of
the same and in .he case of copyrighted
texts, written permission must he secured
by the composers from the owners of said
copyrights.

The compositions winning prizes to
_ Vocal Music and Theory, having
become the property of “The Etude ” and
completed her musical studies abroad, is pre¬
to be published in the usual sheet form.
pared to receive a few pupils or teach in
private school or convent. Address
THEO.
PRESSER
CO.,
phiVennaPH,a
e of The Etodb.
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers.

the
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PROFESSIONAL DIRECTORY
ARTISTS AND TEACHERS

ARAMENTI
ATLANTIC CITY “Sf.
BARRY
BEAUMONT ..§ S
BECKER
BECKER g&rattgu
BOGERT BESfe ■
BUVINGER ESSs

■H’

THEORY AND NORBAL COURSES

BISBEE

dunning

FLETCHER '"V. ' ■ ‘ KE IN

STORER
SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES

steele rsss-ssrr 0BEG0HBS5*Bsg£

imsi
ss?*ss=!-= sil^mss
s

SAN FRANCISCO: :' :
SAN FRANCISCO
SPOKANE '"=a«r... §

VEON rSfffl,*Sr VIRGIL
VOKGRABIUrSS-sEE:: VIRGIL TIScf“:r...„,

Musical Philadelphia
All the Major Attractions of

i=J&SSS
SsssssgSfl

a World Music Centre, Com¬
bined

with

Economy and the

Best in American Home Life.
Made Enorin

Music

in

H~=S£ESbSbSSS&S

TRACT

Orchestral attractions.

pssssss

J B f.,„;
lif

SHEPARD ZTSffiSSs...

M* 4

DELEVAN

ARRILLAGA-a^-agS
COLLINS r™
sasv
DENISON SwJas£~ttTJ« BARTEL
BEETHOVEN “ZZ'iSOT
DEVINE.LENADORIA
CALI|ORNIA“=iSg=;:;i
DICKSON'
CAPITOL ^-grSag:
pjiypis-^s
CHANDLER ‘Saa.
ga™:i”~-^^
DETROIT '“■Sr’Ssri...
GIJ-BERTiS“2SSS DURHAM''
•
GOODRICH'v-" 'vITi: HAHN SCHOOL’'";:,
HARGRAVE 11
KROEGER
MAGEE
.: LESCHETIZKY "'‘■Sta.
MONTEITH ;.r •, , *1 MARKS'
MORRISON ~~c.at.‘TS.
NIONZEL
NASHVILLEISSS:’:
moulton
PETERSILEA"
.: . !iWHAVENipSSSS;:1
NORTHWESTERN 33s...
PROSCHOWSKY:

STEWART”J
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It will pay you to study in Musical Philadelphia.

STANDARD COMPOSITIONS FOR THE PIANO

Tstasass* ysatsasa. iawssss.
Thefi^ .

Price, 50 Cents Each
Graded and Compiled by W. S. B. MATHEWS

THE
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PIANO TUNING PAYS

THE

ETUDE

3 Years to Pay

Meister
PIANO
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Is-Your Home~Pitched
In the Right Key ?
that is r
and new from day to day is as d
the eye as a piano out of tune is to the ear.
And yet it is so easy to have bright and
cheerful furi
when you do

Dust With

immm
Trial Bottle Free

30DaysFreeTriaI
In Your Own Home
and We Pay the Freight

Just This Sort
Of Out-Door Life
You can enjoy right now in

DOUBLE THE VALUE OF
YOUR OPERATOR’S
SERVICES

MONARCH

Vouch

Sell Direct From Factory To You

ARIZONA
Let us send you interesting
books that tell in text and
picture of the wonderful
opportunities
all along the

Story of the Cross
Short Cantata by A. W. Borst

Southern Pacific
Sunset Route
NEW ORLEANS
TO

SAN FRANCISCO
L.H. NUTTING, G.E.P.A.
New York

Blank Program Forms

Qr

CONCERT
GIVEN BY
RECITAL

THE

THE ETL DE

ETUDE

STUDY MUSIC THIS SUMMER AT THE

NEW YORK SCHOOL OF MUSIC AND ARTS
58 West 97th St., New York City

Caruthers School
of Piano
JULIA LOIS CARUTHERS

- ■ Director

RALFE LEECH STERNER, Director

SPECIAL SUMMER COURSE for TEACHERS and PROFESSIONALS
Our Instructor* Will Teach You Just What You Need in Your Work
Our Teachers’ Diplomas Are Recognized Throughout America
lition, board, practicing,
certtflcat

$70

§umtnn grliools

Announces a Summer Training
Course for Piano Teachers

FOR MANY YEARS NEW YORK CITY’S PRE-EMINENT MUSIC SCHOOL
Delightfully situated between Central Park and the Hudson River
REGULAR STAFF OF EMINENT TEACHERS WILL BE IN ATTENDANCE
DURING THE ENTIRE SUMMER

Cranberry Piano School

7

TCtiven by^EOZABETH WALIW* McCREA
Lectures given by JULIA LOIS CARUTHERS
Every Student Receiving Individual Attention

EMIL LIEBLING
Piano Teachers’ Institute

Miss Caruthers
, up

July 1st to August 3d 1912

SIX WEEKS COURSE for Teachers and Advanced Students

Sm^apabilT©^bringing to the highest de¬
velopment the inherent ability of the child.
July 5th to August 1st, 1912
Send for circular outlining course of study.
724 Fine Arts Building,
- Chicago

Piano, Organ, Voice, Violin, Other Instruments, Elocution, Etc.
Teachers educated in Europe, Leschetizky Piano Teel
Lessons in Normal Methods, Public School Music, Ha
MARKS’ CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC,

Louise St. John Westervelt

American Conservatory

Teacher of Voice
Pupils prepared for teaching and choir
work, concert and opera.
Special Summer Term, dune 84tli to July 87th
Ohio Building, 509 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, III.

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
304 S. WABASH AVE.,_
Superior Teacher’s Training'department, Public Schooi Music. -

Unrivaled free advantag

GUSTAV L. BECKER

SUMMER 1VOR1VIA.L SESSION

he well known specialist on modern methods

of five weeks, from June 24th to July 27th 1912. Lectures and Recitals by eminent artists :
educators. Terms moderate.
Catalog and special booklet mailed free.
JOHN J. HA TTSTAED 7. Prest

,y Hall, New York City,

-Tv LIULO 1 Lll

-

Normal Correspondence Course

Summer School

IN MODERN IDEAS OF

vocal°fmusic
AT ELMIRA, N. Y.
SPECIAL SESSION
July 24 to Sept. 4, 1 91 2

V

Forty years’ experience in a compact and thoroughly practical form.

Write At Once
For Particulars

A pupil writes: “Delighted with the lessons. Such a wealth
teacliers want fnost tofiknow.’’"10 them' JUSt '"e

Touch, Technic, Pedal, Metronome, Hand
Culture, etc., and How to Teach Them

Address, JOHN ORTH, :: Steinert Hall, :: BOSTON

A COMPLETE AND SYSTEM¬
ATIC COURSE FORSINGERS
AND TEACHERS

i

.-^ROBERT' 0? WEIOESTER^O
W * Carnegie Hall, New York W

PIANO TUNING
Regulating and Repairing
WHY has the FLETCHER MUSIC METHOD
ACHIEVED its GREAT SUCCESS?
WHY do progressive Parents demand Fletcher
teachers for their children?

AComplete Course of Self-instruction
for the Professional or Amateur
By J. CREE FISCHER
PRICE $1.T5
A work of great practical value. Arranged
in'g a took that can be- usedfors.

Information of the “reason why” will be furnished
upon application.
Address, Post Office Box 1336, Boston, Mass.,
or 31 York Terrace, Brookline, Mass.

Kindergarten and Primary—Instruction for Teachers by Home Study.

‘lotavtiiTwarr "T11

Mr. and Mrs. Crosby Adams
will conduct
Two

Special Summer Classes
July 17-30, in Oak Park
Aug. 1-14, in Chicago
For Teachers of Plano in file study, discussion, il-

At Kimball Hall, Chicago

pieces, duets, duos, quartets, etc. Mrs. Adams has
been gathering this material from world-wide sources

Address EMIL LIEBLING
Kimball Hall
:
:
Chicago

&raSsSdand' graded it most criti¬
cally and practically in a series of typed lists from
the very first work at the piano on to the artist’s
material. No work is required, just listen and ask
questions. Both courses are the same.
Write for further particulars to
Crosby Adams, Oak Park, Illinois

Summer Study the Key to Next Year’s Success
By ALLAN
“Summer is icumen in,” sang our
musical ancestors in Merrie England in
the days of Chaucer, and summer never
seems to have reformed from the delight¬
ful habit of “coming in.” Years ago
summer meant a kind of desert in the
educational year. Work stopped, study
stopped, progress stopped, everything
stopped just because of a few torrid days.
The musical school world went to sleep.
Even to-day the vast number of stu¬
dents who still suffer from the old habit
of spending the most inspiring season of
the year in compulsory laziness is by no
means an indication of a normal physical
or intellectual condition in our country.
One can hardly blame the polar bear for
going peacefully to sleep under many feet
of snow during the entire long Arctic
winter, but just why a lively, vigorous,
young American should deliberately de¬
cide to squander his whole summer in
indolence is difficult to tell.
Probably not more than one-half of all
• our students ever even estimate the ad¬
vantages of summer study. A few active
teachers have realized that in that half
are the very pupils they want to get in
touch with—the pupils who are in for
real progress. Moreover, the teachers
who conduct summer schools are almost
invariably the wide-awake, enthusiastic,
light-giving teachers.
Thus summer
schools have usually been exceptionally
prosperous.
The result of the combination of in¬
dustry and ambition upon the pupil’s
part and activity and proficiency upon
the teacher’s part can result in but one
"1 advancement.
iool with the

MUM

BURROWES COURSE OF MUSIC STUDY
KATHARINE BURROWES,

GEORGE FOLSOM CRANBERRY, Director
SUMMER TRAINING COURSES lor
TEACHERS-FAELTEN SYSTEM
Booklbt
CARNEGIE HALL, NEW YORE

is in the song
;s on^the

Si

EASTMAN
purely mercenary idea of making a money
gain you will defraud yourself of the
greater profits.
By delving a little deeper into technic,
harmony, counterpoint, history, interpre¬
tation, etc., you would undoubtedly learn
much that you could sell to your own
pupils at some future time. However,
there are hundreds of other ways in
which you will profit, and only a very
few of these can be expressed in dollars
and cents. The right kind of a summer
school will prove a means of revitalizing
, your whole existence.
Two thousi

STUDY MUSIC IN PORTLAND. OREGON
No. 1«5M Fourth Street, Portland, Ore.
N. W. Normal School of Music and Art
No need to go East to study. Our graduates are
teachers or artists. Plano and Harmony Lessons by
Correspondence. Certificates and Degrees Con¬
ferred. Z. M. PARVIS, Mas. Dir.. (Pupilof Dr. Wui.
Mason) Director. BOY MARIOS WHEELER, Secretary.

Summer School for Teachers

Color Music System
For terms, dates, place, and other particulars,
address

HUGHEY MUSIC SCHOOL
Musical Art Bldg.

ST. LOUIS, MO.

MRS. STACEY WILLIAMS

Sight Playing for Pianists

The Eminent Teacher of Singing
IN AMERICA DURING SUMMER OF 1912
Only Earnest, Serious Students Accepted
l has r

Announcement

rned from

^South and r<
s. Williams

NEW YORK COLLEGE
OF APPLIED MUSIC
9208 Metropolitan Tower
New York City

Qualified Pupils placed in Opera, Concert and Church work
ESPECIALLY ATTRACTIVE NORMAL COURSE
SRVSJSS"'. MRS. STACEY WILLIAMS
e 405-406 Kimball Hall,
Th'- Etud'Chicago, I1L

W1L,THK EXCEPTIOKAL1 EACIUTIE^tDIIPLETB OROANlZATtOS AND COMPRe'hEKSIv'e COCRSE?RAe'etII*

Centralizing
School of
Music
Progressive, Scientific and Practical
Methods

....
Eighth SI.. S.

MINNEAPOLIS SCHOOL OF MUSIC
ORATORY AND DRAMATIC ART

„.
mi*.

THE RECOGNIZED LEADING INSTITUTION OF THE NORTHWEST
SUMMER SESSION OF SIX WEEKS OPENS JUNE 10th, 191‘2

SIXTY-SECOND YEAR

! Detroit Conservatory of Music

Lawrence Conservatory

N^THE WEST

SEND FOR ART BOOKLET No.

HERMAN

-DEVRIES-)
WILLIAM HARPER, Dean. Appleton. Wis.
518-528 Fine Arts Bldg.

iiSSss

COURTRIGHT SYSTEM OF MUSICAL KINOERQARTEN
Teaches piano from the start, sight reading, transposing, rhythm and ear training.
course^ jby

mer plans as early as possible.

correspondence

Very

corresp”U<Jh "T ^ ga,ined b[ p™p"
teacher. Helpful preparatory courses
way be ■ arranged, and any enthusiastic
teacher ij.always glad to cooperate with
a summer study pupil as far in advance
as possible.

NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY
EVANSTON-CHICAGO
SCHOOL
OF MUSIC
A University Professional School, for the comprehensive
study of practical and theoretical music, either as a pro¬
fession or as an element of culture. Located upon the shore
of Lake Michigan, in Chicago's most attractive suburb.
I. Course in Applied Music, leading to
the Degree of Graduate in Music.
II. Course in Theory and History of
Music, leading to the Degree of
Bachelor of Music.
III. Post Graduate Course.
IV. Literary-Musical Course.
V. Course in Public School Music
Methods.

VI. Normal Course in Piano Methods.
Courses I, II and V include literary studies in the College
of Liberal Arts or Academy without extra expense.
A thorough Preparatory Department is maintained.
The environment is perfect and social advantages supe¬
rior. Send for detailed descriptions of courses and book
of Evanston views.
P. C. LUTKIN, Dean, Evanston, Ill.

The American Institute ol Applied Music
r'

(THEJWETROPOLITAN COLLEGE OF MUSIC)
‘
212 W. 59th St.. New York City
0. Homberger

Paul Savage- '

CINCINNATI CONSERVATORY of MUSIC
Faculty of International Reputar.on

ALL DEPARTMENTS OPEN

Elocution-MUSIC - Languages
Also Special Normal Course in

PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC
Ask for Special Rates for Advertising
of Summer Schools

aSnUdrc0
ircu’in8S-Address
“
r or Catalogue and
Circular
CLARA BAU1?. Highland Avenue and Oak Street. CINCINNATI. OHIO

THE
224

THE

225
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I What Others Say *

THE PHILADELPHIA ORCHESTRA
EIGHTY-FIVE MUSICIANS

S;Hosiery
Costs bat Twenty-live

1
I. Philipp, is a most va
— >s covering so much gt—_, ...... „„„_
difficult for pupils of medium advancement,
’t is the very thing I have been looking for
or some time. I expect to use it largely
in my work this winter.—Mary Cohen, S. C.
The work, Beyer’s “School of Piano Play¬
ing ’ (Presser Edition), is much better than
any of the other editions in its arrangement
and grading. I like the introduction of the
use of the pedals which none of the other
editions have.—Mrs. Geo. A. Jones, Illinois.
Allow me to express my hearty apprecia¬
tion of your courtesy in regard to sending me
the music. I have never had as satisfactory
dealings with any other firm.—Jiffs* Mary
B. Bomm, Mississippi.

Photo by Haetcler

19U—October 13

::

April 13—1912

1

__ the
COR
tl twelfth Season, the fifth under the baton
1
_r Mr.
1
of
Pohlig, the 25 Afternoon and 25 Even¬
ing Symphonic Concerts at the Academy of Music,
Philadelphia, present a virtuoso leader, supported by a
superbly balanced Orchestra in a series of programs,
unequalled for interest and cumulative artistic effect.
PROMINENT SOLOISTS in Philadelphia during March
include:
WILHELM BACHAUS, Pianist
HORATIO CONNELL, Basso-Baritone
MME. GERVILLE-REACHE, Contralto

CARL POHUG. Conductor

Your Music is Torn!

MUSIC MATERIAL
FOR

Kindergarten Teachers

MULTUM-IN-PARVD BINDING TIPI
SB*

JEWELRY

The Musical Leader

For Music Lovers

SUMMER SCHOOL
ADVERTISING IN

THE ETUDE

Si
° PIANO TUNING ?

Faust School of Tuning

..
SCHOOL OF PIANO TUNING
THEO. PRESSER CO.
1712 Chestnut St.,

-

-

Phila., Pa.

ZABEL BROTHERS

MUSIC PRINTERS
AND ENGRAVERS

AN OFFER TO OUR SUBSCRIBERS
TO AID IN SECURING

WESTERN SCHOOLS

New Subscriptions

A >C LEADING MUSICAL

HJ W A O INSTITUTION : :
MIDWESTERN £PuNs?c

DANIEL BONUS, Pretident
Superior faculty of instructors in all departments. Pupils
may enter at any time. Wnte
Dea N
263-276 K. P. Block,

Michigan Conservatory of Music
FREDERIC L. ABEL, General Manajer
12th season beaan Sept. 5th. This Institution stands for the best in Music. Faculty and
j the year, enables pupils to present their bat effort*.
^ Le&gptt
eh^Vlotuu^Kre'uerfek'L-^ttuBt,'C«llo; ». J',Vg"’,i(^ffigtollrATenuc,luliJi

Memoirs of Theodore Thomas
By
Rose Fav Thomas. Published by Moffat,
Yard and Company. Price, $3.00. 569
pages. Several excellent illustrations.
It would be extremely difficult for a
man’s wife to write an absolutely im¬
partial review of his work, but who in
America who is familiar with the wonder¬
ful work which Theodore Thomas ac¬
complished would want an impartial
biography? Mrs. Thomas has taken six
years to gather the facts of her hus¬
band’s career, and she tells them with a
reverence and affection which makes this

For the low price In tlie second column
.. 3 will send a year’s subscription to Tub
Exude, and the work mentioned, and also
give to the person sending this subscrip¬
tion the regular premium as mentioned
in our Premium List, sent on applicaFree sample copies to aid in securing
subscriptions.
The following conditions are to be obCash must accompany all orders.
The articles cun be sent to any adEverything will be delivered free.
The order and the new subscription
must come together; under no cir¬
cumstances can we fill an order at
these prices after the subscription
Price Price

Dana’s Musical Institute, Warren, Ohio
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Arthur Beresford

i!
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THE COLUMBIA SCHOOL OF MUSIC

III

art-we demand something totally dif¬
ferent, namely, the uplift and inspiration
of the soul, and cry 'Sursam Corda!’”

RUM
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Marx E Oberndorfer
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The Story of the
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SHERWOOD MUSIC SCHOOL

il-COLE fs1
BOARDING SCHOOL FOR YOUNG LADIES

AMERICAN ACADEMY OF MUSIC AND ART
Bloomfield Zeisler
-a:."?,-

1T0

■ ESpTR|^*E^?ANSOM

THE DRAKE SCHOOL OF MUSIC

Now playing in Europe

